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Chapter 1
Early views on the architecture of the cerebral cortex: cortical fields and
connectivity
The brain constitutes the substrate of our mental capacities and it has been identified
as such at least as early as the late Middle Age and early Renaissance (Finger, 2000).
Groundbreaking studies constituting the more immediate precursors of modern
neuroscience at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century have unravelled the
complex architecture of the brain of humans and animals, suggesting that the cortical
sheet is a mosaic of distinct cortical fields (Campbell, 1905; Vogt, 1910; Brodmann,
1909; von Economo and Koskinas, 1925) (see Fig. 1). Such cortical fields, i.e. distinct
subregions, can be differentiated through microstructural criteria. Criteria commonly
used are cyto-architecture, i.e. the organization of cells across the layers of the cerebral
cortex, and myelo-architecture, i.e. the myelination of nerve fibers across the layers of
the cerebral cortex. Additionally, recepto-architecture, i.e. the distribution across the
cortical sheet of specific receptors that constitute part of the molecular underpinnings of
brain functioning, is also used for delineating cortical fields (Zilles et al., 2002). These
cortical fields can be conceived as the basic “organs of the cerebral cortex” (Brodmann,
1909).

Figure 1. Maps depicting distinct cortical fields differentiated through their cytoarchitectonic features.
Cytoarchitectonic maps depict the A. human (Brodmann, 1909) and B. monkey (cercopithicus) (Brodmann,
1905) cerebral cortex.

These basic organs/units of the brain exhibit a complex intrinsic and extrinsic
connectivity pattern. The later type of connectivity refers to long distance
connections/fibers between the distinct subregions of the brain. These fibers constitute
the main part of the white matter. The white matter has been conceived as highly
orderly and structured as early as the 17th century, as reflected in the observations of
Nicolaus Steno. In the late 19th century observations unravelled orderly fiber bundles,
like the cingulum bundle. Such observations started to unravel the fiber pathways of the
cerebral cortex. The discovery that these fiber bundles are actually myelinated axons
originating from nerve cells located at the grey matter established them as the
anatomical substrate of long distance communication of brain regions (Schmahmann
and Pandya, 2007) (see Fig 2).
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Figure 2. Medial view of the human cerebral cortex. Various fiber bundles linking the distinct brain regions
are visible, e.g. the cingulum bundle (labelled “C”). Figure published originally in Meynert, 1885.

Early observations highlight the importance of the connections of a region to the
function performed by that region. The following passage is illustrative: “…to begin
with, my own observations have definitely proved that immediately investing the visuosensory area there exists a moderately extensive field of cortex, possessing a specialized
type of arrangement of the nerve cells and nerve fibres, entirely different both from that
in the visuo-sensory area and that in the more outlying parts: and granted that the
calcarine area is solely devoted to the reception of primary visual stimuli, the mere
existence of a second area placed in such immediate contiguity suggests the likelihood
that it is concerned with the sorting out and further elaboration of these stimuli. More
than this, the arrangement of the fibers in this investing area suggests that they carry
corticifugal instead of corticipetal impressions, that they are the fibres, in other words,
which combine to form the strands joining the visual with other centres and helping to
make the visual function so complex.” (Campbell, 1905, p. 146). Such observations and
conceptualizations establish the ground of structure-function dependencies and
highlighting the importance of brain connectivity for fundamental and clinical research
(Ffytche and Catani, 2005).
The aforementioned early findings conjointly indicate that the brain can be conceived
as a complex system, i.e. a network. In this network the distinct subregions constitute
the nodes of the network while the long distance fiber bundles constitute its
connections. Despite the powerful insights provided from early investigations, many of
them were characterized by limitations such as lack of observer-independent techniques,
quantification, storing and availability of data, invasive nature of the techniques used,
and lack of computational and analytic tools. Hence, various aspects of early
investigations fall short of the challenges posed by a realistic, fine grained examination
of such a complex structure as the cerebral cortex.
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Modern neuroscience, the re-emergence of old theories and the development of
new views
In recent years key advancements in the field of neuroscience offered the opportunity
to tackle older problems and face new challenges with a fresh perspective. These key
advancements are:
1. New in vivo brain imaging methods, i.e. functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) (e.g. Huettel et al., 2004; Johansen-Berg
and Behrens, 2009).
2. Analytic tools, usually borrowed from other scientific disciplines, and increased
computational resources (e.g. Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; Formisano et al., 2008).
3. Data storage and sharing through the implementation of neuroinformatics databases
(e.g. Akil et al., 2011; Kötter, 2004).

Figure 3. Construction of the human connectome by measuring structural and functional connectivity. The
figure depicts the necessary steps to be taken for such a construction. The brain of a subject can be parcellated,
e.g. based on an atlas and subsequently the inter-regional connections can be traced with DWI (steps 2 and 3
in the left analysis stream). In a similar fashion brain activity measured e.g. with fMRI is recorder from certain
brain regions or from the whole brain and the computation of the functional connectivity between the time
series of these recording sites results in the construction of the functional connectome (steps 2 and 3 in the
right analysis stream). The functional and structural connectomes can be subsequently analyzed with tools
from network science. Figure originally published in Bullmore and Sporns, 2009.
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Such advancements rendered possible the re-emergence of older ideas to the forefront.
For instance, the conceptualization of the brain as a complex network and the
subsequent effort of collating and mapping connections of the brain of different species
at multiple levels resulted in the field refered to as connectome research (Sporns et al.,
2005) (see Fig. 3). Assembling the connectome of brains of humans and animals with
the boost offered by the aforementioned key advancements, new avenues were opened
for fundamental, comparative and clinical studies. Moreover, the “network view”
towards the brain is also strengthened by the discovery of large scale functional
networks. Such networks can be detected in task-independent intrinsic neuronal
activation measured during “rest”. Hence, such networks are commonly known as
resting state networks (De Luca et al., 2006) and reflect the intrinsic functional
architecture of the brain. Hence, two types of connectivity can be discerned and will be
used for our research purposes. First, structural connectivity between two regions refers
to the existence of a fiber bundle that connects them. Secondly, functional connectivity
refers to the temporal dependence of the neural activation of two regions, e.g. as
measured with fMRI. Both types of networks can be analyzed with tools from network
science (see Fig. 3).
The value of the network approach in order to study the brain is reflected in recent
studies that have unravelled basic properties of the architecture of the brain, such as its
small world structure and the presence of a rich club organization (Sporns and Zwi,
2004; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011). Additionally, in vivo delineation of distinct
subregions was rendered possible with the aid of both structural (Johansen-Berg et al.,
2004) and functional (Cohen et al., 2008) connectivity. Topological changes at the
whole brain large scale level were found to be associated with mental disorders (van den
Heuvel et al., 2010). Furthermore, interspecies comparisons of brain connectivity started
to provide a valuable link between human and macaque research (Croxson et al., 2005),
comprehensive maps of the large scale connectivity of the macaque brain started to be
assembled (Modha and Singh, 2010), and structure-function dependency was
demonstrated (Kötter and Sommer, 2000; Passingham et al., 2002). Moreover, data
clustering techniques, exploiting the wealth of data gathered in neuroinformatics
databases, revealed that each distinct brain region has a unique connectivity. Hence, the
connectivity of a region can be conceived as its “connectivity fingerprint”, which in turn
is linked with its “functional fingerprint”. Consequently, the connectivity of a region
can constrain what it “can do” (Passingham et al., 2002). Such findings led to a reappraisal of large scale connectivity and its importance to brain function. Consequently,
it has become clear that large scale brain connectivity can be used as a guide to
cognition (Bressler and Menon, 2010).
Correspondance between structure and function in the brain
In order to illustrate the interdependency of connectivity and function, we will briefly
discuss studies, which by exploiting the key advancements previously mentioned, offer
a quantitative assessment of structure-function correspondence.
Based on a collation of data describing the connectivity of the cat brain (Scannell and
Young, 1993; Scannell et al., 1995), and with the aid of network analysis tools, it has
been demonstrated that the cat cortex can be partitioned in 4 “modules” which
correspond to distinct anatomical structures with relative functional specializations.
Regions belonging to the same module exhibit higher degree of similarity of their whole
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brain connectivity patterns when compared to regions belonging to different modules
(Zamora- López et al., 2010).
A distinct class of studies have addressed structure-function correspondences by
examining more systematically the relation of the large scale functional connectivity
and the underlying structural connectivity. Computational modelling using realistic
neuroanatomical connections of the macaque brain highlights the very good
correspondance of structural and functional connectivity, especially evident when
neuronal interactions occur in time-scales comparable to the ones measured with fMRI
during “rest” (Honey et al., 2007). Moreover, empirical studies demonstrate that the
large scale functional networks are structurally linked (van den Heuvel et al., 2009) and
that functional connectivity between structurally unconnected regions can be explained
by the patterns of efferents of the involved regions (Adachi et al., 2011).
Exploiting DWI for the in vivo mapping of the structural connections of the human
brain, Johansen-Berg et al. 2004 parcellated the medial wall in two distinct regions. This
parcellation was based on the abrupt change of the whole brain connectivity profiles of
these regions. Such differences were detectable by a clustering algorithm. This study
constitutes one of the first examples of the feasibility of in vivo connectivity based
parcellation of brain regions. The resulting regions not only corresponded to known
anatomical regions, i.e. SMA and pre-SMA, but also exhibited different functional
profiles. While SMA appeared motor sensitive, the pre-SMA had a “cognitive”
functional profile since it was active in a serial subtraction task. Hence, regions that
could be delineated by exploiting transitions of their large scale connectivity profiles,
also exhibit distinct functional/cognitive signatures.
A recent elegant study provides further evidence for the structure-function
correspondance. By using machine learning algorithms for regression, the connectivity
of the fusiform gyrus with the rest of brain, as assessed with DWI, appeared to be an
excellent predictor of the fusiform gyrus activation during observation of faces (Saygin
et al., 2012).
The above computational and empirical studies in the human and non-human brain
demonstrate that structural connectivity and functional connectivity are closely linked,
connectivity constraints function, and distinct anatomical regions exhibit distinct
connectivity profiles. Such properties can be used for the in vivo connectivity based
parcellation of the brain and the elucidation of their role in cognition.
Challenges and open issues: in vivo cartography and connectivity
Despite methodological advancements and the accumulated novel findings, there are
striking gaps in our knowledge about the architecture and function of the brain.
Currently there is no contemporary comprehensive map of the totality of the human
cerebral cortex which can summarize its distinct regions based on cyto- myelo- and
recepto-architecture, along with their distinctive connectivity and functional properties.
Consequently, maps from early investigators of the previous century are still used, but
such maps are not always compatible, are observer dependent and do not quantify interindividual variability (Uylings et al., 2005). Efforts during the last decade try to fill this
gap through quantitative mapping of cortical areas and the creation of cytoarchitectonic
probabilistic maps (Eickhoff et al., 2005; Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995),
receptor based mapping (Amunts et al., 2010), task based functional maps (Frost and
Goebel, 2011), in vivo myelin based mapping (Glasser and Van Essen, 2011) and
connectivity based mapping (Cohen et al., 2008). Such combined efforts will finally
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lead to a multimodal atlas which is necessary to describe the multilayered architecture
of the brain (Toga et al., 2006). However, for large parts of the brain probabilistic maps
of the distinct cortical fields are currently lacking. This is particularly evident for the
frontal lobes (see Fig. 4). This fact combined with excessive intersubject variability
makes problematic the inference of a cortical field in an individual brain. Consequently,
there is the need for the mapping of the subregions of parts of the brain that are
relatively unexplored, such as the frontal lobes, and the examination of their
connectivity. Such mapping should also be performed in vivo, offering numerous
possibilities for clinical applications, structure-function examination and neurosurgical
pre-operative mapping.
Due to methodological and ethical reasons brain research in animals constitutes a
major source of our knowledge on brain function. Electrophysiological, connectivity,
and parcellation studies performed in the macaque brain that span several decades, offer
a wealth of information, unparalleled in the human brain. Hence, the macaque brain
functions as a model for the human brain (Passingham, 2009). Extrapolating findings
from one species to the other can also introduce inaccuracies due to unique features of
the human brain that emerged during primate evolution (Preuss, 2000).

Figure 4. The Jülich-Düsseldorf atlas of cytoarchitectonically defined cortical fields (Eickhoff et al., 2005).
Each colour denotes a distinct cortical field and the spatial extend corresponds to its maximum probability.
Note the incompleteness of the atlas, especially in the prefrontal cortex.

Two major and interrelated problems can be discerned with respect to models based on
the macaque. First, evidence in favour of specific models and suggested architectures of
brain regions usually rely on descriptive approaches of qualitative data, without rigorous
quantification of the assumed principles. This usually involves a restricted set of data
involving a limited amount of studies. Second, extrapolations from the macaque to the
human brain rely on assumptions of homology. In some cases, homology for a small
subset of cortical regions is established on functional, topological and cytoarchitectonic
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criteria (Fig. 5). However, establishment of homology, or absence thereof, does not
always stem from a direct testing of the fulfilment of additional homology criteria like
similarity of connectivity patterns (Uylings et al., 2003). Thus, there is the need for
quantification of the fulfilment of such connectivity based homology criteria, especially
in the light of evidence suggesting that connectivity constraints function. Such direct
comparisons should focus on the connectivity of the brains of macaques and humans
(Passingham, 2009; Croxson et al., 2005). Such investigations will help establish a
“translational bridge” between macaque and human brain research by unravelling
preservation of connectivity features, or absence thereof, during primate evolution.
The conceptualization of the brain as a complex network resulted in considerable
progress for the understanding of large scale reconfigurations in connectivity during
brain development (e.g. Supekar et al., 2009). These reconfigurations are also evident in
the functional domain, since task based paradigms reveal age related differences in
BOLD responses (e.g. Keulers et al., 2012). However, the majority of developmental
studies rely on univariate statistical analysis which might be inappropriate for detecting
subtle large scale differences across age groups. This also forces the choice of
comparing age groups with considerably large age spans. Moreover, very few studies
examine function and connectivity conjointly in order to uncover potential relations.
Taken together the above illustrate the need for a more sophisticated approach allowing
to track subtle developmental changes and thus investigate the development trajectory
without the limitations posed by large spans, e.g. during adolescence. Such
investigations should ideally encompass both the functional and connectivity domain.
The aforementioned open issues set the context for the research goals of the present
thesis.
Research goals of the thesis
In Chapter 2 an in vivo parcellation scheme of the lateral frontal cortex of the human
brain will be presented. This study aims at contributing to the growing efforts for the in
vivo parcellation of the cortex. More specifically, the two main goals of the study are
the following: What are the distinct subregions/cortical fields of the lateral frontal
cortex that can be deciphered in vivo? What is the connectivity profile of these cortical
fields? The results from these two main research goals have several important
implications. The connectivity of each region can inform us about its functionality. The
relation of the connectivity profiles of the distinct subregions constitute the intrinsic
architecture of the lateral frontal cortex and can thus inform proposed models. The
connectivity of the subregions of the proposed parcellation, which are assigned to
putative anatomical substrates, can be associated with the connectivity of assumed
homologues in the macaque. Hence, the parcellation scheme and connectivity of the
lateral frontal cortex can be used as a link between human and macaque research.
Additionally, the in vivo parcellation can pave the way for more accurate targeting of
these regions for purposes like pre-operative imaging for neurosurgery. Lastly, the
feasibility of an in vivo parcellation renders possible the examination of the functional
properties of the delineated cortical fields, i.e. their responsiveness to various tasks
tapping into a diverge set of cognitive domains.
As it is already mentioned, the findings of the previous chapter can also inform
popular models of the frontal cortex. However, the study described in the previous
chapter was not specifically designed for addressing specific models. In Chapter 3 we
will specifically investigate the principles and predictions of the so called anterior-
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posterior hierarchical model, as articulated in the context of the structural connectivity
of the macaque prefrontal cortex. In doing so, we will adopt an approach that overcomes
the problems illustrated in previous paragraphs, i.e. lack of quantification, usage of a
limited set of data. More specifically, we will use data from the neuroinformatics
database CoCoMac (http://cocomac.g-node.org/). This database contains information
about the connectivity of the macaque brain by collating findings from numerous
tracing studies. Hence, the data used for the study presented in Chapter 3 constitute a
best estimate of macaque prefrontal connectivity, representing a manifold of studies
spanning several decades. Additionally, for assessing the principles and predictions of
the model, formal tools from network science will be employed. This approach will
allow us to establish if the anterior-posterior hierarchical model is tenable and further
gain insight into the architecture of the macaque prefrontal cortex.
In the aforementioned chapters certain links between human and macaque research are
visible. However, in both cases data are obtained from either humans (Chapter 2) or
macaques (Chapter 3) and any relation between the species is established with the aid of
findings from the literature. In Chapter 4 we will perform a direct interspecies
comparison. To this end, we assemble the connectome of each species. For humans we
employ diffusion imaging and for macaques data collated in the CoCoMac database.
We perform quantitative analysis of the whole brain connectivity of the two species.
Chapter 4 describes key findings such as the embedding of the various brain regions in
the two species, the preservation of their connectivity patterns and global topological
features like the rich club organization of both connectomes. Through rigid quantitative
analysis of the connectomes of the two species, a research line that could be named
comparative connectomics, novel findings on the structural organization during primate
evolution are brought forth. Such findings are valuable for building a translational
bridge between human and macaque research.
In Chapter 5 we approach connectivity of the human brain from a developmental point
of view. We study the maturation of short and long range functional connections during
adolescence. Moreover, apart from connectivity, we examine task induced activation
patterns. The study involves age groups with a minimal age difference (13, 17 and 21
years). In that way we can investigate maturation changes in adolescence without being
forced to adopt huge age spans. Such differences are subtle and hence appropriate
analytic tools are needed. To this end we use multivariate machine learning techniques
to decipher age specific connectivity and task related discriminative patterns. Conjointly
the above approach permits tracing and interrelating subtle connectivity and task related
changes in adolescence. Chapter 6 constitutes the Discussion section of the present
thesis.
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Figure 5. Evolutionary tree of the mammalian brain. Different colors delineate cortical fields that are
considered homologous. Homology is inferred from anatomical and functional features. Cortical fields
represent basic sensory fields: visual (V1 dark blue V2 light blue), auditory (A1 green), and somatosensory
(S1 red S2 orange). Figure originally published in Krubitzer and Kahn, 2003.

Modalities and methods
The discovery of the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) contrast gave birth to
the fMRI (Huettel et al., 2004). fMRI allows the in vivo examination of the totality of
the brain with very good spatial resolution and a temporal resolution allowing the
investigation of numerous neuroscientific questions. The BOLD signal is an indirect
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measurement of neuronal activity. It relies on the relation of cerebral blood flow,
cerebral blood volume and the rate of metabolism of oxygen, all of which constitute a
cascade of physiological responses accompanying neuronal activity (Huettel et al.,
2004). The BOLD signal correlates with underlying neuronal activity (Logothetis et al.,
2001) and its exact neurovascular mechanisms are currently under investigation
(Goense et al., 2012). fMRI has been extensively used in order to examine cognitive
mechanisms. Additionally, the discovery of large scale functional networks, detected at
low fluctuations of the BOLD signal while the subject is not performing an explicit task
- thus at “rest” - established resting state fMRI as a popular tool for studying the
functional connectivity and architecture of the brain. For the aforementioned reasons we
chose fMRI as the modality appropriate for addressing certain research goals of this
thesis.
In order to study the structural connections of the brain techniques like DWI can be
used. DWI relies on the diffusion of water molecules in brain tissue which is detectable
with an MR apparatus. The diffusion is constrained by the geometrical structure of the
brain tissue, i.e. in the current context, the fiber bundles (Johansen-Berg and Behrens,
2009). Various models can be applied to assess intra-voxel diffusion direction and
several tractography methods can be used for unravelling the fiber bundles that
constitute the structural connectivity architecture of the brain (Bastiani et al., 2012).
DWI has been used for constructing the human connectome, comparing connections of
the human and the macaque brain, as well as in clinical contexts (Johansen-Berg and
Behrens, 2009). Such features render DWI suitable for fulfilling some of the research
goals of the present thesis.
Modern neuroscience is equipped with neuroinformatics databases that allow the
storage, handling, and extraction of meaningful information from large datasets. One
such database is CoCoMac which consists of collations of results from tracing studies
performed in the macaque brain. The hundreds of studies collated span several decades
and thus the information stored in CoCoMac represent the most complete set of data on
connectivity of the macaque. The massive amount of information involved led to the
development of tailored algebra and algorithms for the exploitation of the wealth of this
information (Kötter, 2004; Stephan et al., 2000). Hence, datasets assembled from the
CoCoMac database reflect knowledge accumulated over several decades and renders
them valuable for studying the connectional architecture of the macaque brain as well as
for inter-species comparisons. Consequently, we will use such datasets for addressing
research goals of this thesis.
If the brain can be conceived as a complex network then it must also be treated as one.
In other words, there is the need for appropriate tools for studying this network. Such
tools are mostly borrowed from other scientific disciplines like computational/systems
biology and network science. Such disciplines have also faced the same class of
problems that neuroscientists now face, namely understanding complex systems, a
procedure involving the analysis of a vast amount of data. Consequently, tools were
developed for appropriately addressing such issues. In the context of neuroscience such
tools have been successfully adopted in both the human (Hagmann et al., 2008) and the
macaque brain (Modha and Singh, 2010). We will follow the same rationale and also
borrow tools from network science in order to address the research questions of this
thesis.
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Abstract
Human and non-human primates exhibit flexible behaviour. Functional, anatomical and
lesion studies indicate that the lateral frontal cortex (LFC) plays a pivotal role in such
behaviour. LFC consists of distinct subregions exhibiting distinct connectivity patterns
that possibly relate to functional specializations. Inference about the border of each
subregion in the human brain is performed with the aid of macroscopic landmarks
and/or cytoarchitectonic parcellations extrapolated in a stereotaxic system. However,
the high inter-individual variability, the limited availability of cytoarchitectonic
probabilistic maps and the absence of robust functional localizers, renders the in vivo
delineation and examination of the LFC subregions challenging. In this study we use
resting state fMRI (rsfMRI) for the in vivo parcellation of the human LFC, on a subjectwise and data-driven manner. This approach succeeds in uncovering neuroanatomically
realistic subregions, with potential anatomical substrates including BA 46, 44, 45, 9 and
related (sub)divisions. Ventral LFC subregions exhibit different functional connectivity
(FC) which can account for different contributions in the language domain, while more
dorsal adjacent subregions marked a transition to visuospatial/sensorymotor networks.
Dorsal LFC subregions participate in known large-scale networks obeying an
external/internal information processing dichotomy. Furthermore, we traced “families”
of LFC subregions organized along the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axis with
distinct functional networks also encompassing specialized cingulate divisions.
Similarities with the connectivity of macaque candidate homologues were observed,
like the premotor affiliation of presumed BA 46. The current findings partially support
dominant LFC models.
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Introduction
Human and non-human primates are characterized by flexible behaviour. Processes
such as learning, integration of information and rule following, are essential for the
successful interaction with the environment and accomplishment of everyday tasks. The
frontal lobe has been identified as the brain structure that plays a pivotal role in these
“higher order” processes (Goldman-Rakic, 1996; Miller and Cohen, 2001). Especially
the LFC is implicated in diverse aspects of task execution (e.g. Koechlin et al., 2003;
Brass et al., 2005; Stiers et al., 2010).
The LFC, like the rest of the cortex, is far from homogenous. Several LFC
cytoarchitectonic parcellation schemes have appeared for the human brain, with
variations in the number and extent of LFC divisions (Brodmann, 1909; Sarkissov et al.,
1955; Petrides and Pandya, 1994) (Fig. 1). Moreover, tracing studies in the monkey and
rodent frontal cortex have demonstrated that regions differentiated through their
cytoarchitecture, also exhibit different connectivity patterns (e.g. Yeterian et al., 2012;
Uylings et al., 2003). This “connectivity fingerprint” of each region seems to reflect a
functional specialization, in line with evidence from lesion studies (Passingham et al.,
2002; Petrides, 2005). The proper function and extensive repertoire of the LFC appears
to rely on the interaction of these specialized regions (Wilson et al., 2010; Miller, 2000).
Consequently their delineation and the further characterization of their connectivity
properties are crucial for the better understanding of the LFC.
Several approaches have been adopted for the delineation of distinct regions in the
human brain non-invasively. One approach uses macroscopic landmarks as predictors of
the extent of a region but such an approach seems problematic for frontal regions, since
discrepancies between the actual and predicted extent are observed (Fischl et al., 2008).
Another common approach uses crisp cytoarchitectonic parcellation schemes, e.g.
Brodmann’s map, extrapolated in a standard stereotaxic system. However, such
approaches seem inadequate since excessive interindividual variability has been
demonstrated with respect to the exact location, shape and size of cytoarchitectonically
defined regions (Uylings et al., 2005). Probabilistic maps have been introduced in order
to express interindividual variability, but such maps are available only for a handful of
(pre)frontal regions, namely regions 44 and 45 (Amunts et al., 1999) and regions 9 and
46 (Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995).
Thus, it remains challenging to delineate and examine in vivo the distinct subregions
of the LFC, especially in the absence of robust functional localizers. In the current study
we capitalize on findings that demonstrate that rsfMRI can be used in order to
functionally parcellate the cortex (Cohen et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2010). We employ a
data-driven approach that unveils distinct subregions within the LFC on an individual
basis, which seem to correspond well with subregions identified in cytoarchitectonic
studies. Moreover, the whole-brain FC of these subregions could segregate them into
“families”. Additional analyses of neighbouring subregions located at the ventral/dorsal
LFC elucidate the distinct large-scale functional networks that can relate to functional
specializations.
Materials and Methods
Participants and data collection Twelve healthy right-handed participants were
scanned for this study (8 females: mean age 22.5 years SD 2.4 year). Data were
collected on a Siemens MAGNETOM Allegra 3T MRI head-only scanner. Head motion
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was constrained by the use of foam padding. A total number of 32 axial slices covering
the whole-brain including the cerebellum were acquired by using a T2*-weighted
gradient echo planner pulse sequence (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 224, slice
thickness = 4 mm, matrix size = 64 x 64, flip angle = 90º). Voxel size was 3.5 x 3.5 x 4
mm. A gradient echo image (TR = 704 ms, TE 5.11 and 7.57 ms; flip angle = 60°) with
the same grid and slice orientation as the functional images was acquired to generate a
field map for correcting susceptibility-related distortions in the functional images. A T1weighted anatomical scan was also acquired (TR = 2250 ms, TE = 2.6 ms, flip angle =
90°, FOV = 256 mm, slice thickness = 1 mm, matrix size = 256 x 256, number of slices
= 192). Voxel size was 1 x 1 x 1 mm. Each participant was scanned in a task free run
that lasted 10 minutes. The participant was instructed to fixate on a cross at the center of
the screen, relax, and avoid movement.

Figure 1. Cytoarchitectonic parcellations of the human lateral frontal cortex based on: A. Brodmann, 1909 B.
Sarkissov et al., 1955 and C. Petrides and Pandya, 1994. Note the variability in the shape and extent of the
same region in each parcellation scheme (e.g. region 46 in A and B). Note also the differences in the number
of divisions (e.g. region 9 appears homogeneous in B, whereas it is further subdivided in C).

Preprocessing The fMRI data were preprocessed using the SPM software (Welcome
Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London). Data were re-aligned, spatially corrected
using the field map, slice time corrected, and co-registered with the anatomical scan.
The individual T1-weighted anatomical scan from each subject was used for the coregistration with the functional volumes collected from the same subject. The T1weighted anatomical scans were segmented into 3 tissue types: grey matter, white
matter and cerebrospinal fluid. The functional volumes were subsequently re-sampled
to 3mm isotropic voxels and smoothed with a 6mm FWHM kernel. Normalization was
not applied and the parcellation step (see below) was performed at the native space for
each subject. The resting state data were additionally subject to the following
preprocessing steps: 1) Removal of nuisance variables through multiple regression.
Theses variables included the six motion parameters estimated at the re-alignment step,
signal from the ventricles and signal from the white matter. 2) The residuals from this
multiple regression were subsequently band passed (0.01-0.1 Hz). These preprocessing
steps (1 and 2) aim at minimizing physiological effects such as respiration and heart rate
and removing signal that is unlikely to have neural origin (Cordes et al., 2000; Van Dijk
et al., 2010; De Luca et al., 2006). It should be noted that regression of the whole brain
signal was not performed.
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Delineating the LFC patch The bias corrected anatomical scan from each subject was
imported in Caret software. Each hemisphere was segmented and inflated and flat
surfaces were generated. Each cortical patch was identified for each participant based
on their individual anatomy. For the delineation of the patch the following boundaries
were taken into account: Posterior boundary: the middle line of precentral sulcus
(prCS). We chose a slight extension of the mask posterior to the prCS in order to ensure
the full inclusion of the prefrontal regions that are positioned anterior to the premotor
cortex. Superior boundary: the fundus of the superior frontal sulcus (SFS). Inferior
boundary: To ensure the inclusion of Broca's area (BA 44 and BA45) the inferior end of
the region of interest was defined as halfway between the lateral aspect of the Sylvian
fissure and the circular sulcus. This compromise was chosen to accommodate
substantial intersubject variability in the location of the inferior part of BA 44 and 45 in
the Sylvian fissure, which ranges from just inside the fissure to its fundus at circular
sulcus (Amunts et al., 1999, Uylings et al., 2005). The orbital part of the inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG) was excluded by using the horizontal ramus as a macroscopic landmark
(Uylings et al., 2010). Anterior boundary: The anterior boundary roughly followed
pragmatic cut-offs previously proposed that aim at the identification of the posterior
border of the frontopolar cortex (parts of region 10), namely a vertical plane in between
the anterior part of the cingulate sulcus and the anterior part of the olfactory sulcus
(Uylings et al., 2010). With the specified borders, the LFC patch excluded regions that
extend medially (superior frontal gyrus (SFG) / area 9 and 8), the most anterior part of
the frontal lobes and the orbital part of the IFG. The extent of the cortical patch included
frontal regions that are reported as major nodes of networks responsible for the
execution of diverse tasks (Stiers et al., 2010; Duncan and Owen, 2000).
Functional connectivity based parcellation It has been demonstrated that rsfMRI can
be used in order to delineate subregions within a large anatomical structure. Despite that
FC based on rsfMRI does not necessarily reflect structural connectivity it is constrained
by the later (Honey et al., 2007, 2009). Moreover, multimodal parcellation based on
both structural and functional connectivity leads to converging results (Zhang et al.,
2010). The usefulness of rsfMRI data for the parcellation of a cortical region is reflected
for instance in Margulies et al., 2009 where the time course of regions of interest (ROIs)
placed in the precuneus of the human and macaque brain, and the subsequent
application of spectral clustering, was able to reveal subdivisions of the precuneus by
grouping together ROIs that had similar time courses. A similar approach can be applied
to the voxel level, namely creating subregions by grouping voxels together based on the
similarity of their rsfMRI time course. Such an approach has been demonstrated to lead
to meaningful divisions of the visual cortex and intraparietal sulcus (Shen et al., 2010).
In this study we adopt a voxel wise high resolution approach. Such an approach does
not require the a priori specification and placement of a set of ROIs, and thus allows the
investigation of the structure of a cortical patch in an unbiased and data-driven fashion.
Moreover, the parcellation was conducted separately for each subject and hemisphere.
The subject-wise approach avoids potential biases from across subject averaging usually
applied prior to the parcellation procedure. The cortical patch (one for each hemisphere)
from each subject was used as a mask in order to extract the rsfMRI time course of
every voxel included in the mask. A NxN correlation matrix, where N is the number of
voxels included in the mask, was computed by correlating the rsfMRI time course of
each voxel with the time course of every other voxel in the mask. The number of voxels
N varied between 2000 to 2500 approximately from participant to participant. As a
measure of correlation Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used. The correlation
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matrix was subsequently used in order to trace distinct groups of voxels. It should be
noted that an alternative way to formulate this correlation matrix, is to compute the
correlations between the connectivity profiles of each voxel with the rest of the brain
(e.g. Kim et al., 2010). In this way the correlation matrix reflects a “second order”
similarity, and not the direct quantification of the similarity of the time course of each
pair of voxels in the mask. This approach in formulating the correlation matrix led to
similar results as the ones reported below.
There are several ways to trace distinct groups from the correlation matrix.
Approaches previously used include the k-means clustering algorithm (Kim et al., 2010;
Beckman et al., 2009), spectral clustering (Kelly et al., 2010), and spectral reordering
(Klein et al., 2007). Here we chose to employ an algorithm that belongs to the so called
module detection algorithms. Module detection algorithms stem from graph theory. A
correlation matrix can be considered as a graph where the N voxels can be considered as
the nodes of the graph, and the correlation coefficient between the rsfMRI time courses
of the ith and the jth voxel can be considered as an undirected edge between the ith and
jth node. Module detection algorithms seek to maximize the modularity value Q
(Newman, 2006):

(1)
with ei standing for the number of edges within module i, di for the total degree, i.e.
number of functional connections/edges, of the nodes belonging to module i, and m for
the total number of edges in the graph. Hence, by seeking to maximize the value of Q,
the algorithm seeks to trace communities/modules that exhibit more links/edges, i.e. in
the current context functional connections, than the ones expected by chance. The
modularity maximization is an NP-complete problem and various algorithms have been
proposed in order to approximate the maximum Q value (Fortunato, 2010). Module
detection algorithms have been applied in various networks including biological and
social (Fortunato, 2010). Recently such algorithms have also been applied to functional
networks derived from neuroimaging data (Meunier et al., 2009; Rubinov and Sporns,
2010; Barnes et al., 2010). Here we employ the so called Louvain module detection
algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008) for the following reasons: 1) It is a data driven
algorithm, like all the module detection algorithms, and hence it does not require the a
priori specification of groups to be identified (as it is required e.g. with the k-means
algorithm). This is particularly useful when no clear evidence exist with respect to the
distinct groups that must underlie the data, like it is the case in the current study. 2) This
algorithm was identified among the best performing ones in a comparative study that
included a large variety of different community/module detection algorithms
(Lancichinetti and Fortunato, 2009). 3) The algorithm is designed for fast and efficient
module detection in large networks (Blondel et al., 2008). We used a Matlab
implementation of the algorithm that is part of the Brain Connectivity Toolbox
(Rubinov and Sporns, 2010).
Prior to the application of the algorithm, the correlation matrix needs to be
thresholded in order to retain the stronger edges/correlation coefficients and form the
graph to be used in the subsequent analysis (e.g. Barnes et al., 2010). No “gold
standard” exists with respect to the threshold applied and a common tactique is the
application of a range of thresholds. Here we use 3 “threshold levels” corresponding to
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0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 threshold values. At each level only the correlation coefficients above
the corresponding threshold are retained. In all of these threshold levels the graph
connectedness was equal to 1, i.e. no fragmentation of the graph occurred. For each
threshold level the Louvain algorithm was applied. Due to the stochastic nature of the
algorithm several runs (=50) were applied. Thus, for each threshold level 50
parcellations were obtained with a corresponding Q value. In order to select the “best”
threshold level we focused on the level that yielded the highest Q values and hence
leads to a more modular description of the data. Subsequently the “best” partition out of
the 50 partitions corresponding to the “best” threshold level was selected as the one with
the maximal Q value (e.g. Sporns et al., 2007). This partition was used for the results
reported below. Since the analysis was performed at the voxel level, each voxel in the
specified cortical patch was assigned a unique label indicating the module that has been
assigned to. Hence by mapping the obtained partition to 3D space we obtain the results
in the form of a “module map” for each participant and hemisphere separately. By
overlaying this “module map” on the individual anatomy of each subject we can have a
detailed view of the distinct subregions of the LFC patch (see Results). We will use the
terms module(s) and subregion(s) interchangeably.
Control analyses In order to check the significance and robustness of the obtained
parcellations a series of control analyses took place. For each threshold level the module
detection algorithm was also applied to 10 matched random graphs, i.e. matched to the
original graph in number of nodes, edges and degree distribution. The resulting Q value,
i.e. the average value obtained in the 10 random graphs, offers a “baseline” value that
expresses the expected null Q value. A similar control analysis has been employed in
recent neuroimaging studies that employ module detection algorithms (e.g. Meunier et
al., 2009).
Another approach that can be followed in order to investigate the quality of the
partition that was recovered is to examine the robustness of this partition to
perturbations of the graph (Karrer et al., 2008). The underlying rationale of this
approach is that perturbations of the graph, which are accomplished through rewiring of
the edges with a certain rewiring probability, should not have a detrimental effect on the
structure of the graph. Hence the parcellations obtained from the original and perturbed
graph should not vary considerably. As a reference point in this approach matched
random graphs that function as null models are used. The variation of the parcellations
obtained before and after the perturbation is quantified as more severe perturbations
occur, i.e. edges are rewired with higher probability. The variation of information is
used in order to compare the similarity of the parcellations (Meila, 2007). If the
parcellations of the increasingly perturbed original graph exhibit less variation
compared to the ones that correspond to the increasingly perturbed random graphs, we
can conclude that the identified partition in the original graph is a robust structure.
The above control analyses concern the obtained partition as a whole. In order to
examine the significance of each detected module at the individual level we employed
the method proposed in Lancichinetti et al., 2010. Given a graph and a detected
module, this method estimates the likelihood of finding such a module in an equivalent
random graph. The so called B-score expresses this likelihood, with a value of less than
5% indicating a significant community in real world applications (Lancichinetti et al.,
2010). An interesting aspect of this approach is that given a level of significance q, we
can derive the largest subset of a module satisfying this level of significance by “peeling
off” the worst nodes of the module. In our case, the modules detected by the Louvain
algorithm were subject to this module-wise test of significance at 0.05. Modules that
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failed to meet this score were “peeled off” until they complied with the specified level
of significance (<0.05). All modules reported below satisfy this significance level.
The modularity optimization is characterized by degeneracy, i.e. many topologically
distinct partitions can correspond to high modularity values (Good et al., 2010; Rubinov
and Sporns, 2011). The detailed exploration and enumeration of these “degenerate
partitions” is beyond the scope of the paper. Instead, a basic control analysis was
conducted in order to examine the degree of similarity of the “best” partition and a
distribution of “control partitions” (Liang et al., 2011). For each participant we
computed 2m control partitions, which is near the order of the low bound of the
degeneracy of Q (Liang et al., 2011; Good et al., 2010), where m is the number of
modules of the “best” partition. Subsequently the similarity of the “best” with the
“control” partitions was quantified with the variation of information. We also examined
the distribution of the number of modules and the Q values, along with the variation of
each module in the “best” partition, across the “control” partitions.
Some extra control analyses also took place in order to examine the effect of the
threshold level applied to the correlation matrix, and the smoothing applied to the fMRI
data. To this end, the variation of information was calculated between the parcellations
reported below and 1) parcellations obtained at different threshold levels and 2)
parcellations derived from unsmoothed rsfMRI data.
Group wise clustering In order to summarize the parcellation results across
participants we employed a clustering approach that aimed to group similar modules
across participants together. Since the parcellation was performed at the native space for
each subject separately, prior to the group wise clustering, the module map of each
subject was normalized to the MNI space. In order to preserve discrete labelling the
nearest neighbour interpolation was used. As a measure of similarity between module i
and j a “mixed distance” measure can be employed that combines spatial and
connectivity similarity. As a measure of spatial similarity the Euclidean distance of the
center of mass (COM) of module i and j was used. For connectivity similarity we first
computed the whole-brain FC for each module. In order to avoid size biases, since the
size of the identified modules was not exactly the same, we centred a spherical ROI (4
mm radius) at the voxel with the highest within module z-score. The within module zscore is defined as the number of connections k, in our case functional connections, that
a node i, in our case a voxel, has with its assigned module m, minus the average of the
within module connections K of all nodes of module m, divided by the standard
deviation of K (Guimera et al., 2005). Hence, higher values of the within module zscore for a voxel indicates that this voxel is more tightly connected with its assigned
module and therefore constitutes a “good member” of the module. Consequently, the
average rsfMRI time course of the spherical ROI centred at the voxel exhibiting the
maximum within module z-score is a “representative rsfMRI time course” of each
module. Pearson correlation coefficients between the “representative rsfMRI time
course” of each module and the rsfMRI time courses of the N voxels in the brain were
computed. Hence, for each module, a 1XN vector was obtained that describes the FC of
each module with the rest of the brain. Such vectors will be refered to as module FC
profiles. The connectivity similarity between module i and j was estimated as 1-r, where
r is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the Fischer r to z transformed values of
the FC profile of module i and j. Hence smaller values between module i and j indicate
more similar FC with the rest of the brain.
By computing all pair wise spatial and connectivity similarities for all the modules M
we obtain 2 MXM similarity matrices: D spatial and D connectivity. We can combine
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the 2 measures in 1 by forming a mixed similarity matrix D that is a weighted sum of D
spatial and D connectivity. The relative contribution of each type of similarity is
controlled by the parameter w, with w=0 leading to pure connectivity similarity and
w=1 leading to pure spatial similarity (eq. 2).
(2)
Hence entry Dij captures the final similarity measure between module i and j. Here we
used as default the pure spatial similarity (w=1) and all the results are based on this type
of similarity. The spatial similarity, i.e. Euclidean distance, between detected
subregions/modules has also been recently used as a “cost” for grouping similar
subregions across groups, albeit with a different algorithm than the one we employed in
this study (Barnes et al., 2011). Explorations of a range of values of parameter w
showed no detrimental effects on the group clustering procedure (data not shown). It
should be noted that in case of a mixed similarity measure the 2 measures must be
normalized so that their relative contribution relies solely on parameter w and not on
differences of the range of values.
The resulting similarity matrix was used in order to construct a dendrogram with an
average linkage procedure (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean).
Subsequently, group wise clusters of modules were formed in the following way:
Modules with the smaller distance were put in the same cluster if they belonged to
different subjects. No more than one module per subject was allowed to be a member of
the same cluster. The dendrogram was progressively “climbed up” and in that way
modules were visited in descending order of similarity. A cluster was finalized when the
number of modules included reached a pre-specified number of subjects (here we used
the total number of participants) or when there were no more modules to consider. The
modules belonging to the finalized cluster were excluded and the procedure was
repeated until no modules were left. The approach that is followed here for grouping
similar modules across participants resembles other approaches employed to group
Independent Component Analysis components (e.g. Esposito et al., 2005). In that way
clusters of modules were formed in a data driven way. The COM of each cluster of
modules was calculated as the mean COM of the modules belonging to the cluster.
Examination and characterization of subregions
Whole-brain FC In order to gain insight into the FC of each identified cluster of
modules, and consequently its potential identity and role, exploratory data analysis took
place by computing whole-brain FC maps for the identified clusters of modules (e.g.
Kelly et al., 2010). The values of the FC profiles of each module belonging to the same
cluster were transformed using Fischer’s r to z formula and stored as a niftii image.
Subsequently these images were smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM kernel and were
subject to a one sample t-test against the null hypothesis. The resulting maps were
thresholded at a False Discovery Rate (FDR) level (q<0.05) and represent the wholebrain FC of each cluster of modules. It should be noted that these maps are derived from
“single” regression models, i.e. no regressors accounting for variability explained by
other clusters of modules were used.
LFC families Additionally, an exploratory data analysis was performed in order to
trace distinct LFC “families” (Passingham et al., 2002) through the quantification of the
similarity of the whole-brain FC of the clusters of modules and thus unveil the intrinsic
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LFC architecture at a higher level. A representative FC profile was computed for each
cluster of modules by averaging the r to z transformed FC profiles of the modules
constituting each cluster. As a distance measure we used 1-r and the clusters were
arranged with the Kamada-Kawai spring embedding algorithm (e.g. Nelson et al., 2010)
as implemented in the Pajek software. This results in the placement of clusters with
(dis)similar whole-brain FC (apart) close to the Euclidean space. Thus, this arrangement
offers a “raw” representation of whole-brain FC similarities. Moreover, for the formal
identification of separate groups (families) with similar whole-brain FC, an average
linkage was employed in order to construct a dendrogram that captures the similarity of
the whole-brain FC of the clusters of modules. In order to assess how good the
dendrogram captures the raw similarities of the data the cophenetic correlation
coefficient was used (e.g. Palomero-Gallagher et al., 2009) with higher values
indicating more faithful representations of the raw data. Families of clusters were
identified if the intra-family distance was less than 70% (default value in Matlab) of the
largest distance in the dendrogram. Moreover, in order to ensure the robustness of the
traced families, we grouped the correlation matrix derived from all pair-wise
correlations of all the cluster representative FC profiles with the k-means algorithm (e.g.
Kim et al., 2010). Since the number of clusters k has to be defined in advance, we run
the algorithm for k=2, 3…6. Variations of the solutions obtained after the application of
the k-means algorithm can be observed due to the random initiation of the cluster
means. Hence, for each k, 1000 solutions were computed. Subsequently, the silhouette
metric was used in order to assess the quality of the clustering (e.g. Kelly et al., 2010).
The silhouette metric quantifies the quality of the clustering by assessing how dissimilar
a data point is with respect to the cluster that is has been assigned to and all the other
clusters, with values ranging for -1 (low quality) to 1 (high quality). Hence, the average
silhouette across the 1000 solutions for each k was computed and the k that gave rise to
the higher silhouette was selected. It should be noted that we only took into account the
number of k clusters that resulted in solutions with no singletons, i.e. all clusters should
contain at least 2 items. This is a reasonable constrain since a k equal to the number of
data points will result in a trivial solution, with a silhouette of 1, with every data point
constituting a cluster on each own. Finally, in order to assess the stability of the families
revealed by the k-means algorithm, a “frequency of co-clustering” matrix was
constructed, where its entry i,j denotes how many times across the 1000 solutions the
cluster of modules i was part of the same family with the cluster of modules j. Similar
techniques were used for the grouping of regions in the medial wall of the macaque
brain (Hutchison et al., 2012). The current approach, i.e. the parcellation into modules
and the subsequent grouping into families, which offers a view of the LFC intrinsic
architecture at multiple levels (e.g. Doucet et al., 2011), resemble techniques used for
the parcellation of the human parietal cortex (Nelson et al., 2010).
To assess differences in the FC of different clusters, and thus illustrate potential
distinct functional roles, separate t-tests were used. Since exhaustive pair-wise contrasts
between all clusters are impractical we used evidence from the literature for the
selection of clusters. More specifically, we focus on clusters on the ventral and dorsal
LFC. We contrast clusters that seem to correspond to the so called Broca’s region and
seem to have different roles in the language domain (e.g. Amunts et al., 1999; Kelly et
al., 2010). At the ventral part, we also examine clusters located within the triangular part
of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and the inferior frontal sulcus (IFS), to elucidate FC
transitions from Broca’s region to more dorsolateral subregions of the LFC (e.g.
Amunts et al., 2010; Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Kelly et al., 2010). Finally,
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we focus on clusters of modules located at the dorsal LFC at a location were there is
evidence for the interfacing of distinct major large-scale networks (e.g. Corbetta et al.,
2008; Buckner et al., 2008) for which the borders of their respective LFC subregions are
not well delineated and examined.
For a schematic overview of the analyses pipeline see Fig. 2. All the above analyses
were performed with a combination of custom software written in Matlab (Mathworks)
and freely available software.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the analysis pipeline followed in the current study (see Materials and
Methods for details).

Results
Functional connectivity based parcellation and control analyses Results reported below
concern the left hemisphere due to practical reasons and the existence of
cytoarchitectonic probabilistic maps for regions 9 and 46 only for this hemisphere
(Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). This also makes possible the comparison of the
current results in the light of previous parcellations (Kelly et al., 2010). Quantification
and discussion of potential differences between the hemispheres, e.g. the left
hemisphere seems to be more specialized (Iturria-Medina et al., 2011), are out of the
scope of the current study. Hence, despite that comparable results were obtained for the
right hemisphere, the intrinsic functional architecture of the LFC should not be
considered identical for the two hemispheres.
The parcellation resulted in contiguous distinct subregions/modules within the LFC
patch for all the participants. The resulting module maps are depicted in Fig. 3 overlaid
on the individual anatomy of 4 participants. Despite the differences in size and extent,
the module maps had a similar layout across participants.
Higher Q values were obtained at the highest threshold level (Fig. 4 A) and the results
reported reflect the parcellation obtained at this threshold level. The number of modules
detected varied from participant to participant (mean: 9.83 sd: 0.93). This variation can
stem from the fact that pragmatic borders were used for the delineation of the LFC
patch based on macroscopic landmarks. Hence, bits of the frontopolar and the premotor
cortex, the most anterior and posterior boundaries of the patch, could be included in
some participants and deemed as a separate subregion (see also Discussion).
The obtained Q values were high (>>0.3) which is indicative of the presence of a
modular structure (Fortunato, 2010) (mean: 0.680 sd: 0.074). Moreover, the Q values
were much higher than the ones obtained from null models. These results are consistent
with studies employing similar methods (e.g. Barnes et al., 2010; Meunier et al., 2009).
The above held true for all threshold levels (see Fig. 4 A for a group summary).
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The perturbation analysis revealed that the obtained partition is a robust structure. As
it is depicted in Fig. 4 B, the similarity of partitions, quantified with the variation of
information, obtained for the original graph at increasing levels of rewiring probability
(more severe perturbations) in relation to the partition obtained from the unperturbed
original graph, is much higher when compared to the ones obtained for a matched
random graph.
Moreover, the detected modules are significant on an individual basis, as suggested
from the B-scores (<0.05) of each module. Only very few of the detected modules
(~10%) were subject to a “peeling off” procedure in order to comply with the prespecified level of significance. Even in these cases only a handful of voxels were
“peeled off” from each module.
The “control” partitions resulted in high Q values (mean: 0.662 sd: 0.097). Despite the
fact that these partitions were not identical with the “best” one, the variation of
information was relatively low (mean: 0.065 sd: 0.049). Furthermore, the number of
modules of the “best” partition was the most frequent one, as assessed by the frequency
distribution of the number of modules of the “control” partitions. Additionally, a very
high percentage of the voxels constituting each module was always part of the same
module across the “control” partitions (mean: 84.74% sd: 0.11). All values reported are
across the participants. Finally, the parcellation results appear robust in choices of
threshold level and the amount of smoothing of the fMRI data (data not shown).

Figure 3. A-D. Parcellation results obtained for 4 subjects. Each module map is overlaid on the individual
anatomy of each subject displayed in a lateral and dorsal view. Each module is coloured with a unique colour.
Modules that are part of the same cluster of modules are coloured with the same colour (see Fig. 5). This
colour coding will be followed throughout the paper. Note the similar layout of the modules across the
subjects and the variability in the exact shape and extent of modules that belong to the same cluster of
modules. Modules that did not end up in a “group representative” cluster of modules are coloured in dark
(navy) blue (see Materials and Methods and Results).
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Taken together the above control analyses dictate that the parcellation results reported
are robust and not heavily dependent on various methodological decisions and
parameter selection.
Group wise clustering, examination and characterization of subregions The data driven
clustering of the modules identified at the individual level was able to group similar
modules across subjects. In order to summarize the results we will focus on this group
wise clustering. In total 12 “group representative” clusters of modules were formed with
each cluster containing at least modules from 7 out of 12 subjects (Table 1). Each
cluster is assigned with a unique number from 1 until 12 (Cluster 1 (C1), Cluster 2
(C2)…, Cluster 12 (C12)) in an arbitrary way (see Fig. 5). First we will describe the
detected families of clusters of modules. This will offer a “family-wise” grouping
wherein each individual cluster will be discussed. We will subsequently present the
cluster comparisons that highlight FC differences and finally document each cluster in
order to assign to each one a potential anatomical substrate.

Figure 4. A. Modularity Q obtained at different threshold values for the original and equivalent random
graphs. The box plots depict the median along with the 25th and 75th percentiles of the values. Whiskers
represent minimum and maximum values and crosses stand for values marked as outliers. B. Variation of
information between the parcellations obtained from the unperturbed and the increasingly perturbed graph, for
the original and equivalent random graphs. Error bars represent standard deviations. Depicted values are
across subjects (see Materials and Methods and Results).

LFC families The quantification of the similarity of the whole-brain FC of the clusters
of modules resulted in 4 families, organized across the dorsal-ventral and anteriorposterior axis (Fig. 6). The degree of similarity within and between the families is also
evident in the “raw” pairwise whole-brain FC similarities of the clusters of modules
constituting each family (Fig. 6 A). Both clustering techniques (hierarchical and kmeans) identified the same 4 families (Fig. 6 B C). The dendrogram obtained from the
hierarchical clustering (Fig. 6 B) corresponds to a cophenetic correlation coefficient of
0.685 and hence it does not severely distort the original distances of the raw data. With
respect to the k-means clustering the highest silhouette (0.693) for non singleton
solutions was observed for k=4 corresponding the exact same families traced by the
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hierarchical clustering (Fig. 6 C). Solutions for k=2 and 3 gave rise to silhouette values
of 0.540 and 0.563 respectively. Solutions for k>4 contained singletons and thus were
not taken into account. Moreover, the traced families always constituted a family across
1000 solutions as indicated by the frequency of co-clustering matrix which is dominated
exclusively by entries with a value of 0 (never co-clustered) or 100 (always coclustered) (Fig. 6 C) illustrative of the robustness of the findings. Taken together the
above results highlight the presence of 4 distinct families within the LFC, organized
across the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axis, that can be differentiated through
their whole-brain FC. This differentiation is also evident in the FC maps of the clusters
of modules constituting each family (Fig. 7).
Table 1. Summary of the clusters of modules for the left hemisphere.

Cluster number refers to the corresponding cluster of modules (Fig. 5). The reported mean and standard
deviations represent MNI coordinates and volume (in mm3) for the modules included in each cluster. Possible
anatomical correlates of the modules of each cluster are provided along with relevant key reference(s).

A family located at the ventral part of the LFC was formed from the clusters of
modules located across the IFS (C3, C5, C11, C12). These regions exhibit FC with
regions that are part of the multiple demand/frontoparietal network recruited in various
cognitive tasks (Fig. 7) (Duncan, 2010; Stiers et al., 2010; Vincent et al., 2008). The
clusters located at the more dorsal parts of the LFC (C6, C10) formed a family with a
“default mode” signature (Fig. 7) associated with internal processes (Buckner et al.,
2008). The cluster of modules likely to correspond to region 46 (C8) (see Cluster
documentation) formed a family with the more posterior clusters (C1, C7, C9), with a
premotor/occulomotor signature (Fig. 7), and not the immediately adjacent more
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anterior ones (e.g. Modules of C3, C10). This likely reflects the assumed role of region
46 in high levels of motor control (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; see Discussion). Finally, the
more anterior clusters, i.e. C2 and C4, also formed a family exhibiting FC with the
temporal cortex and the medial wall (Fig. 7) and are possibly implicated in audiovisual
and semantic processing (see Discussion).
Interestingly, the families do not seem completely constrained by Euclidean distance,
i.e. the clusters of modules of the same family can be remote from one another. For
instance C8 is located more anterior than the rest of the clusters of the family that it
belongs to (Fig. 6). Hence, subregions with similar whole-brain FC can be dispersed
throughout the LFC (Yeo et al., 2011).

Figure 5. Large spheres represent the COM of the 12 clusters of modules. The COM of
these clusters is the mean of the COM of the modules that constitute each cluster. Small
spheres represent the COM of the modules of each cluster detected at each subject (see
also Fig. 3). Only group representative clusters are depicted which contain modules
from at least 7 out of 12 subjects. Each sphere is colour coded with a unique colour and
the COM of modules belonging to the same cluster are coloured in the same colour.

Cluster comparisons
C1 vs C2 Direct comparisons between the FC associated with C1 and C2, revealed
significant differences. C1 exhibited more pronounced FC with the anterior part of the
supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), the anterior part of the IFS,
the medial part of the insula, the junction of the IFS with the superior frontal sulcus
(SFS), and the supplementary motor area (SMA). C2 exhibited more pronounced FC
with the anterior medial PFC, the angular gyrus (AG), the anterior temporal cortex and
the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (Fig. 8 A, Fig. 7).
C2 vs C3 The direct contrast between C3 and C2 revealed higher FC of C2 with the
triangular and orbital part of the IFG and the middle temporal cortex. Moreover, higher
FC was observed with the superior frontal gyrus (SFG) extending towards the medial
wall. C3 showed pronounced higher FC with the IFS with an extension towards the
junction with the prCS, the junction of the SFS and the prCS, the anterior and posterior
SMG, the IPS with an extension towards the occipital lobes, and the mid-cingulate
cortex (MCC) (Fig. 8 B, Fig. 7).
C9 vs C6 and C10 Direct comparisons of the FC of C9 with C6 and C10 revealed
pronounced differences. C9 compared to C10 was more functionally connected with the
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ventral prCS, the dorsolateral PFC, the IPS and parts of the occipital-parietal cortex
(involving higher visual areas). Moreover, pronounced FC was observed with the
anterior insula, the SMA and the cingulate motor regions (CMR) in the MCC, and parts
of the postero-medial cortex likely to include Brodmann’s region 7. The immediately
adjacent C10, located anterior to C9, exhibited higher FC with the posterior part of the
MFG, the AG, the SFG, the anterior medial PFC with parts of the ACC, the limbic
region PCC and the orbitofrontal cortex (Fig. 8 C, Fig. 7). A very similar pattern of FC
differences emerged when C9 was compared to adjacent C6 (data not shown).
These FC differences of adjacent clusters at the ventral and dorsal part of the LFC are
consistent with observations of structural and FC in the human brain (Frey et al., 2008;
Ford et al., 2010; Vincent et al., 2008) and connectivity of suggested homologues in the
monkey brain (Petrides and Pandya, 2009; Pandya and Yeterian, 1996). They illustrate
the FC differences, which are also observable in Fig. 7, that might relate to the different
functional specializations associated with the subregions of each cluster (see
Discussion).
Cluster documentation
In this section we will assign a potential anatomical substrate to each cluster. To this
end, macroscopic landmarks, cytoarchitectonic maps, and the whole-brain FC of each
cluster will be used in combination with known structural and functional connectivity of
subregions of the human brain and candidate homologues in the macaque brain. The
results reported concern the left hemisphere.
C1 The COM of the cluster is located anterior to the ventral part of the premotor
cortex, in the depths of the prCS (Fig. 5). The modules of this cluster occupy the prCS
and extent towards the opercular part of the IFG (Fig. 3 B red modules, 9 A, B). The
coordinates of the COM are very near to the ones reported from a Diffusion Weighted
Imaging (DWI)-based parcellation of BA 44 (Anwander et al., 2007) and a couple of
millimetres caudally to the ROI used in a rsfMRI study investigating the FC of BA 44
(Kelly et al., 2010) (see Table 1). In addition, the COM falls within the region of the
probabilistic map of BA 44 that exhibits high probability (Amunts et al., 1999) (see also
Fig. 9 B). The FC map of C1 unveils extensive FC with regions located ventral to the
IFS (Fig. 7). Extensive FC of C1 was observed with pre-SMA, SMA, and the anterior
mid-cingulate cortex (MCC). Evidence from tracing studies suggest that region 44 in
the macaque is connected with assumed homologues, more specifically with dorsal
region MII, caudal 24 and the CMR (Paus, 2001; Pickard and Strick, 2001; Pandya and
Yeterian, 1996). Moreover, a recent DWI study in humans also reveals structural
connections of the posterior part of Broca’s region (region 44) with SMA and preSMA
in contrast the anterior part (region 45) which is anatomically linked with more anterior
parts of the medial wall (Ford et al., 2010). Concerning the post-rolandic regions,
prominent FC involved a big portion of the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), in line with
connectivity of assumed homologues in the monkey brain (Petrides and Pandya, 2009,
2004). Lastly, FC was also observed with the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). This is
consistent with evidence from the connectivity of the monkey brain (Petrides and
Pandya, 2009). In addition, tracts connecting region 44 and the IPS have been traced in
the human brain with diffusion weighted imaging (Frey et al., 2008).
C2 Modules belonging to this cluster occupy the triangular part of the IFG associated
with BA 45 (Amunts et al., 1999) (Fig. 3 A dark red module, Fig. 9 A, B). The COM of
this cluster (Fig. 5) is located within the probabilistic map of BA 45 (see also Fig. 9 B)
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and is close to the COM of a region identified as BA 45 in a DWI based parcellation
(Anwander et al., 2007) and the coordinates of a ROI used to trace the FC of BA 45
(Kelly et al., 2010) (see Table 1). C2 exhibited extensive FC with a large part of the
LFC (Fig. 7). With respect to regions outside the LFC, FC was pronounced with the
lateral temporal lobe, the anterior part of the medial prefrontal wall and parts of the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and the posterior SMG extending towards the angular
gyrus (AG). The FC of C2 resembles the connectivity of the assumed homologue of
region 45 in the monkey brain.

Figure 6. A. Representation of the “raw” similarity of the whole-brain FC between the traced clusters of
modules. Clusters are arranged in space, by using the Kamada-Kawai spring embedding algorithm, based on
the similarity of their whole-brain FC. Thick (thin) lines indicate high (low) similarity and circles delineate the
families traced with hierarchical and k-means clustering. B. Dendrogram representing the similarity of the
whole-brain FC of the cluster of modules. Each brain depicts the COM of the clusters of modules that form a
“family”, i.e. have similar whole-brain FC. A set of clusters of modules formed a family if the “intra-family”
distance was less than the 70% of the largest distance in the dendrogram. C. Clusters of modules grouped
according to their whole-brain FC similarity with the k-means algorithm. Brackets denote the grouping of the
clusters of modules to families. The frequency of co-clustering matrix indicates the high stability of the
families across 1000 k-means solutions (see Materials and Methods and Results for details).

The colour coding for each cluster of modules follows Fig. 5. More precisely, strong
connections of macaque region 45 exist with various visual, auditory and multimodal
areas located at the temporal cortex (Gerbella et al., 2010; Petrides and Pandya, 2009;
Pandya and Yeterian, 1996). Tracers have also revealed connectivity of region 45 with
area PFG in the macaque, which is the assumed homologue of the posterior part of the
SMG in the human brain (Petrides and Pandya, 2009). Prominent connectivity of region
45 in the macaque has also been reported with the anterior part of the medial wall
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(Pandya and Yeterian, 1996). Interestingly, in line with the results of our study, a recent
DWI study in humans revealed a posterior to anterior gradient with respect to
connectivity of Broca’s regions, i.e. regions 44 and 45, and the medial wall, with region
45 exhibiting structural connectivity with anterior parts of the medial wall (Ford et al.,
2010).
C3 The COM of this cluster is located at the most anterior part of the IFS, dorsal to
the triangular part of the IFG (Fig. 5). Modules belonging to this cluster are located at
the tip of the IFS, extending dorsally towards the middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and
ventrally towards the IFG (Fig 3 D brown modules, Fig. 9 A). Different
cytoarchitectonic parcellation schemes have labelled differently the region adjacent to
the dorsal part of the pars triangularis. In Brodmann’s map this part of the cortex is
labelled as region 46, whereas in Sarkissov et al., 1955 this part is labelled as region 9
(Fig. 1 A, B). Regions 46 and 9 exhibit considerable inter-individual variability which,
along with the presence of many transitional zones with mixed cytoarchitectonic
features, can contribute to the diversity of the various parcellation schemes (Rajkowska
and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). In the later study, transition zones referred to as 46-45, 9-45
were observed at the fundus of the IFS dorsal to region 45 that resembles the position
where C3 is located. Moreover, this patch of the cortex might correspond to the most
anterior tip of region 9/46v of the Petrides and Pandya, 994 parcellation (Fig. 1 C). C3
exhibits FC mainly with the IPS, extending towards the parieto-occipital complex and
the SMG. Extensive FC was also observed with the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, IFS,
the preSMA, and MCC (with parts of the CMR) (Fig. 7). Interestingly, a distinct cluster
located dorsally to BA 45, extending across the IFS and exhibiting similar FC was
traced in an rsfMRI-based parcellation (Kelly et al., 2010).
C4 The COM of the cluster is located most anterior to any other clusters identified
(Fig. 5). The modules constituting this cluster are extending around the pragmatical
posterior border for the frontal pole proposed in Uylings et al., 2010 (Fig 3 A light pink
modules, Fig. 9 A). Consequently it seems the case that the identified modules of this
cluster correspond to bits of the lateral frontopolar cortex, i.e. region 10 (Fig. 1 A). It
exhibits FC with anterior MCC and posterior part of SMG (Fig. 7).
C5 The COM of this cluster is located at the IFS prior to the junction with the prCS,
dorsal to the triangular and opercular part of the IFG (Fig. 5). The cluster consists of
modules that primarily occupy the fundus of the IFS (e.g. Fig 3 C fuchsia module, Fig. 9
A). The position of the modules corresponds to the cortical region labelled as region 9
(Sarkissov et al., 1955) (Fig. 1 B), and to transitional zones of region 9 (Rajkowska and
Goldman-Rakic, 1995). Parcellation schemes that exploit the mixed cytoarchitectonic
features of these transitional zones of region 9 have labelled this part of the cortex as
region 9/46v (Petrides and Pandya, 1994) (Fig. 1 C). Extensive FC was observed with
regions that are implicated in the execution of diverse tasks (Duncan, 2010) and are part
of a network unveiled with rsfMRI termed as fronto-parietal control network (Vincent et
al., 2008) (Fig. 7).
C6 The COM of this cluster is located at the posterior part of the MFG (Fig. 5). The
modules that constitute this cluster occupy the most posterior part of the MFG (Fig. 3 C
light green module, Fig. 9 A). This part of the cortex is labelled as region 8 and it has as
an anterior border region 9 (Brodmann, 1909; Sarkissov et al., 1955) (Fig. 1 A B).
Cytoarchitectonic and variability analysis of region 9 indicates that the vertical plane
located at y=+26 (approximate coordinate in MNI space) can function as a conservative
posterior limit of region 9 (Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). The identified
modules of this cluster extent predominantly posterior to this plane. Moreover, the
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parcellation scheme of Petrides and Pandya 1994, labels the part of the cortex where the
modules are located as region 8, and more specifically, as region 8Ad (Fig. 1 C). C6
exhibits extensive FC with the AG, the anterior medial wall and ACC, the orbital part of
the IFG, the inferior temporal sulcus and the posterior part of the cingulate cortex (PCC)
(Fig. 7). This FC map is very similar to the one characteristic of the so called default
mode network (Buckner et al., 2008).
C7 The COM of this cluster is located at the precentral gyrus and constitutes the most
posterior cluster (Fig. 5). The modules constituting this cluster are primarily localized in
parts of the cortex that exhibit high probability of belonging to region 6 (Geyer, 2004)
(Fig. 3 A orange module, Fig. 9 A). The FC map of C7 includes large parts of the
premotor and motor cortex, and is similar to maps derived from seed based approaches
that involve motor related regions like the SMA (e.g. Kim et al., 2010) and posterior
MCC (Fig. 7). Thus, it seems that modules that are part of this cluster correspond to bits
of premotor regions in the most posterior part of the LFC mask.
C8 The COM of this cluster is located at the anterior part of the MFG (Fig. 5). The
modules that constitute this cluster consistently occupy the convolutions of the anterior
part of the MFG, with an occasional very moderate extension towards the SFS and the
IFS (Fig. 3 A yellow module, Fig. 9 A, C). The position of the modules corresponds
well with the location of region 46 delineated according to cytoarchitectonic properties
and falls within conservative boundaries specified for this region (Rajkowska and
Goldman-Rakic, 1995) (Fig. 9 C). Moreover, other cytoarchitectonic parcellation
schemes also label this part of the prefrontal cortex as region 46, despite differences in
the exact extent and shape of the region (Sarkissov et al., 1955; Petrides and Pandya,
1994; Brodmann, 1909) (Fig. 1). C8 exhibits extensive FC with various parietal (SMG,
IPS), prefrontal (IFS), premotor and medial regions (MCC, SMA, preSMA, CMR,
ventral premotor) (Fig. 7). This diffuse pattern of FC might give rise to the role that this
region seems to play in diverge aspects of motor control and “higher order” processes
(Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Lu et al., 1994; Petrides, 2005).
C9 This cluster consists of modules located near the junction of the SFS with the
prCS (Fig. 3 C cyan modules, Fig. 9 A). The junction of the prCS with the SFS has been
identified as the locus of the frontal eye fields (FEF) in the human brain (Koyama et al.,
2004). Its COM (Fig. 5) is very near to reported peaks of task induced activations
involving a goal-directed visual search of a target stimulus (Asplund et al., 2010),
attending, pointing and looking at a peripheral visual location (Astafiev et al., 2003)
(Table 1). Moreover, the location of the modules belonging to this cluster is also
consistent with the region that has been localized as the human FEF via electrical
cortical stimulation (Blanke et al., 2000). It should be noted however that within this
region there might be functional sub-specializations, as suggested by the presence of
visuospatial maps (e.g. Hagler et al., 2007). C9 is located anterior to C7, which exhibits
a more motor related FC, and posterior to clusters 6 and 10, which occupy portions of
the posterior MFG and the SFS respectively. Hence, C9 is located in between portions
of cortex most likely belonging to the anterior premotor cortex (BA 6) and portions of
cortex that could correspond to regions region 9, 9-46 (Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic,
1995), 8Ad, 9-46d (Petrides and Pandya, 1994) (Fig. 1 C). The FC map of C9 is highly
similar to the FC map that is obtained by seeding from the FEF (Fox et al., 2006) and
with the map corresponding to the dorsal attention system of which the FEF constitutes
a core region (Vincent et al., 2008) (Fig. 7). This set of regions is similar to the network
involved in smooth eye pursuit and saccades in the monkey brain (Tian and Lynch,
1996).
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C10 The COM of this cluster is located more anterior and dorsal to the one of C6 (Fig.
5). The modules of C10 extend across the SFS, occupying its fundus (Fig. 3 A dark
green module, Fig. 9 A, D). The anatomical location of the modules matches the
location of (lateral) region 9 and the transition zone 9-46, with the largest part of the
modules falling within the conservative boundaries of region 9 (Rajkowska and
Goldman-Rakic, 1995) (Fig. 9 D). Other cytoarchitectonic parcellation schemes label
this part of the cortex as region (lateral) 9, 9/46d (Petrides and Pandya, 1994) (Fig. 1 C).
The FC map of C10 was very similar to the FC map of C6, resembling the default mode
network, and it encompasses parts of the PCC/retrosplenial cortex, dorsal and ventral
medial PFC, ACC, AG, SFS and ventral temporal cortex (Fig. 7). This FC pattern
resembles connectivity, as revealed by tracer studies, involving assumed homologues of
region 9/46d in the monkey brain (e.g. Pandya and Yeterian, 1996).
C11 The COM of this cluster is located dorsal to the one of C1 (Fig. 5). The modules
occupy the meeting point of the IFS and the prCS (Fig. 3 A blue module, Fig. 9 A).
Different cytoarchitectonic parcellation schemes label this part of the cortex differently.
In Brodmann’s map this part of the prefrontal cortex is labeled as region 9 (Fig. 1 A).
According to Sarkissov et al., 1955 the region adjacent to the dorsal part region 44 is
labeled as region 8 (Fig. 1 B). Other parcellation schemes exploit cytoarchitectonic
inhomogeneities of region 8 and introduce further subdivisions (Petrides and Pandya,
1994) (Fig. 1 C). According to the latter parcellation the region adjacent dorsal to area
44 is labeled as 8Av. The modules of C11 in our study do not resemble to region 9
since they do not extend towards the superior frontal gyrus and neither do they follow
the pattern of region 8. Instead they have similar location and spatial extent as region
8Av according to the Petrides and Pandya, 1994 parcellation (Fig. 1 C). FC for C11 was
observed with regions located ventrally (across the IFG) and dorsally (in the posterior
part of the MFG extending to the posterior fundus of the SFS). FC was also observed
with the IPS extending towards the AG, with the dorsal anterior MCC and with the
temporal region just anterior to the MT+ complex (Fig. 7). It is interesting to note that
the position of the modules of C11 is at the vicinity of the recent functionally defined
region that is termed inferior frontal junction (Brass et al., 2005) and is recruited during
diverse cognitive tasks (Stiers et al., 2010). This region has also been demonstrated to
exhibit distinct recepto- and cyto-architectonic properties (Amunts et al., 2004a).
C12 The COM of this cluster is located anterior to the one of C5 (Fig. 5). The modules
constituting this cluster were located dorsal to the triangular/opercular part of the IFG
(Fig. 3 D violet module, Fig. 9 A). The possible anatomical correlates resemble the ones
described for C5. Its FC is also very similar with the one of C5 (Fig. 7).
The fact that C5 and C12 seem to correspond to the same cytoarchitectonic substrate
might reflect functional subdifferentiations within cytoarchitectonically homogenous
regions. This is in-line with deviations from a 1:1 relation of cytoarchitectonic and
receptor, closely linked with functional aspects, based parcellations (Zilles and Amunts,
2010). Interestingly, task-based paradigms (Stiers et al., 2010; Badre and D’ Esposito,
2009) and receptor mapping (Amunts et al., 2010) support the presence of separate
regions across the IFS (possibly corresponding to region 9/46v). The investigation of
these issues and the differences between functional sub-divisions of regions 9/46v can
constitute the topic of future studies.
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Figure 7. Whole-brain FC of the 12 cluster of modules grouped according to the 4 LFC families. Clusters are
grouped according to the LFC family that they belong to (see Fig. 6) following the colour coding of Fig. 5.
Darker (violet/red) regions represent higher t values. All maps are thresholded at q<0.05 (FDR level). Note
the FC similarities (or dissimilarities) between clusters of modules that belong to the same (or different)
family. For the computation of these “2nd level” maps different ROIs derived from the parcellation obtained
from each subject were used (see Materials and Methods).
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Discussion
In the current study we delineated in vivo and on an individual basis subregions of
the LFC with the aid of rsfMRI and data-driven algorithms. The subregions traced at the
individual level were grouped with a data-driven across-subjects clustering, allowing
the examination of the subregions at the “group level”, which is a step forward from
observer-dependent approaches (Barnes et al., 2010).

Figure 8. Direct comparisons through t-tests reveal significant differences in the whole-brain FC of clusters
located at the A-B. ventral and C. dorsal part of the LFC. Significant differences associated with a particular
cluster are coloured by using the colour coding of Fig. 5. Maps depict regions that are significant at q<0.05
(FDR level).

Ventral and dorsal LFC clusters
Subregions of the ventral LFC, that seem to correspond to cytoarchitectonic divisions,
namely regions 44 (C1), 45 (C2), i.e. Broca’s regions, and transitional zones 46-45, 9-
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45 (C3) (Amunts et al., 1999; Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995), exhibit distinct
FC placing them into different families (Fig. 6, 7).
C1 and C2 show FC differences consistent with distinct connectivity patterns of
assumed homologues in the monkey (Pandya and Yeterian, 1996) and structural
connections in the human brain (Ford et al., 2010; Frey et al., 2008) (see Results and
Fig. 8 A) that can account for separate functional roles in the language domain. Region
44 is involved in a neural circuitry responsible for hand and orofacial control and
generation of speech acts (Ford et al., 2010; Petrides et al., 2005). Region 45 is
connected with multimodal, auditory and visual areas (Gerbella et al., 2010; Pandya and
Yeterian, 1996) and involved in semantic, audiovisual processing, and emotional
embedding of auditory stimuli (Amunts et al., 2004b; Gerbella et al., 2010; Barbas,
2000).
C2 and C3 show significant FC differences (Fig. 8 B). Cytoarchitectonic analysis of
region 45 (C2) indicates its occasional extension towards the ventral and dorsal banks of
the IFS (Amunts et al., 1999). Cytoarchitectonic and receptor mapping studies pinpoint
a separate region at the IFS, termed transition zone 46-45, 9-45 (Rajkowska and
Goldman-Rakic, 1995) and ifs1 (Amunts et al., 2010). The current parcellation is
consistent with these studies, suggesting the presence of a subregion (C3) occupying the
IFS, dorsal to the triangular IFG, with a distinct FC pattern from the one of region 45
(C2), involving a neural circuitry spanning visuospatial and sensory-occulomotor
regions (Fig. 8 B).
Subregions of the dorsal LFC seem to correspond to FEF (C9), and regions 8Ad (C6)
and lateral 9, 9/46d, 9-46 (C10) (Petrides and Pandya, 1994; Rajkowska and GoldmanRakic, 1995; Koyama et al., 2004), and belong to different families (Fig. 6).
Comparison of the FC of C9, located at the junction of the SFS and the prCS, to C10,
located at the fundus of the SFS, reveal FC with regions of the dorsal attention system
(Fox et al., 2006) (Fig. 8 C) involved in externally guided attention and occulomotor
functions (Corbetta et al., 2008; Barbas, 2000). Comparison of the FC of C10 to C9
reveals FC with regions of the default network (Fig. 8 C) involved in “internal”
processes like episodic memory retrieval (Raichle et al., 2001; Buckner et al., 2008).
Similar FC differences emerged when contrasting the FC of C9 and C6 (not shown).
The above illustrate the transition of whole-brain FC along the anterior-posterior axis at
the dorsal LFC, involving distinct subregions belonging to different large-scale
networks that obey a broad “externally/internally oriented” dichotomy (Vincent et al.,
2008).
LFC families and FC with the cingulate cortex
Based on receptor profiles the cingulate cortex can be divided in 3 gross parts
(Pallomero-Galagher et al., 2009) also characterized by functional specializations
(Beckman et al., 2009): ACC, MCC and PCC/retrosplenial. Interestingly, the different
LFC families exhibit preferential FC with different cingulate divisions.
C6 and C10 exhibit FC with the PCC/retrosplenial and ACC (Fig. 7). The PCC is
associated with memory tasks (Beckman et al., 2009) and, compared to more anterior
divisions, exhibits higher densities of acetylocholine which is implicated in memory
formation (Pallomero-Galagher et al., 2009; Miranda et al., 2003). The ACC is
associated with processes like mentalizing, linked with the default mode network
(Amodio and Frith, 2006; Buckner et al., 2008). C3, C5, C11, C12, which correspond to
regions engaged in diverse cognitive tasks (Duncan, 2010), exhibit FC only with MCC,
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mostly with its anterior part (Fig. 7), and not the ACC and PCC/retrosplenial. MCC is
associated with cognitive and, mostly its posterior part exhibiting high GABAB densities
resembling to motor regions, motor tasks (Beckman et al., 2009; Ridderinkhof et al.,
2004; Pallomero-Galagher et al., 2009). The family formed from C1, C7-C9, which are
linked to motor/occulomotor processes (see Results), exhibit FC only with the MCC,
encompassing it almost entirely, including also its more posterior part (Fig. 7). Lastly,
C2 and C4 exhibit FC with anterior MCC and the ACC (Fig. 7) that might relate to
functions in the language domain.
Thus, the neural circuitry of each LFC family also encompasses distinct specialized
cingulate divisions that correspond to the functional roles attributed to the LFC families
(Duncan, 2010; Buckner, 2008; Barbas, 2000; Amunts et al., 2004b).

Figure 9. Variability maps of the clusters of modules across subjects. A. Cortical patches indicating the
overlap of the clusters of modules across subjects. Each cortical patch denotes the extent of the
variability
(thresholded at 60%) of each cluster of modules. The colour coding scheme is the same as the rest of the
figures and white colour denotes intersection of cortical patches. B. Variability maps for C1 and C2 (putative
BA 44 and 45 respectively). Variability maps of FC based parcellation (left column) are depicted along with
variability maps from cytoarchitectonic based parcellation of putative BAs (right column). Cytoarchitectonic
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maps are part of the SPM anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005). Variability maps for C. C8 (putative BA
46) and D. C10 (putative (lateral) BA 9). Bounding boxes in panels C and D define conservative estimates of
the location of BAs 46 and 9. These conservative estimates are derived from a cytoarchitectonic based
parcellation (Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic, 1995). Coordinates for the formation of the bounding boxes
were approximated through a conversion from Tailarach to MNI space. Variability maps in panels B-D are
unthresholded and bright yellow colours indicate higher overlap across subjects. Note the good
correspondance between FC and cytoarchitectonic based parcellation.

Region 46 and motor control
Interestingly C8, i.e. presumed region 46, formed a family with the most posterior
LFC clusters. C8 exhibits FC with the SMA, preSMA, the ventral premotor cortex and
the CMR (see Results, Fig. 6, 7) resembling connections among assumed macaque
homologues (Lu et al., 1994; Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Barbas, 2000; Pickard and Strick,
2001). This connectivity pattern, along with additional functions of region 46 like the
integration of goals maintained “on-line” and visuospatial information, can render
possible the coordination of movement (Lu et al., 1994; Goldman-Rakic, 1987). The
LFC family that C8 belongs to, its extensive and diffuse FC with premotor/occulomotor
and visuospatial regions (Fig. 7) suggests that in the human brain there is a relative
perseverance of the neural circuitry present in the monkey brain, involving region 46,
wherein the latter seems involved in high levels of motor behaviour.
Relation to LFC models
The organization and FC of the LFC families along the anterior-posterior and dorsalventral axis partially comply with previous LFC models (Petrides, 2005): The dorsal
family (C6, C10) exhibits FC with the PCC/retrosplenial cortex through which access to
memory related structures is accomplished (Fig. 7) (Morris et al., 1999). The ventral
family (C3, C5, C11, C12) is involved in a functional circuitry spanning audiovisual and
somatomotor regions at the parietal and temporal cortex (Fig. 7). The posterior family
(C1, C7-C9) includes regions involved in response selection and stimulus-response
mappings (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009; Corbetta et al., 2008). However, members of
this family are not constrained by Euclidean distance and despite that C8 is located at
mid-dorsal LFC it does not exhibit similar whole-brain FC with its spatially adjacent
subregions (Petrides, 2005). Instead it is affiliated with premotor regions, consistent
with proposed LFC models (Miller and Cohen, 2001). The violation of a strict ordering
according to Euclidean distance seemingly contradicts models advocating a hierarchical
anterior-posterior gradient (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). However, these models are
compatible with the traced families since regions with a similar functional circuitry
might be differentiated through their oscillation frequency (Baria et al., 2011) which is
related to integrative capacities (Von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000) and/or the degree of
rule abstraction and regulatory effective connectivity (Koechlin et al., 2003).
Interestingly, the regions of the Koechlin model roughly coincide with the ones
constituting a family (C1, C7-C9), with C8, also involved in high-order mechanisms of
motor control, located more anterior than the rest, consistent with a potential
hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient. A combination of rsfMRI-based parcellation
and task-based paradigms can further inform the various LFC models.
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Limitations and caveats
The resolution limit inherent in the module detection algorithm employed constraints
the number of modules that can be resolved (Fortunato and Berthelemy, 2007).
Consequently the modules obtained might be further subdivided. For instance, further
subdivision of modules corresponding to presumed region 45 may reveal the anatomical
subdivisions of this region (Amunts et al., 1999). Advances in network analysis might
be employed to overcome the resolution limit (Ruan and Zhang, 2008). Moreover, the
limited spatial resolution and preprocessing steps can lead to “signal bleeding” to
adjacent regions. For instance, modules of C1 (region 44) can extend posterior to the
prCS (Fig. 3 D) contrary to evidence from cytoarchitectonic studies. A parcellation that
incorporates cortical distance information and higher acquisition resolution might
ameliorate the results.
Conclusions
The present study unravels the intrinsic functional organization of the LFC. With
rsfMRI we could trace neuroanatomically realistic LFC subregions and elucidate their
distinct FC patterns that could segregate them into familes. This segregation seems
related to functional specializations (Passingham et al., 2002) and reflects the view that
the LFC is a constellation of specialized information processing systems (Miller, 2000).
Similarities with known connectivity of assumed LFC monkey homologues were
observed despite differences due to expansion and/or rewiring (Van Essen and Dierker,
2007; Semendeferi et al., 2002), extending and complying with recent evidence and
LFC models (Kelly et al., 2010; Petrides et al., 2012; Petrides, 2005). Future
comparative studies will offer a closer interspecies comparison. The current parcellation
can guide and be complemented by other studies focusing on the LFC that could
examine task-related properties and potential inter-hemispheric differences. Lastly, the
methods used can be the basis for preoperative neurosurgery mapping.
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network of the macaque prefrontal cortex
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Abstract
A consensus on the prefrontal cortex (PFC) holds that it is pivotal for flexible behaviour
and the integration of the cognitive, affective, and motivational domains. Certain
models have been put forth and a dominant model postulates a hierarchical anteriorposterior gradient. The structural connectivity principles of this model dictate that
increasingly anterior PFC regions exhibit more efferent connections toward posterior
ones than vice versa. Such hierarchical asymmetry principles are thought to pertain to
the macaque PFC. Additionally, the laminar patterns of connectivity of PFC regions can
be used for defining hierarchies. In the current study, we formally tested the asymmetry
based hierarchical principles of the anterior-posterior model by employing an
exhaustive dataset on macaque PFC connectivity and tools from network science. On
the one hand, the asymmetry based principles and predictions of the hierarchical
anterior-posterior model were not confirmed. The wiring of the macaque PFC does not
fully correspond to the principles of the model and its asymmetry based hierarchical
layout does not follow a strict anterior-posterior gradient. On the other hand, our results
suggest that the laminar based hierarchy seems a more tenable working hypothesis for
models advocating an anterior-posterior gradient. Our results can inform models of the
human PFC.
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Introduction
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is associated with flexible and goal directed behaviour,
integrating information from various modalities and bridging the cognitive, affective,
and motivational domain (Barbas, 2000; Groenewegen and Uylings, 2000; Miller and
Cohen, 2001; Kouneiher et al., 2009). The PFC, as the rest of the brain, can be
conceived as a complex system with its distinct subregions interacting through their
efferent and afferent structural connections. Such a conceptualization, along with the
employment of network analysis, has been previously used to elucidate organization
principles of the PFC (Kötter et al., 2001), the visual system (Hilgetag et al., 2000) and
the large scale brain network of the macaque (Modha and Singh, 2010). In order to
understand the organization of a complex system the concept of hierarchy is often
employed. In general terms, “hierarchy” describes the relation among a set of elements
indicating which element lies “below” or “above” another (Bond, 2004). The concept of
hierarchy and appropriate analytic tools have been used for instance in systems biology
to elucidate regulatory pathways in protein interaction networks (Ispolatov and Maslov,
2008).
In neuroscience, the concept of hierarchy has been employed in order to examine the
structural architecture of the visual system of the macaque (Felleman and Van Essen,
1991). The principles of this hierarchical layout are based on the laminar patterns of
connections between the regions constituting the visual system. The laminar origin and
termination of a connection is used in order to classify a connection as “feedforward”
(FF), “feedback” (FB) and “lateral”. FF connections are efferents from regions lower in
the hierarchy, e.g. V1, towards regions higher in the hierarchy, e.g. V4. FB connections
follow the reverse order and lateral connections link regions at approximately the same
level within the visual processing architecture. Several computational tools have been
fruitfully adopted in order to find the hierarchical arrangement of the regions of the
visual system (Hilgetag et al., 1996). Similar hierarchical principles seem to also hold
for the somatosensory and motor cortices (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991).
The definition of hierarchy based on laminar patterns of connections is a popular
concept mainly applied to the visual system. Other definitions of hierarchy have been
employed in order to formulate principles and models of the PFC. One such model
postulates a hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). This
model is the culmination of theories and evidence on the hierarchical nature of the PFC
build primarily on task-based studies (Koechlin et al., 2003; Koechlin and Summerfield,
2007). Task-based fMRI paradigms involving humans revealed that increasingly
abstract rules engage more anterior regions (Badre and D’Esposito, 2007; Koechlin et
al., 2003). With such function-related findings as a starting point, additional PFC
features such as the structural connections of the PFC of the macaque have been
suggested to support a hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient (Badre and D’Esposito,
2009). According to the hierarchical anterior-posterior model the structural connectivity
of the PFC adheres to the principles of contiguity and asymmetry. We shall refer to this
type of hierarchy as asymmetry based hierarchy (ABH). The asymmetry principle
suggests that regions higher in the hierarchy exhibit a “surplus” of efferents, i.e. more
connections, to regions lower in the hierarchy. The contiguity principle dictates that
spatially adjacent regions can exhibit bidirectional connections. The principle of
contiguity is likely adopted in order to accommodate the fact that excessive reciprocal
connections exist between adjacent, i.e. spatially contiguous, PFC regions (Koechlin
and Summerfield, 2007; Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). Such reciprocicity and decrease
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of connectivity between PFC regions with increased spatial distance, i.e. contiguous or
separated by other regions, is demonstrated in computational analysis of the
connectivity of the macaque PFC (Kötter and Stephan, 2003; Averbeck et al., 2008).
The hierarchical anterior-posterior model postulates that region 10, i.e. the most
anterior region, lies at the top of the hierarchy, while posterior regions, like region 8, lie
at the bottom of the hierarchy. This is inferred from the observation that there are more
efferent connections from anterior to posterior regions than vice versa. In other words,
according to the model, the dominant direction of the PFC network obeys an anteriorposterior gradient. Consequently, anterior regions are favoured to have a “regulatory”
role by broadcasting signals to more posterior regions and thus lie higher in the
hierarchy. In terms of control theory, regions high in such a hierarchy function as
broadcasters, and thus are more ideally positioned for influencing other regions than
getting influenced by other regions, while regions low in the hierarchy function as
receivers, exhibiting the reverse properties (Hilgetag et al., 2002; Kötter et al., 2001).
The hierarchical anterior-posterior model is characterized by some limitations/open
issues: Only data from a couple of tracing studies were used (data limitation).
Moreover, a descriptive approach was adopted and no formal analyses were employed
(quantification limitation). Furthermore, there is no clear consensus about which exact
regions should be selected for a subsequent examination of their structural connectivity.
The various hierarchical models, employing task-based fMRI paradigms, involve a
partially overlapping but not identical set of regions engaged by experimental
manipulations (Koechlin al., 2003; Badre and D’Esposito, 2007), and due to excessive
inter-subject variability (Uylings et al., 2005), no clear unique anatomical substrate can
be attributed to them. Additionally, the aforementioned experimental manipulations
involved human subjects. Hence, an extrapolation from the human to the macaque PFC
can introduce further inaccuracies (localization limitation).
In the current study we will test the principles and predictions of the hierarchical
anterior-posterior model concerning the structural connectivity of the macaque PFC, in
a formal way and by employing an exhaustive dataset. We should stress that we chose
to base our analysis on the principles of the hierarchical anterior-posterior model, i.e.
asymmetry and contiguity, and not some other hierarchical principles for the very
reason that such principles were put forth in (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). Hence, the
core analyses employed in our study are tailored for the evaluation of the hierarchical
anterior-posterior model and aim at mapping the ABH layout of the PFC. In order to
unravel the ABH layout of the macaque PFC we employ an algorithm previously used
in systems biology (Ispolatov and Maslov, 2008). Moreover the data currently used
represent a manifold of tracing studies collated in the CoCoMac neuroinformatics
database (Kötter, 2004) and constitute our current best knowledge on macaque
connectivity. The localization limitation in conjunction with studies pinpointing a
holistic approach for the understanding of the PFC (Barbas, 1995, 2000; Kouneiher et
al., 2009; Taren et al., 2011) led us to investigate the PFC as a whole. This approach
also makes plausible the investigation of a possible anterior-posterior hierarchical
gradient in the medial and orbital parts of the PFC (O’Reilly, 2010).
As a complementary analysis, we aimed to investigate how the aforementioned ABH
layout corresponds to a hierarchical layout of the PFC based on a different concept and
principles, i.e. the laminar patterns of connections of the PFC regions (Barbas and
Rempel-Clower, 1997). Within this schema, PFC connections can be termed as FB and
FF in analogy with the patterns observed in the visual system. Hence, the laminar
patterns of the connections can be used for defining the hierarchical arrangement of the
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PFC regions. This analysis, that we shall refer to as laminar based hierarchy (LBH), will
elucidate if and how the two different hierarchical concepts and principles are related
and examine if an anterior-posterior hierarchical gradient is tenable by either definitions
of hierarchy.
Materials and Methods
Datasets
The connectivity of the macaque PFC is represented as an NxN directed graph G (N,
E), where N represents the number of PFC regions and E the edges (or arcs) in between
them. Hence, a directed connection from region i to region j is represented with an entry
G (i,j). The connectivity matrix used in the current study is a binary version of the
connectivity matrix used in (Kötter et al., 2001). Therefore, entries G (i, j) can be 1, if a
connection exists, or 0, if a connection is absent. These connectivity data were collated
from 148 tracing studies available in the CoCoMac database (Kötter, 2004) and mapped
to Walker’s parcellation scheme (Walker, 1940) with Objective Relational
Transformation. This technique permits assembling data from different cortical
parcellations in one “reference” parcellation scheme. Such transformations are based on
spatial relations between regions from different parcellations schemes, e.g. region A
from parcellation X is identical to region B from parcellation Y, and dedicated
algorithms and algebra that have been developed for this purpose (Stephan et al., 2000,
2001). We shall refer to the first dataset as “Walker 1” (Table 1, Fig. 1 A). Walker’s
parcellation scheme is coarse but it allows the gathering of a vast number of data, it is
largely compatible with other parcellation schemes and still widely used (Kötter et al.,
2001, 2007). Moreover, the adoption of the aforementioned dataset allows results
derived from the current study to be combined with insights from previous studies
(Kötter et al., 2001; Kötter and Stephan, 2003). The connectivity matrix in (Kötter et al.,
2001) contains entries/connections of unknown status which were treated as absent.
Since the assumption that connections of unknown status are absent ones can bias the
results (Kötter and Stephan, 2003) we will also use an updated connectivity dataset
based on Walker’s parcellation scheme (Kötter et al., 2007) that we will refer to as
“Walker 2” (Table 1, Fig. 1 B). In the later dataset only one connection is of unknown
status and was treated as absent. Additionally, in order to examine the influence that the
adoption of a particular parcellation scheme might have, we will use data on PFC
connectivity as presented in a recent network analysis of the data collated in the
CoCoMac database involving more than 400 tracing studies (Modha and Singh, 2010).
We shall refer to this connectivity dataset as “Modha and Singh PFC”. We should note
that we treated this dataset “as is”, i.e. as presented by the authors of the later study: no
further regions, e.g. cingulate region 24 (see Uylings and Van Eden, 1990), were added
as part of the PFC. The usage of different datasets and/or parcellation schemes allows us
to assess their impact on the results and conclusions of the analyses.
Problem formulation
An ABH organization is characterized by the principles of asymmetry and contiguity
dictating that bidirectional connections are allowed between contiguous regions, while
for non-contiguous ones an asymmetry should hold. In other words, asymmetry dictates
that more efferent connections exist from regions higher in the hierarchy towards
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regions lower in the hierarchy than vice versa (Fig. 2). Hence, the dominant direction
within the structural network obeys an anterior-posterior gradient. In order to formulate
the problem at hand in a rigorous way, we represent the connectivity of the PFC as a
directed graph G (N, E) as previously described. Hence, the problem of ABH
arrangement of the PFC regions can be formulated as converting the graph to an acyclic
one, i.e. with no paths that start and end at the same node, in such a way that there is a
minimum deletion of “anti-hierarchical” arcs/connections that form loops/cycles
(Ispolatov and Maslov, 2008).

Figure 1. Graph representation of the PFC connectivity datasets. The PFC connectivity based on Walker’s
parcellation scheme is represented as a directed graph. Dataset A. Walker 1 and B. Walker 2. The directed
graphs are arranged with the Kamada-Kawai spring embedding algorithm.
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This problem is known in graph theory as the minimum feedback arc set problem (e.g.
Eades et al., 1993). Such approaches have been employed for the analysis of complex
networks in systems biology in order to produce a hierarchical layout and trace nodes
functioning as regulators and targets (Ispolatov and Maslov, 2008). Other recent
applications include the analysis of large-scale biological systems, i.e. gene regulatory
networks (Soranzo et al., 2012). Similar concepts and the appropriate network metrics
have been employed for unravelling PFC regions that are anatomically embedded in
such way to predominantly influence rather than get influenced by other regions (Kötter
et al., 2001). While the primate cortex is clearly not “naturally” acyclic, e.g. it possesses
a high clustering coefficient (e.g. Sporns et al., 2007), and consequently the existence of
“anti-hierarchical” arcs/connections is certain, its conversion to an acyclic graph with
the minimal possible arc deletion will allow us to reveal an hierarchical arrangement of
the PFC regions (see below). We should note that such connections should not be
considered as “redundant”, since their absence would not correspond to a
neuroanatomically realistic network. Instead they should be conceived as connections
opposing the dominant direction within the macaque PFC network.
Table 1. Summary of basic features of the datasets used.

Nr of
nodes
Walker 1
Walker 2

12
12

Nr of
connections
97
101

Edge
density
0.73
0.76

Nr of connections of
unknown status (treated
as absent)
8
1

Basic network features for the main datasets used. While the number of nodes is the same for both datasets,
the number of connections is different. This stems from the fact that Walker 2 is an updated connectivity
matrix where information about the connections with a previous unknown status has been incorporated. Note
that while Walker 1 has 8 connections with unknown status, Walker 2 has only 1. In both cases such
connections were treated as absent. Edge density is the number of existing connections divided by the number
of all possible connections in each dataset.

In order to hierarchically arrange the PFC regions we adopt a probabilistic approach
based on simulated annealing that has shown good performance in synthetic and natural
graphs (Ispolatov and Maslov, 2008). We shall refer to this procedure as ABH
optimization. Below we give a brief description of the various steps of the algorithm
(for details see Ispolatov and Maslov, 2008).
Optimization procedure
Simulated annealing is a stochastic procedure for the approximation of global optima
(Metropolis et al., 1953; Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). In our case the global optimum is an
arrangement of the PFC connectivity, represented as a graph G (N, E), in such a way
that an acyclic graph is produced with the fewest possible removals of “antihierarchical” arcs/connections. To this end, the N nodes of the graph assembled from
CoCoMac data are assigned to M levels randomly, where M=2,3,…N. Higher numbers
indicate levels higher in the hierarchy. The sum of the connections from nodes placed at
low hierarchical levels to nodes in higher or equal levels are declared “anti-hierarchical”
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arcs/connections, and constitute the cost, or energy (En), of the system. Thus the goal is
to arrange the nodes in a way that would result in the minimization of En (eq. 1 and 2).
During the optimization procedure two different cost functions, which quantify the
energy of the system, are minimized: 1) Sum of “anti-hierarchical” connections (Fig. 2
B) (eq. 1):

(1)
where
denotes a structural directed connection (or arc/edge) from node (region) i
to node j, mi and mj is the hierarchical level of node i and j, and H is the discrete
Heaviside step function. 2) Sum of “anti-hierarchical” connections that involve noncontiguous regions (Fig. 2 C) (eq. 2):

(2)
where:

with C denoting the contiguity matrix. The first cost function represents the asymmetry
principle and the second cost function also incorporates the contiguity principle and
allows connections to originate from low and terminate to high hierarchical levels,
provided that they involve contiguous regions. Thus, in order to code if two regions are
contiguous or not, a contiguity matrix C was compiled with 0 and 1 as entries, where
entry C (i,j)=1 denotes that regions i and j are contiguous. To this end Walker’s map
was consulted and entries formulated accordingly.
The minimization of En is achieved by the simulated annealing procedure. The initial
value for T was set to the average degree of the network, i.e. E/N, as suggested in
(Ispolatov & Maslov, 2008). 1) After the initial random assignment of the nodes to M
hierarchy levels, En is computed. 2) A new assignment takes place and is accepted with
a probability of
where
is the difference in the energy and T
is the temperature. 3) After several reassignments at each temperature level T, here set
to 1000, T is decreased to T’ based on T’=c*T, where c is the cooling factor (here set to
0.9). 4) The procedure ends when T<10-3 and thus the system has “cooled down”. The
resulting assignment offers an arrangement of the nodes over the M hierarchy levels.
Hence, the dominant direction of the network originates from nodes placed in high
hierarchical levels towards nodes placed in low hierarchical levels. Due to the stochastic
nature of the approach, the procedure is repeated many times (here 1000) and the
resulting arrangements/solutions can be used for the estimation of the frequency of
assignment of each node to a particular hierarchical level.
The temperature T is set high enough in order to allow the exploration of all the states
of the system and avoid getting stuck in local minima. The gradual cooling leads to less
probable acceptance of configurations that do not minimize En and forces the system to
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move towards a global optimum. Moreover, the number of hierarchical levels M has to
be defined empirically if no a priori information exists. This entails the application of
the algorithm several times by varying the number of hierarchical levels. Subsequently
the optimal number of levels is selected as the one that from which any further increase
in the number of levels does not lead to a decrease in the cost/energy (Ispolatov and
Maslov, 2008).
The ABH optimization arranges the nodes in levels but no direct information is
provided for the hierarchical and anti-hierarchical connections of the network. In order
to uncover such connections the following procedure was followed. For each of the
1000 solutions the hierarchical, from high to low levels, and anti-hierarchical, from low
to high or same levels, connections were uncovered. Hence, this procedure produces a
connectivity diagram quantifying the frequency that each connection is hierarchical or
anti-hierarchical. In this way, we can assess the frequency with which each connection
constitutes the dominant direction in the anatomical network (hierarchical connectivity
diagram) and the frequency with which it goes against this dominant direction (antihierarchical connectivity diagram).

Figure 2. Example of the ABH optimization in a toy network. Given a directed network depicted in panel A
the nodes are randomly assigned to M levels. Here for the sake of simplicity M=2. B. Cost function 1 is used
to compute the cost, i.e. number of anti-hierarchical arcs (coloured in light grey), at state 1 (left) leading to
cost=4. After shuffling the nodes randomly (state 2 on the right) the cost is recomputed, i.e. cost=3. Hence,
this state is favoured since it possesses a lower cost and corresponds to a “more hierarchical” arrangement of
the nodes. C. The same example as in panel B but cost function 2 is employed, i.e. only anti-hierarchical arcs
between non-contiguous regions are taken into account. This toy network is based on the illustration of the
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principles of the anterior-posterior hierarchical model (see Fig. 4 in Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). For the sake
of simplicity, only 2 hierarchical levels are used.

Network metrics
Finally network metrics (Kötter and Stephan, 2003; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) will
be employed in order to examine how each region is embedded within the PFC network.
This will allow us to examine how and if network properties are related to the
hierarchical position of each region. Two basic network properties will be examined, i.e.
centrality and segregation. The centrality of each region will be assessed with the
betweenness centrality (BC). Higher BC values for a node indicate that the node
participates in a large fraction of shortest paths between the nodes of the network.
Hence, such nodes can be viewed as an “intermediate” station of network traffic. The
segregation of the regions will be quantified with the CC (CC). The CC of a node
quantifies the probability of the existence of direct connections between its
neighbouring, i.e. directly connected, nodes. Hence, higher values indicate
“cooperative” relations between the neighbours of a node and are thought to reflect
higher levels of segregation (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). Moreover, we will use the
transmission index that captures the efferents to afferents relation (Kötter and Stephan,
2003). Higher values indicate that a region exhibits more efferent than afferent
connections. We use the transmission index since it is closely linked to the current
concept of ABH. Regions with higher transmission index values are more suited for
higher levels within the hierarchy. All the above measures were computed by using the
formulas for directed networks described in (Kötter and Stephan, 2003; Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010).
The significance of the CC and the BC will be assessed by comparisons with the
values obtained from 1000 random networks matched in the number of connections,
nodes and degree, i.e. number of connections, of nodes (e.g. Honey et al., 2007)
resulting in a z-score and p value for the CC and the BC for each region.
The network metrics of each region will be correlated with their ABH level in order to
assess potential relations. For instance, regions higher in the hierarchy, and thus
functioning as regulators, might possess lower CC and thus appear less segregated,
influencing a diffuse set of regions, while regions successively lower in the hierarchy
might exhibit an increased level of segregation. We expect that the transmission index
will exhibit high correlation with the hierarchy level, since higher values dictate a
“surplus” of efferents, and such regions should end up in high hierarchical levels during
the ABH optimization procedure.
Reference “maximally” and “minimally” ABH networks
The previous analysis aims at answering the following questions: How are the PFC
regions distributed in the hierarchical levels produced by the ABH optimization
procedure? How do these results relate to the predictions of the hierarchical anteriorposterior model (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009)?
We next sought to answer a different question: Does the PFC structural network
possess a “natural” topology that corresponds to the hierarchy principles of the
hierarchical anterior-posterior model? Hence, we examined if the PFC structural
network corresponds to a topology with the minimal possible amount of antihierarchical connections, and in that sense, if it differs from a “maximally” ABH
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network. Moreover, we wanted to examine if the macaque PFC topology differs from
the other “extreme”, i.e. a “minimally” ABH network exhibiting a maximal amount of
anti-hierarchical connections. To this end, we constructed ad hoc reference “maximally”
and “minimally” ABH networks by rewiring the connections of the original network.
The maximally and minimally ABH networks were constructed by an annealing
procedure. Initially, a “seed” network was generated by rewiring the edges of the
original network and preserving the node degree. Subsequently the number of antihierarchical connections was calculated as the cost of the “seed” network. By using this
“seed” network a simulated annealing process was used but in this case the energy to be
minimized is defined as:
(3)
Hence, for the generation of the maximally (minimally) ABH networks we set as the
desired cost in eq. 3 a number much lower (higher) than the cost obtained in the
hierarchy optimization of the original network. At each step of the annealing procedure
a new rewired network is generated, with a wiring probability of
and accepted with probability of
. We should note that the
annealing procedure previously described, i.e. the ABH optimization that minimizes eq.
1 and 2, is “embedded” within the annealing procedure minimizing eq. 3, in order to
calculate the cost associated with each step. In this way, we search for networks with
the exact same number of nodes, edges and node degree as the original one but with a
maximum or minimum number of anti-hierarchical connections. The whole procedure
was repeated 100 times and thus 100 maximally and minimally ABH reference
networks were generated. Similar approaches have been used in order to construct
networks that optimize certain features such as transitivity (Maslov et al., 2007).
Moreover, the underlying rationale of this approach resembles strategies used to assess
the underlying wiring principles of the macaque cortex, i.e. if it is wired in such a way
to minimize wiring length (Kaiser and Hilgetag, 2006).
By comparing the amount of anti-hierarchical connections of the original network
with the ones of the maximally and minimally ABH reference networks we are able to
examine how the original network is related to these two “extremes”, i.e. if it exhibits a
significantly different amount of anti-hierarchical connections.
Laminar based hierarchy optimization
As a final analysis step, we performed a LBH optimization based on a different
concept of hierarchy based on laminar patterns of connections (Barbas and RempelClower, 1997).
It has been shown that the PFC regions can be differentiated with respect to their
degree of eulamination (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997; Dombrowski et al., 2001).
The PFC regions can be ranked in 5 levels of structural type with 1 denoting the less
eulaminated ones, e.g. region 13, and 5 denoting the more eulaminated, e.g. region 45.
With this classification a connection from region i to region j can be associated with an
index Delta defined as: Delta= Structural type origin – Structural type destination .Hence,
negative (positive) Delta values denote connections from less (more) eulaminated to
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more (less) eulaminated regions. This structural model is an excellent predictor of the
laminar patterns of connections between the PFC regions (Barbas and Rempel-Clower,
1997). More specifically, an almost perfect positive correlation was observed between
the Delta index associated with a connection from region i to region j and the
percentage of anterograde labelling in layers IV-VI (% AL IV-VI). Consequently, the
structural type of two connected regions is an excellent predictor of the observed % AL
IV-VI with a higher (lower) % AL IV-VI denoting an increasingly FF (FB) connection.
Hence, connections originating from less (more) eulaminated regions and targeting
more (less) eulaminated ones are comparable to FB (FF) connections. Thus, this
information can be used for a LBH arrangement of the PFC regions. We should note
that the FF and FB connections among PFC regions bear a resemblance with FF and FB
connections in the sensory cortices. However, while FF connections terminate in layer
IV in sensory cortices, the PFC FF connections appear more diffuse by terminating in
layers IV-VI (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997).
For the LBH the following procedure was adopted. We based our analysis on the
findings reported in (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997). First, since no direct
information for the % AL IV-VI of each PFC connection was available, we relied on a
summary based on the corresponding Delta index of the PFC connections (Barbas and
Rempel-Clower, 1997). We assigned the various regions of Walker’s parcellation
schemes to a structural type level. As an intermediate step, an approximate
correspondance was established between Walker’s parcellation scheme and the PFC
parcellation scheme used in Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997 by using the mapping
relations from the CoCoMac database. Second, we used the classification scheme of 5
levels of structural type to assign a level to each region of Walker’s parcellation
(Supplementary Table 4). Third, for each connection between the PFC regions a Delta
index was computed as described above and assigned to the connection. The Delta
index was used to assign a % AL IV-VI value to each connection by using the values
reported in (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997). For Delta values that were not available
in the aforementioned study, the % AL IV-VI values were “quasi-interpolated”. For
instance for Delta values of 2.5 we assigned a % AL IV-VI value below the one
corresponding to Delta ranges of 3 and above the ones corresponding to 2. Finally, in
order to use the % AL IV-VI values to denote FF and FB connections, a “Laminar Bias”
(LB) index was calculated as LB=50 - % AL IV-VI (Supplementary Fig. 1). Hence,
with the current definitions, the LB index ranges from -50 to +50, with values towards 50 denoting increasingly FF connections and values toward +50 increasingly FB
connections. The goal of a LBH arrangement is to produce a layout of the PFC regions
with as many as possible FF connections pointing upwards and FB connections point
downwards. In more formal terms we seek to minimize the cost/energy defined as:

(4)
where:
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where
denotes a structural connection from region i to region j,
denotes
the laminar bias associated with this connection, and mi and mj is the hierarchical level
of node i and j. The minimization of the energy and the optimal choice of levels were
performed as described in the ABH optimization. A schematic depiction of the approach
is illustrated in Fig. 3. Similar approaches have been adopted for the laminar based
hierarchical arrangement of the cat visual cortex (Hilgetag and Grant, 2010). We should
note that we based the above procedure on the connectivity of PFC regions as indicated
by the dataset Walker 1.
In order to relate the results from the ABH and LBH optimization, the correlation
between the hierarchical levels for the two optimization procedures will be assessed.
Moreover, for each efferent termed as hierarchical or anti-hierarchical during the ABH
optimization, a corresponding LB index will be calculated as the mean of the values of
the positive and negative LB values for each efferent. In this way, information on the
laminar patterns of hierarchical or anti-hierarchical PFC connections according to the
ABH, and thus how they correspond to the FF and FB classifications scheme, is readily
available and offer a richer picture of the PFC connectivity.
All analyses were performed with functions from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox
(Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), custom software written in Matlab and modified freely
available Matlab functions (http://www.cmth.bnl.gov/~maslov/programs.htm). All
datasets and scripts used are available upon request.
Results
ABH optimization of the PFC regions
The ABH optimization with Walker 1 and cost function (1) resulted in solutions with
8 hierarchical levels and equal cost (Table 2, Fig. 4 A, 5 A). Regions 25 and 45, medial
and lateral respectively, were assigned at the top of the hierarchy with a very stable
assignment across the estimated solutions, i.e. in all solutions these regions were placed
at the top level (Fig. 5 A). These were followed by lateral region 46 and orbital region
13 and 12 with a peak of the frequency of assignment at level 7. All the other regions
had unique peaks and narrow distributions over the solutions, with the exception of
region 14 (Fig. 5 A). Interestingly, region 10 was placed at lower levels with a peak at
level 4, much lower than the more posterior regions 46 and 45. Moreover, lateral region
8A was placed towards the bottom of the hierarchy with a peak at level 2. Hence, the
hierarchical arrangement does not follow an anterior-posterior gradient with anterior
regions placed higher in the hierarchy than posterior ones. A rather similar picture, with
the exception that region 8A was assigned to higher levels, emerged when Walker 1 and
cost function (2) was used for the ABH optimization. This combination led to solutions
with equal cost and 4 hierarchical levels (Table 2, Fig. 4 B, 5 B). Very similar results
were obtained when the hierarchy optimization with cost function (1) was applied to the
Walker 2 dataset resulting in 8 hierarchical levels (Table 2, Fig. 4 C, 5 C). Despite
certain variations in the resulting hierarchical lay out, lateral regions 45 and 46
dominated again the hierarchy and were placed with high consistency at the higher
level, while the more anterior region 10 was placed at lower levels (Fig. 5 C). Even
when using a different connectivity matrix, i.e. Modha and Singh PFC (Supplementary
Table 1), for the ABH optimization, lateral region 45 was consistently placed at the
higher levels of the hierarchy and never placed below the more anterior region 10. The
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Modha and Singh PFC dataset is more fine grained since it contains multiple
subdivisions of the gross Walker parcellation scheme. Hence, we can gain insights
about lateral, medial and orbital parts of e.g. region 10 and their position in the ABH
arrangement. The only subdivision of region 10 that was placed high in the hierarchy
was subdivision 10m (Carmichael and Price, 1994). Even in that case it was placed
consistently lower than subdivisions of more posterior region 45, with the rest of its
subdivisions placed lower than the (sub)divisions of the more posterior region 46
(Supplementary Table 1). Taken together the above suggest that a strict anteriorposterior gradient does not hold. Regions 45 and 46 were consistently placed at the top
levels of the hierarchy, surpassing the most anterior region 10. Only regions 46 and 8A
seems to have a hierarchical relation in line with the predictions of the hierarchical
anterior-posterior model (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009). The above held true irrespective
of cost function, connectivity dataset and parcellation scheme.
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Figure 3. Example of the LBH optimization in a toy network. The toy network involves
the same set of regions (A, B and C) and connections as in Fig. 2. Since the LBH relies
on the laminar patterns of connections, a % AL IV-VI value must be assigned to the
connections. We used the structural model as described in (Barbas and Rempel-Clower,
1997) to assign such a value based on the level of differentiation of each region.
Numbers above each connection represent % AL IV-VI values and numbers in
parenthesis the corresponding LB indexes. A. In this scenario regions A, B and C
belong to the structural types 2, 3, and 5 respectively. Hence, A is the least and C the
most differentiated region. B. In this scenario regions A, B and C belong to the
structural types 5, 3, and 2 respectively. In both scenarios the LBH optimization seeks
to arrange the regions in levels in such a way that connections with negative LB index
(FF) point upwards and connections with positive LB index (FB) point downwards.
Hence, the “optimal” arrangement corresponds to the ones depicted on the right side of
each panel, since they exhibit a lower cost that the ones depicted on the left side of each
panel. Note that this toy network is the same as in Fig 2 involving the exact same set of
regions and connections, but according to the structural type of each region, illustrated
in the above scenarios, the LBH might coincide (panel A scenario 1) or differ (panel B
scenario 2) with the ABH layout.

By taking into account the PFC as a whole we could assess the hierarchical role of
orbital and medial regions. Orbital region 13 was consistently assigned to high levels in
the hierarchy, dominating most of the other orbital regions. This was observed when
using dataset Walker 1 and cost function (1) (Fig. 5 A), cost function (2) (Fig. 5 B),
dataset Walker 2 (Fig 5 C) and the Modha and Singh PFC dataset (Supplementary Table
1). In the later analyses region 13 was only surpassed by the orbital regions 12, OFap
(orbital periallocortex, Morecraft et al., 1992) and Gu (gustatory cortex, Suzuki and
Amaral, 1994) which are located at approximately the same or lower level along the
anterior-posterior axis. With respect to the medial part of the PFC, region 25 was always
placed in higher levels than the more posterior region 24 (Fig. 5). When using the
Modha and Singh PFC dataset, region 32, corresponding to region 25 in Walker map
(Kötter et al., 2001), was also consistently placed at high levels of the hierarchy
(Supplementary Table 1). Hence, with respect to the orbital PFC the more posterior
regions occupy high levels of the hierarchy. Regions in the medial wall follow another
pattern, i.e. region 25 is placed in higher levels than the more posterior region 24.
In order to investigate if the choice of a particular set of regions changes the results
we selected only the lateral PFC regions, the “cognitive” part of the PFC emphasized in
(Badre and D’Esposito, 2009), and performed the ABH optimization. No anteriorposterior gradient was observed and region 10 was not assigned to the higher levels
(Supplementary Tables 2, 3). Hence, the choice of only the lateral PFC regions does not
alter the results and conclusions.
In sum, the ABH optimization does not confirm an anterior-posterior hierarchical
gradient with region 10 on top of the hierarchy. The choice of connectivity dataset and
cost functions does not significantly alter the results (Table 3). Moreover, out of the
1000 solutions there were different solutions with a high degree of dissimilarity and the
exact same cost (Table 2). In other words, no unique arrangement best describes the
ABH ordering of the PFC, a phenomenon analogous to the indeterminacy of the visual
system (Hilgetag et al., 1996).
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Table 2. Solutions obtained for the ABH optimization.

Nr of
unique
solutions
Walker 1
Walker 1 cost 2
Walker 2

251
19
474

Similarity of unique solutions
(Hamming distance)
Mean
Std
0.594
0.164
0.426
0.194
0.598
0.153

Cost (% of
edges deleted)
0,422
0,383
0,442

Characteristics of the 1000 solutions obtained from the hierarchy optimization. Note that all solutions
correspond to the exact same cost. Out of the 1000 solutions there were unique solutions exhibiting a high
degree of dissimilarity, as indicated by the Hamming distance, and equal cost. The cost is expressed as the
number of anti-hierarchical connections/edges over all the existing PFC connections/edges.

Hierarchical and anti-hierarchical diagrams for ABH optimization
The hierarchical diagram demonstrates that the regions at the top of the hierarchy, i.e.
25, 45, 46, 13, 12, exhibit diffuse and extensive projections with all the PFC groups as
specified in (Kötter et al., 2007), i.e. orbitomedial, lateral and intermediate (Fig. 6). We
will use this PFC grouping nomenclature throughout the text. The only exception is
region 13 that does not send efferents to the lateral group. The efferents of these regions
were termed as hierarchical with very high frequency over the 1000 solutions. Hence,
they constitute the dominant direction towards regions at lower hierarchical levels.
Regions at the lower parts of the hierarchy are 9, 24 and 11 and they constitute the “end
points” of the dominant direction in the PFC anatomical network (Fig. 6). The latter
regions also exhibit massive anti-hierarchical efferents that influence the regions of all
the PFC groups, i.e. orbitomedial, lateral and intermediate (Fig. 7). The only exception
is the less diffuse pattern of efferents of region 11 that does not exhibit anti-hierarchical
efferents with the lateral group. The efferents of the regions low at the hierarchy were
termed as anti-hierarchical with a high frequency over the 1000 solutions and thus
constitute the main anatomical routes through which information can be sent back to
regions that dominate the hierarchy. Both the hierarchical and anti-hierarchical efferents
traverse several levels and can thus directly link regions at the opposite sides of the
hierarchy, i.e. high with low regions and vice versa, without the necessity of
intermediate regions. Thus, the structural architecture does not imply a cascade-like way
of information flow (see also Discussion).
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Table 3. Similarity of ABH scores across datasets and cost functions.

Walker 1
Walker 1 cost 2
Walker 2

Walker1
NA
p<0.05
p<0.001

Walker1 cost 2
0.66
NA
p<0.05

Walker 2
0.95
0.60
NA

Quantification of the similarity of the results of the hierarchy optimization with different datasets and cost
functions. The hierarchy score from each combination was calculated as the mean hierarchical levels
attributed to a region across the 1000 solutions. Subsequently all pairwise correlations between the
hierarchical scores were computed and the significance of the observed correlation was assessed with
randomization statistics.

Network metrics and hierarchy
The network metrics revealed that the only regions with significant BC (BC z-score >
2, p<0.001), and consequently highly central in the PFC network, belong to the
intermediate PFC group, i.e. regions 9 and 24 (Fig. 8 A). This finding is in line with
analysis of the PFC using Shapley ratings which revealed regions 9 and 24 as among the
ones with the higher contribution to global PFC connectivity (Kötter et al., 2007). The
CC involved only regions of the orbitomedial group, i.e. 11 and 14 (C z-score > 2,
p<0.001) (Fig. 8 B). Thus, these regions appear to be more segregated/specialized. The
transmission index has been computed before for all the regions for the current dataset
(Kötter and Stephan, 2003) and hence the current results are identical: the lateral group
exhibits the highest transmission values above 0.5 (regions 45 and 46), exhibiting a
“surplus of efferents”, while the intermediate group exhibited values below 0.5,
indicating a predominance of afferents. The orbitomedial group exhibited transmission
values around 0.5 (Fig. 8 C). In order to directly examine the relation of the networks
metrics and the ABH level of the region, the hierarchy score, i.e. the mean hierarchical
level across 1000 solutions that a region was assigned to, of each region was correlated
with each network metric. The only metric that exhibited a significant correlation was
the transmission index (r=0.72 p<0.05). This is expected since the transmission index
quantifies the efferents to afferents relation, with values higher than 0.5 denoting a
surplus of efferents. Hence, it is logical that the regions with high (or low) transmission
index end up in high (or low) hierarchical levels during the ABH optimization.
We should also note that no significant correlation was observed for the LBH and any
of the network metrics.
Relation to “maximally” and “minimally” ABH networks
The costs obtained from the maximally ABH networks resulted in a modest but
significant reduction in the cost compared to the original networks (Fig. 9). These
results indicate that the original network topology has an “overabundance” of antihierarchical connections since the reference maximally ABH networks exhibited
significantly less anti-hierarchical connections. The costs obtained from the minimally
ABH networks were on average slightly higher than the cost of the original network and
did not reach significance (Fig. 9). The above results held true for all datasets, i.e.
Walker, Walker 2 as well as for both cost functions (Fig. 9). Taken together the above
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results dictate that the topology of the PFC is wired in such a way that does not comply
to an “optimal” maximally ABH topology. Instead it lies close to networks exhibiting an
“overabundance” of anti-hierarchical connections and thus the PFC wiring could be
considered as minimally hierarchical. Importantly, the ABH arrangement of the regions
of the “maximally” and “minimally” ABH networks was highly similar as the one of the
original network. Hence, no hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient, with region 10 on
top, was observed for these networks either.
Laminar based hierarchy
The LBH optimization resulted in a layout with 6 levels with, as expected given the
way the LB index was estimated, the more (less) differentiated regions occupying low
(high) levels of the hierarchy (Supplementary Table 5).
In order to assess how the ABH and LBH optimization results relate, we computed the
correlation between the mean hierarchical level for each region over the 1000 solutions
for the ABH and the LBH. The results from the two hierarchy optimization procedures
exhibited a near 0 correlation that was not significant (P>0.1).
For a visual depiction of the results and in order to gain more information from the
results of the two hierarchy optimizations, we plotted the ABH against the LBH mean
level for every PFC region. Moreover, a plane was drawn at the mean of the ABH and
LBH mean levels dividing the scatterplot in 4 parts (Fig. 10). This dissection can be
used as a “classification scheme” for the PFC regions. For instance, regions like 25 and
45 are located at high ABH levels and thus function as broadcasters. The LBH
optimization further differentiates these broadcasting structures: while region 25 is also
located at high levels according to the LBH, region 45 is located at very low ones (Fig
10). Thus, the hierarchical efferents, according to the ABH, that region 25 exhibits
constitute FB connections, whereas the hierarchical efferents of region 45 constitute FF
connections (Fig. 11 A). FB and FF connections target different laminae and thus
influence a different microenvironment containing distinct types of neurons
(Dombrowski et al., 2001; Barbas and Hilgetag, 2002) resulting in a complex dialogue
between the PFC regions. The ABH in conjunction with the LBH can summarize and
pinpoint aspects of this complex dialogue (see Discussion).
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Figure 4. Empirical establishment of the optimal number of levels for the ABH optimization. Walker 1 and A.
Cost function 1 B. Cost function 2 C. Walker 2 and Cost function 1. The stars point to the levels from which
any further increase of the number of levels does not result in a reduction of the cost. These levels were used
for the ABH optimization. The cost is expressed as a percentage of the edges deleted over the total number of
edges contained in the graph.
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Figure 5. Distribution of solutions of the ABH optimization. Dataset Walker 1 and A. Cost function 1 B. Cost
function 2 C. Dataset Walker 2 and Cost function 1. Figures depict the frequency of assignment of the PFC
regions at each hierarchical level over the 1000 solutions. The regions are sorted according to the level where
they exhibited the highest frequency peak. Regions with the frequency peak involving the same level are
further sorted according to their frequency. Darker (lighter) shades of grey denote regions that occupy high
(low) levels of the hierarchy. Note that the distribution of the solutions appears segregated with distinct picks.
Such distribution differs from the “flat” distribution of solutions that would be obtained from networks
lacking a prominent dominant direction, e.g. networks with symmetrical topology (all connections are
bidirectional).
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Discussion
In the current study we took a formal stance and used a wealth of data on the
anatomical connections of the macaque PFC in order to quantify the principles and
predictions of the hierarchical anterior-posterior model (Badre and D’Esposito, 2009).
Below we discuss the main findings of our analyses.
Relation to the hierarchical anterior-posterior model and contribution to PFC function
The ABH results suggest that the dominant direction in the PFC stems primarily from
regions 45, 25, 46 and 13, since they were consistently placed at the higher hierarchical
levels. Region 45 has been identified as a broadcasting structure influencing the entire
PFC (Kötter et al., 2001). Our analysis illustrates that regions lying on high hierarchical
levels, i.e. regions 46, 25, 13, also function as “outflow hubs” or broadcasting structures
(Kötter and Stephan, 2003) (Fig. 6). Contrary to the hierarchical anterior-posterior
model region 10 did not lie on top of the hierarchy. This region was always surpassed
by more posterior lateral PFC regions 45 and 46 (Fig. 5). Thus the most anterior region
10 and its lateral subdivisions (Supplementary Table 1) do not belong to the top of the
hierarchy and more posterior lateral regions, i.e. 45, 46 (and anterior subdivisions of the
later, i.e. 46v) appear more hierarchical (Fig. 5, Supplementary Table 1). Hence, the
hierarchy optimization revealed a set of highly influential regions that are dispersed in
the lateral, medial and orbital surfaces of the PFC. These broadcasting regions can have
an analogous role as regulatory nodes in metabolic networks (Ispolatov and Maslov,
2008). Hence, with the asymmetry based concept of hierarchy and by taking into
account the structural connectivity of the macaque PFC, the hierarchical arrangement of
the PFC regions do not support an anterior-posterior hierarchical gradient with more
anterior regions higher in the hierarchy.
The broadcasting structures are dispersed throughout the PFC surfaces, which have
been differentially implicated in the cognitive, motivational and affective domain
(Groenewegen and Uylings, 2000). Hence, the influence exerted by each of these
structures can have a different contribution to PFC function. Regions in the posterior
part of the orbital PFC, e.g. region 13, are multimodal and receive information from
gustatory, visual, auditory, somatosensory and olfactory areas (Barbas, 2007). Thus, the
dominant direction within the PFC that stems from posterior orbital PFC regions, placed
high in the hierarchy, can propagate information from diverse modalities. Moreover,
regions at the posterior orbital PFC are characterized by dense projections from the
amygdala and might be responsible for the attribution of emotional valence to stimuli
(Barbas, 2007; Ghashghaei et al., 2007; Murray, 2007). Consequently, the influence that
region 13 exerts as a broadcasting structure might also subserve the propagation of
motivational/reward signals through the rest of the PFC. Additionally, the hierarchical
efferents, as revealed by the ABH, have a positive LB index and thus constitute FB
connections (Fig 11 A). The topology of Walker’s region 45 and the so called Broca
regions in the human brain (Petrides and Pandya, 1994) might suggest possible
homologies. Consequently, its connectivity might constitute a neural circuitry that
functions as a predecessor of language related circuitry in the human PFC (Kötter and
Stephan, 2003). However, it should be noted that Walker’s parcellation scheme was not
performed on a comparative manner, and thus Walker’s region 45 might not coincide
with what is demarcated as region 45 in (Petrides and Pandya, 1994). With respect to
the medial PFC, region 25 was consistently placed at high hierarchical levels (Fig. 5).
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Figure 6. Hierarchical diagram based on 1000 solutions obtained from the ABH optimization for dataset
Walker 1 and cost function 1. Each edge represents the frequency that an efferent was termed hierarchical
with thicker lines representing the most frequent ones. Only efferents with a frequency higher than 50% were
included. The representation overlaid on Walker’s parcellation scheme offers an anatomical view of the
regions involved in the more frequent hierarchical efferents and offers an overview of the ABH layout. The
graph representation offers an overview of the distribution of regions over the ABH levels.
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Figure 7. Anti-hierarchical diagram based on 1000 solutions obtained from the ABH optimization for dataset
Walker 1 and cost function 1. Notation and arrangement of regions as described in Fig. 6.
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Figure 8. Summary of the network metrics for each separate PFC regions and PFC group: orbitomedial,
intermediate, and lateral. A. z-scores of the BC B. CC and C. transmission index of the regions constituting
each PFC group. Asterisks indicate significance (z-score > 2, p<0.001) in relation to values obtained from
1000 matched random networks. Note that these metrics were based on dataset Walker 1, with highly similar
results obtained for dataset Walker 2.

Region 25 in Walker’s parcellation scheme is equivalent with Broadman’s region 32
and region 32 in Barbas and Pandya, 1989 parcellation scheme (Barbas and Pandya,
1989; Kötter et al., 2001). Efferents of region 32 that target regions 46 and 10 are
thought to have inhibitory and excitatory roles respectively (Medala and Barbas, 2010).
Thus, hierarchical efferents, as revealed by the ABH optimization, of region 32 can send
regulatory signals to regions 46 and 10. It is noteworthy that in our analysis region 25 is
placed high in both the ABH and LBH optimization (Fig. 10) and thus its ABH efferents
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are FB connections (Fig. 11 A). Such features are in line with suggestions that this
medial region exerts a tonic influence to lateral PFC regions. Such lateral-medial
interplay might be important for multi-tasking and noise suppression in lateral PFC
regions during task execution (Medala and Barbas, 2010).
Hierarchy and network metrics
The network metrics in combination with the ABH optimization offers additional
insights about the role of each region. No significant correlations were observed
between the ABH level of the PFC regions and their CC and BC. This means that
regions placed at higher (lower) parts of the hierarchy are not less (more)
segregated/specialized, hence regions high in the hierarchy do not influence loosely
connected/mutually disinterested regions (Kötter and Stephan, 2003). Additionally, the
absence of correlation with the BC indicates that regions closer to the top of the
hierarchy, i.e. close at the “root” of the dominant direction within the network, do not
appear to be central. This argues against a “strictly centralized” PFC topology where
regions that are ideally embedded to exert directed influence, i.e. placed at the top of the
hierarchy, are also topologically central, i.e. exhibit high BC.
Network metrics can differentiate regions placed at the same or similar ABH level.
Regions 24, 9 and 11 are placed at the bottom of the hierarchy (Fig. 5) but they exhibit
different CC and BC values (Fig. 8 A B). Regions 24 and 9 are the only ones with
significant BC and hence they serve as “intermediate stations” that lie in a large fraction
of the shortest paths that connect the PFC regions. This feature along with the fact that
they lay at the lowest level of the hierarchy means that they integrate information
through hierarchical efferents, since they are the “end point” of the dominant directed
influence, and hence can resemble to “receivers” (Kötter and Stephan, 2003), and
distribute information through their extensive anti-hierarchical efferents (Fig. 7). Hence,
they constitute an important set of regions that facilitate the traffic of information
among the PFC regions. Different techniques than the ones used here, i.e. Shapley
ratings and multidimensional scaling, highlight regions 9 and 24 as important for the
global PFC connectedness and the facilitation of communication of the orbitomedial
and lateral PFC groups (Kötter et al., 2001, 2007). On the contrary, region 11 which is
also placed at the lowest level of the hierarchy, does not exhibit a significant BC (Fig. 5
8). Instead it exhibits a significant CC (Fig. 8). Hence, region 11 appears to be part of a
segregated/specialized neural circuitry and the information that it receives as the end
point of the dominant directed influence, seems to directly influence a more segregated
set of regions. The anti-hierarchical diagram of regions 9, 24 and 11 also reflect some of
the above differences (Fig. 7). Regions 24 and 9 exhibit diffuse anti-hierarchical
efferents influencing all PFC groups, while anti-hierarchical efferents of region 11 are
restricted to the more segregated orbitomedial group.
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Figure 9. The PFC network exhibits overabundance of anti-hierarchical connections as defined by the ABH
analysis. Comparison of the total number of edges (expressed as a percentage over the total number of edges
in the network) that must be deleted in order to convert the directed graph to an acyclic one, for the original
and the “maximally” and “minimally” hierarchical networks. The original network has significantly more
anti-hierarchical connections than the maximally hierarchical networks but does not exhibit significant
difference with the minimally hierarchical ones. Thus, the PFC topology could be considered as minimally
hierarchical. Asterisks indicate significance (z-score > 2, p<0.01). Note that the results hold for both datasets
based on Walker’s parcellation and cost functions. See sections Materials and Methods and Results for details.

“Overrepresentation” of anti-hierarchical connections
Our analysis indicates that the PFC is wired in such a way that there is an
“overrepresentation” of anti-hierarchical connections (Fig. 9). The hierarchical and antihierarchical diagrams resulting from the ABH (Fig. 6, 7) indicate direct communication
between the levels. The overrepresentation of anti-hierarchical connections might add to
the multiplicity of pathways available for transmission of information from lower to
higher regions. Such architecture permits communication between the hierarchical
levels, not through the presence of only a few dedicated anti-hierarchical connections,
but in a rather direct, decentralized and distributed way. Moreover, such features
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indicate that the PFC exhibits “overrepresentation” of anti-hierarchical connections that
form loops/cycles. What can be the role subserved by such a feature? Features as such
seem to be essential for the robustness of a network (Kwon and Cho, 2007). Moreover,
feedback loops with excitatory and inhibitory components are important for sustained
oscillations and signal amplification (Kim et al., 2008). We speculate that such features
might also give rise to analogous properties when it comes to PFC function. The
detailed analysis of such issues can constitute the topics of future research.
In sum, the results of the quantification of the principles of the hierarchical anteriorposterior model dictate that regardless of adopting or not the contiguity principle, the
PFC is not wired in a way to “optimally” comply with the asymmetry principle dictated
by the ABH. In other words, the PFC is wired in a non-optimal way, from the view
point of the asymmetry principle, since it exhibits an “overabundance” of antihierarchical connections when compared to maximally ABH networks.

Figure 10. Scatter plot of the ABH and LBH results. The scatter plot depicts the PFC regions according to
their mean ABH and LBH level. The ABH and LBH levels are scaled by dividing by the maximum value
obtained during each hierarchy optimization. The planes dividing the scatterplot in 4 quartiles are centred at
the mean values of the mean ABH and LBH levels. The scatterplot offers a visual inspection of the position
that each PFC region occupies in both the ABH and LBH layouts and also functions as a “classification
scheme”. For instance, regions located in the upper right quartile occupy high levels of both ABH and LBH
layouts, while regions located in the lower right quartile occupy high levels of the ABH layout but low ones of
the LBH layout.

Relation between asymmetry based hierarchy and laminar based hierarchy
The ABH and LBH optimization procedures resulted in uncorrelated hierarchical
layouts (Fig. 10). Instead of focusing on the “best” or more “realistic” definition of
hierarchy, something that could be dictated by the pertinent questions at hand, our
analyses demonstrate that the two definitions of hierarchy can be combined and offer a
richer picture of the PFC connectivity.
More specifically, while our ABH analysis reveals broadcasting structures within the
PFC, along the lines of findings from previous analysis (Kötter et al., 2001), the LBH
results reveal additional information about the regions that function as broadcasters and
receivers. The ABH designates regions 25, 45, 46 and 13 as broadcasters and thus are
more influencing rather than getting influenced by other PFC regions. The dominant
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exerted influence of regions 25 and 13, through their hierarchical connections revealed
by the ABH optimization, involves FB connections, while that of region 45 involves FF
connections. Region 46 exhibits both FF and FB connections with a prevalence of FF
ones (Fig. 11 A). The differentiation of these regions is also reflected in the fact that
they are located in different quartiles of the ABH and LBH plot (Fig. 10). Hence, while
all regions are broadcasters, their efferents target preferentially different laminae and
might have different impact on the dynamics of the PFC microcircuit. The exerted
influence from regions 25 and 46 target predominantly supragranular layers where
calbindin positive neurons are primarily located and target distant dendrites of
pyramidal neurons (Barbas and Hilgetag, 2002). On the contrary, the exerted influence
from region 45 is characterized by FF connections and thus might mostly interact with
another class of neurons i.e., presumed inhibitory parvalbumin positive interneurons,
primarily located in middle layers, targeting proximal pyramidal neurons (Barbas and
Hilgetag, 2002). These connections appear to have different functional roles and might
be important for the co-ordination of the intrinsic and associational neural circuitry
involving PFC regions (Pucak et al., 1996; Barbas and Zikopoulos, 2007). Such
interpretations are rendered possible by combining the results from the ABH and LBH.
Assigning LB values to efferents that were deemed hierarchical (Fig. 11 A) or antihierarchical (Fig. 11 B) by the ABH optimization offers hints for the role of the
efferents that constitute the dominant direction, or go against it, within the PFC. We
should note that despite that the laminar termination of a connection is informative
about its role, additional analysis is needed in order to decipher the exact synaptic
targets of a FF or FB connection. For instance, connections from region 32 to regions 10
and 46 terminate predominantly to layers I-III, and thus constitute FB connections, but
there is a higher number of synapses with presumed inhibitory neurons associated with
the connections from region 32 to 46 when compared with the ones from region 32 to
10 (Medala and Barbas, 2010). Hence, quantitative histological data are needed for
uncovering the exact synaptic targets of a connection and inferring a more precise
functional role of FB (or FF) PFC connections.
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Figure 11. Summary of the laminar bias index of the efferents that were more frequently hierarchical or antihierarchical during the ABH optimization. Mean laminar bias index for A. The most frequent hierarchical
efferents (see Fig. 6) and B. The most frequent anti-hierarchical efferents (see Fig. 7) of each PFC region. The
PFC regions are arranged from left to right with a decreasing order of hierarchy based on the ABH results
with dataset Walker 1 cost function 1 (see Fig. 5 A). The mean laminar index was calculated separately for
positive (FB) and negative values (FF). These values indicate the prelevance of FF or FB type of connections,
or an intermediate profile, for the most frequent hierarchical and anti-hierarchical connections, and thus
highlight their potential diverge role in PFC communication (see Discussion for details).

Moreover, the results from ABH and LBH can be used for developing complementary
hypothesis and predictions related to functional studies, e.g. electrophysiology in
multiple macaque PFC regions. More specifically, the ABH that quantifies the dominant
direction within the structural PFC network can be used for assessing which regions are
anatomically favoured to exhibit directed influence during a task, i.e. effective
connectivity. Regions in high ABH levels seem more suitable candidates to function as
the regions around which more “outflow” effective connectivity configurations can be
articulated. Hence, ABH is informative about the directionality of the flow of
information. LBH can be informative about the way that the dialogue between the PFC
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regions takes place. Laminar based recordings from the macaque V1 reveals a
preference of gamma activity in upper layers (Maier et al., 2010). Additionally,
effective connectivity from V1 to V4 is primarily observed in the gamma band whereas
effective connectivity from V4 to V1 does not show such a gamma preference (Bosman
et al., 2012). V1 is located lower than V4 in the LBH hierarchy of the visual system and
thus V1 to V4 connections can be considered as FF and connections from V4 to V1 as
FB (Hilgetag et al., 2000). FF connections predominantly originate from upper layers
whereas FB from lower layers (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). Hence, it is
hypothesized that the functional dialogue between regions of the visual system is shaped
from the laminar patterns of their connections, determining the frequency bandwidth
that the two regions “use” for exerting influence to each other (Bosman et al., 2012). In
other words, the preference of gamma band for upper layers in conjunction with the
laminar origin of FF and FB connections is reflected in the functional dialogue between
V1 and V4. These structure-function relations might also hold for the PFC. Our LBH
results can be used for generating hypothesis for the functional dialogue among the PFC
regions, e.g. the frequency bandwidth preferences of inter-regional influences. Such
investigation is important since the demonstration of a comparable structure-function
correspondance for the PFC, as the aforementioned preliminary evidence suggest for the
visual system, would suggest a general structure-function relation pertaining to the
macaque cerebral cortex as a whole. In sum, ABH and LBH offer distinct layouts of the
anatomical skeleton of the macaque PFC that are useful for predictions and hypothesis
of distinct functional aspects of the PFC.
With respect to the hierarchical anterior-posterior model, while the ABH results do
not seem to support its principles and predictions, the LBH results reveal that region 10
is located in higher levels than more posterior regions, i.e. 46, 45, 8A, as expected from
the differences of their structural types. This suggests that a LBH is a more plausible
working hypothesis for PFC models advocating an anterior-posterior hierarchical
gradient that is based on the anatomy of the PFC.
Finally, we should note that the classification of connections as FF and FB constitutes
a broad distinction and can mask out further fine grained differentiations and modes of
communication (Rockland, 2004). Such differences can include subdifferentiations of
FB connections based on the caliber size of the axons and the size of the buttons,
features that can give rise to different degrees of conduction velocity and efficiency
(Rockland, 2004; Medala and Barbas, 2010).
Does a structural hierarchical architecture imply a functional hierarchical architecture?
Despite that evidence from empirical and modelling studies suggest that the way a
region is embedded within a structural network constraints its function (Kötter and
Sommer, 2000; Passingham et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2006) this relation is far from a
simple 1:1 mapping. For instance, while the anatomical architecture of the visual system
is hierarchical (Hilgetag et al., 2000) computational modelling demonstrates that
functional properties, i.e. neural response latencies to visual stimulation, are not
sequential and thus an anatomical hierarchy does not necessarily entail a functional
hierarchy (Petroni et al., 2001). Moreover, structure-function deviations are evident in
the discrepancy between the structural hierarchy and the signal timing of the regions of
the visual system (Schmolesky et al., 1998; Capalbo et al., 2008).
An analogous picture can also hold for the PFC and hierarchical diagrams obtained
from structural connectivity might not coincide with the flow of information during the
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execution of a task (Hegdé and Felleman, 2007). Such structure-function mismatches
seem reasonable when considering findings illustrating the dynamic nature of
interactions of brain regions modulated by context and task (Rowe et al., 2005).
Additionally, various “functional motifs” can be embedded within a “structural
skeleton” of a brain structure, and each functional motif can arise at a particular context
or phase of a task (Sporns and Kötter, 2004). Hence, a structural hierarchical
architecture does not necessarily entail a functional hierarchical architecture, nor does
the existence of a particular orientation along an axis, e.g. anterior-posterior, of a
structural hierarchy, or non-optimal hierarchy, entails the same orientation for a possible
functional hierarchy. Ultimately, structural connectivity estimates should be combined
with functional measurements (see e.g. Smith et al., 2006; Vanduffel et al., 1997) from
the same brain in order to examine the PFC architecture at multiple levels and be able to
unravel the rules determining structure-function correspondences and deviations.
Limitations and perspectives
While currently we examined the PFC as a whole, future analyses can focus on a
specific surface. To this end, more fine grained parcellation schemes can be adopted,
instead of the rather coarse Walker scheme (e.g. Petrides and Pandya, 1994; Carmichael
and Price, 1996). Such fine grained parcellations might be more suitable for the
examination of the PFC organization not only along the anterior-posterior but also the
medial-lateral or dorsal-medial axis (O’Reilly, 2010).
In the current study we only considered PFC regions and premotor and motor regions
(e.g. BA 6 and 4) were not included in the analysis. This exclusion allowed us to focus
on the PFC and exploit the rich published datasets for this brain structure of the
macaque. Future analysis can investigate the PFC within a broader context by including
fronto-parietal, fronto-temporal and fronto-thalamic connections.
An intriguing future question is if and how the ABH PFC hierarchical layout is related
to architectonic/developmental features of the PFC regions. For instance, the ABH level
of a region could be related to its ontogeny. Early development in ontogeny of the ACC
favours the diffuse and extensive establishment of its connections (Zikopoulos and
Barbas, 2010). Hence, such regions could be favoured to evolve into a broadcasting
structure, i.e. a highly influential region with extensive connections. Future studies
could e.g. correlate the ABH level of each PFC region with the corresponding onset in
ontogeny in order unveil a potential link. Moreover, an interesting future direction
would be to relate the hierarchy results and phylogenetic characteristics of the PFC
regions. The gradations from the two primordial moieties, i.e. archicortex and
paleocortex, forming the basoventral and dorsomedial trends (Pandya & Yeterian, 1990)
have also been interpreted within an evolutionary context (Sanides, 1964; but see Preus
& Goldman-Rakic, 1991). Hence, the dominant direction within the PFC, as revealed by
the ABH, could be related with the direction of the aforementioned gradations, and
consequently, the progression from older to newer phylogenetic regions. Since the LBH
optimization is highly dependent on the direction of gradations of the basoventral and
dorsomedial trends, i.e. the progressive eulamination of PFC regions (Barbas and
Rempel-Clower, 1997), the resulting hierarchical levels are closely linked to such
direction. This in turn, in conjunction with the fact that the ABH and LBH results do not
coincide, would mean that the ABH arrangements of the PFC regions do not relate to
the direction of the gradations. The explicit quantification of the relation of the ABH
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and LBH results with ontogeny and phylogeny features constitutes a potential future
research topic.
While many meaningful cost functions can be used during the optimization procedure
(Krumnack et al., 2010; Hilgetag et al., 2000), we currently used these particular cost
functions for the ABH optimization since they correspond to the principles of the
hierarchical anterior-posterior model. Despite that the results were not identical, the
main conclusions of the study are supported by the results of both cost functions and
different data sets (Table 3). In the future, other cost functions that e.g. penalize
connections that cross many hierarchical levels can be adopted. Since the strength of the
connections between the PFC regions is graded, cost functions that employ weighted
information can also be adopted. We employed a cost function that takes into account
the weight of the anti-hierarchical connections and obtained highly similar results with
the other cost functions (data not shown). Hence, decisions on graded versus binary
connectivity do not influence the current ABH results.
The LBH optimization was based on estimated values of % AL IV-VI by using the
Delta index as predictor. Since the values of % AL IV-VI and the Delta index are
characterized by an almost perfect correlation, in principle the hierarchical arrangement
could also be based on the Delta index. In the current study we used the values of % AL
IV-VI for the hierarchical optimization in order to directly link the approach with
laminar based hierarchical arrangements previously applied to other parts of the cortex,
e.g. visual cortex (Hilgetag and Grant, 2010) and illustrate how a laminar based
hierarchical arrangement of the PFC regions can be performed in the future by using
directly the region to region % AL IV-VI values that might slightly deviate from the
ones estimated from the Delta index. Since the Delta index is the best predictor of
laminar patterns of connections (Hilgetag and Grant, 2010), we predict that such an
arrangement will be highly similar with the one obtained in our study.
Despite similarities between the PFC of human and non-human primates (Ongür and
Price, 2000; Petrides et al., 2012) differences also exist. Interestingly, pronounced
differences are reported for region 10 which became enlarged and more specialized in
humans (Semendeferi et al., 2001). Such potential changes might have an impact on the
wiring of this region and affect its hierarchical role within the human PFC.
Lastly, the analytic tools employed can be used for uncovering similarities in the
topologies of the structural networks of e.g. the PFC of rodents and higher primates in
order to assess preservation of the roles of putative homologous regions (see e.g.
Uylings and Van Eden, 1990).
Conclusions
In sum, we have examined the structural connectivity of the macaque PFC by using
tools from network science and an exhaustive dataset. On the one hand, the principles
and predictions of the ABH do not support the connectivity principles of the
hierarchical anterior-posterior model. On the other hand, the LBH seem to be a more
tenable hypothesis for models incorporating evidence on the connectivity of the
macaque PFC and advocating a hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient.
Approaches as the current one can inform models of the human PFC and highlight the
power of formal analysis for the investigation of PFC organization. Such approaches
can be helpful for understanding how integrated behaviour is accomplished and what
structural alterations might underlie mental diseases.
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Supplementary material
Table S1. ABH optimization for Modha & Singh PFC
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(Table S1) Hierarchical arrangement of the PFC regions. Regions are sorted according to their hierarchical
level (high to low) and within each level according to their frequency of assignment (high to low). Note that
region 10 and its subdivisions, with the exception of 10m, do not occupy high levels of the hierarchy and is
surpassed by more posterior regions e.g. 45B, 46. The number of levels was selected empirically (see main
text Materials and Methods). For information on the acronyms used for the PFC regions see Modha & Singh,
2010.

Table S2. ABH optimization for lateral regions + region 10 for dataset Walker 1

PFC region
45
8A
46
10

Hierarchical level
4
4
3
1

Frequency of assignement
0,388
0,263
0,387
0,750

Selection of a subset of PFC regions (lateral + 10) and the application of the hierarchy optimization illustrate
that no anterior-posterior gradient is observed with region 10 on top of the hierarchy. The hierarchy
optimization was performed with cost function 1, but similar results were obtained with cost function 2. The
number of levels was selected empirically (see main text Materials and Methods). Arrangement of regions as
described in Table S1.
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Table S3. ABH optimization for lateral regions for dataset Modha & Singh PFC

PFC
regions
45B
45
45A
46d
FEF
46f
46dr
46
46v
9/46v
10v
10d
12l
8A
L9
9/46d
D9
12r
8Ad
PS

Hierarchical level
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Frequency of assignement
1
0,618
0,513
0,47
0,266
0,239
0,228
1
0,545
0,469
1
0,344
1
0,51
0,38
0,319
1
0,695
0,508
0,347

Selection of only the lateral PFC regions and the application of the hierarchy optimization illustrate that no
anterior-posterior gradient is observed with lateral subdivisions of region 10 on top of the hierarchy. The
number of levels was selected empirically (see main text Materials and Methods). Arrangement of regions as
described in Table S1.
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Table S4. Structural type values for each region of Walker’s parcellation scheme.

Walker Region
10
11
12
13
14
24
25
45
46
8A
8B
9

Structural Type
4
3
3,5
2
3
2
2
5
4,5
5
3,5
3,5

Each region of Walker’s parcellation scheme was matched to a region of the (Barbas & Pandya, 1989)
parcellation. Subsequently, a structural type number was assigned according to the structural model described
in (Barbas & Rempel-Clower, 1997).

Table S5. LBH optimization results.

Walker regions
13
24
25
11
12
9
8B
10
46
45
8A

Hierarchical level
6
6
6
5
4
4
3,98
3
2
1
1

Walker regions are arranged in descending order (top to bottom) according to the hierarchical level that the
LBH optimization assigned.
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Figure S1. Matrix depicting the estimated Laminar Bias Index between the regions of the Walker’s
parcellation scheme. These values were subsequently used for the LBH optimization. Intraregional
connections are not taken into account and therefore are not assigned a value (black boxes).
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Quantitative comparative analysis of structural
connectivity patterns in the macaque and human brain

Goulas A*, Bastiani M*, Bezgin G, Uylings HBM, Roebroeck A, Stiers P (in
preparation) Quantitative comparative analysis of structural connectivity patterns in the
macaque and human brain.
*Shared first authors
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Abstract
The brain consists of distinct interconnected regions and can be conceived as a complex
network. Connectivity constraints function and hence large scale connectivity can be a
guide to cognition. Due to methodological and ethical constraints, our most detailed
knowledge about the brain stems from animal research. Specifically, the macaque brain
functions as a model for the human brain, but its suitability is challenged by unique
human features that emerged during primate evolution. Here we perform a quantitative
comparative analysis of the whole brain connectivity of the two species. Our findings
suggest that the human and macaque brain as a whole are similarly wired, while a
region-wise analysis also indicates discrepancies between the species. We unravel a
common structural backbone in both species involving a highly overlapping set of
regions. This structure, important for mediating information across the brain, appears to
be a feature of the primate brain persevering evolution. While our study argues for the
suitability of the macaque brain as a model for the human brain, some discrepancies
seem to exist and constrain certain macaque-human extrapolations. Our findings
illustrate novel evolutionary aspects of the connectional architecture of the primate
brain and offer a translational bridge between macaque and human research.
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Introduction
Over a century of research has revealed that the brain is inhomogeneous and can be
parcellated based on topological, macro- and micro- structural criteria (Campbell, 1905;
Brodmann, 1909; Walker, 1940; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; Kötter and Wanke,
2005). The regions resulting from such a parcellation are linked through fibre bundles
that constitute the neural substrate for the exchange of information between the regions
(Hagmann et al., 2008). Early investigators linked these fibre bundles to the function
associated with a region, thus establishing the ground of structure-function
dependencies and highlighting the importance of brain connectivity for fundamental and
clinical research (Campbell, 1905; Ffytche and Catani, 2005). In recent years,
computational and empirical studies offered a quantitative basis for the relation of
structural connectivity and function in primate and rodent brains, suggesting that the
connectivity of a brain region constraints its function (Kötter and Sommer, 2000; Burns
and Young, 2000; Passingham et al., 2002). Hence, regions with similar connectivity
might be involved in similar functions, and large scale connectivity can be used as a
guide to cognition (Bressler and Menon, 2010).
Due to ethical and methodological limitations our most detailed knowledge of the
brain originates from animal research. Specifically, the macaque brain serves as a model
for the human brain, but such extrapolations might be inaccurate due to rewiring and/or
expansion of the brain during primate evolution (Semendeferi et al., 2002; Krubitzer
and Kaas, 2005; Van Essen and Dierker, 2007) masking out unique features of the
human brain (Preuss, 2000). This has important consequences for translating macaque
research to humans, which is valuable for cognitive, systems and clinical neuroscience.
Hence, when possible, there is the need for direct comparative examination of properties
of the brain of the two species, such as their connectivity (Passingham, 2009).
Advancements like diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (dwMRI) pave
the way for the in vivo tracing of the structural connections between the different
regions of the brain. This allows the comparison of structural connections of the human
brain with those of the macaque unravelling similarities, but also differences, between
the two species (Frey et al., 2008; Croxson et al., 2005; Thiebaut de Schotten et al.,
2012; Petrides et al., 2012). However, such studies up to date focus on a subset of brain
regions, examining particular fasciculi, or lack direct quantitative comparisons of the
connections between the two species. Hence, interspecies structural connectivity
differences and similarities at the global whole brain level remain concealed.
Recently techniques like dwMRI are used for the examination of the whole brain
structural connectivity of the human brain, i.e. the human connectome (Sporns et al.,
2005). Connectome analysis treats the brain as a complex network and employs tools
from network science in order to unravel key properties that are pivotal for its proper
function. Such properties include the identification in the human brain of regions that
are topologically central and thus important for information integration (Hagmann et al.,
2008), the so called small-world property allowing a combination of segregation and
integration of information (Achard et al., 2006), and the presence of a tightly
interwoven structural core forming the so called rich-club (van den Heuvel and Sporns,
2011). The usefulness of such approaches is also reflected by the novel insights
obtained from studies examining the human connectome during development (Supekar
et al., 2009) and clinical populations (van den Heuvel et al., 2010). Additionally, a
recent network analysis unravels key properties of the macaque brain connectivity
(Modha and Singh, 2010) offering hints about differences and similarities between the
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“connectome properties” of the two species, but without direct comparisons taking
place.
In the current study, in order to extend and surpass limitations of previous
comparative studies, we perform a direct comparative quantitative analysis of the
structural connections of the human, as assessed with dwMRI, and macaque brain, as
revealed by a meta-analysis of tracing studies which constitute the gold standard for
estimating connectivity in the brain. By adopting a whole brain approach, we construct
species-specific connectomes and quantify the similarity of connectivity patterns, global
topological features, and embedding of brain regions in order to gain insight in their
possible perseverance or change during primate evolution.
Materials and Methods
Whole brain parcellation scheme
For the whole brain examination of both species we employed a map specifically
designed for this purpose, the Regional Map (RM) (Kötter and Wanke, 2005; Bezgin et
al., 2012). This map consists of assumed homologues between the two species based on
structural, topological and functional criteria. Its level of coarseness is dictated from the
size of regions that are generally accepted to be discernible and homologous in both
human and macaque brains (Kötter and Wanke, 2005). No connectivity criteria were
used for the delineation of the various regions constituting the RM. The RM was
delineated on the F99 standard brain which is based on an MRI scan of one macaque
brain. Subsequently, the RM was deformed to match the human brain, in MNI space, by
using macroscopic and functional landmarks (Van Essen, 2004; Orban et al., 2004). In
total 82 regions (41 for each hemisphere) constituted the RM that we used (Supp Table
1).
Macaque whole brain connectome
We used the RM and the CoCoMac database (http://cocomac.g-node.org) to assemble
the whole brain connectome of the macaque. Briefly, the CoCoMac database consists of
entries describing the presence or absence of a structural connection between two
regions, as revealed by tracing studies, and have the format: region A has an efferent
connection with region B. The database contains over 400 studies spanning several
decades and thus represents our current best estimate of the connectivity of the macaque
brain. Different researchers use different maps with divergent nomenclature. In order to
link the different maps the database contains relation codes with the format: Region A
of map X is identical with/smaller, larger than/partially overlapping with region B of
map Y. Dedicated algorithms and algebra is used to map regions of one map to regions
of a “reference” map (Stephan et al. 2000; Bezgin et al., 2008). In the current study, the
RM functioned as the “reference” map and thus available connectivity information
contained in the database was represented as an NxN connectivity matrix, where N=82
the regions constituting the RM. The matrix entry Aij denotes the presence or absence
of a connection from region i and j (connection 0=absent, 1=weak, 2=medium,
3=strong) and constitutes the whole brain connectome of the macaque brain (for more
details see Bezgin et al., 2012). Entries in the connectivity matrix with unknown status
were treated as absent. In order to compare the connectivity of the human and macaque
brain (see below), and since directionality of structural connections cannot be inferred
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in vivo with dwMRI in the human brain, the directed connectivity matrix of the
macaque was symmetrized and binarized by taking into account all connections
irrespective of their strength. Thus, the macaque connectome (MC) consisted of 1857
undirected connections/edges between 82 regions/nodes, resulting in a density of 0.559.
Density expresses the number of existing connections divided by the number of all
possible connections in a connectivity matrix with N nodes. It ranges from 0 (no
connections present) to 1 (all possible connections present).
Human whole brain connectome
Data acquisition Whole brain scans of five healthy subjects (2 females, age mean: 29.4
std: 3.2) were acquired after obtaining written informed consent. The experiment was
approved by the local ethical committee. Data acquisition and preprocessing are
described in Bastiani et al. 2012.
Voxel-wise diffusion model Multiple possibly non-orthogonal orientations of neuronal
fibers were estimated per voxel. Fiber orientation distributions (FODs) were
reconstructed by constrained spherical deconvolution (Tournier et al., 2007) over a fivefold tessellated icosahedron. This technique was selected for its robustness in estimating
orientational distributions from high angular resolution diffusion imaging data.
Moreover, FODs represent actual fiber orientation distributions rather than water-bound
spin displacements, which leads to stable and accurate local orientations that are very
beneficial for both local and global tractography purposes (Fillard et al., 2011).
Tractography algorithm and parameters Probabilistic local multi-direction tractography
was performed using the MRtrix package (Tournier et al., 2007). The employed
algorithm uses orientations sampled from the FODs at each step and initializes a great
number of streamlines per seed point. Per seed point, 3000 streamlines were initiated
within a sphere whose center corresponds to the center of every white matter (WM)
boundary voxel and whose radius has been set to half the voxel size (1.25 mm). The
step size was set to 1 mm and the angular thresholds to 30°. Fractional anisotropy (FA)
maps were thresholded at a value of 0.1 in order to obtain the WM waypoint masks.
These are binary masks containing only those voxels where fibers are allowed to
propagate. The tractography algorithm used in the present study was run in original
diffusion data space. Therefore, we have chosen to use median filtered FA masks
computed in that same space, instead of white matter masks obtained from T1-weighted
volumes segmentation, in order to achieve maximum integrity and alignment of WM
masks to the diffusion data. To avoid influences on FA such as partial volume effects at
the WM and grey matter boundary and in those voxels where more than two diffusion
directions are reconstructed a 3-dimensional median filter was applied to the
thresholded WM volumes to fill holes in the masks. Furthermore, in the WM binary
masks, WM boundary voxels were always included in the volume after having
thresholded the FA mask and used the median filter. Fibers shorter than 10 mm or
longer than 200 mm were removed. Moreover, looping fibers, i.e. fibers that return to
already explored voxels, were excluded from the analysis. To move from a very high
resolution tractography result that connects all ~30000 voxels in the WM boundary
voxel set to the weighted connectivity matrix based on the 82 regions of the RM, we
employed the connectivity index defined in (Iturria-Medina et al. 2011). This index of
connectivity between two regions is given by the sum of the weights connecting all the
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voxels between region A and region B and vice versa, normalized by the sum of the
number of seeds used in each region. Thus, any non-zero weight connecting any voxel
in one parcel to any voxel in another in either of the two directions connects the two
parcels in the final symmetric adjacency matrix (Iturria-Medina et al., 2011). Such step
reconstructs the weighted 82x82 connectivity matrix by eliminating the effect of patcharea size. To create the human connectome (HC) the symmetrized weighted matrices
obtained from each individual were averaged. Subsequently, in order to render the MC
and HC comparable, only the strongest weights were selected and their number was
chosen to match the number of connections of the MC. Finally, the HC was binarized.
Hence, the MC and HC are binary undirected matrices with the same number of nodes
and connections.
Comparison of macaque and human connectomes
Interspecies whole brain connectivity similarity The first question to be addressed is
maybe the most general and simple one: Are the connectomes of the two species
significantly similar in a statistical sense? To this end, we calculated the edit distance
(ED) between the matrices derived from the two species. Given two matrices, the ED is
defined as the number of insert/delete operations to be performed for the conversion of
one matrix to the other (Trusina et al., 2005). More formally the ED between matrices A
and B is defined as:

(1)
Hence, a small (large) ED indicates high (low) similarity of A and B, where A
represents the MC and B the HC. Similar techniques have been used for the assessment
of the functional similarity of regulatory networks (Trusina et al., 2005). We should
note that the ED was normalized in order to range from 0 to 1 by dividing with the
maximum possible ED given the matrices at hand. For the sake of simplicity we shall
refer to the normalized values simply as ED.
Interspecies region-wise connectivity similarity As a next step, we focused on a more
detailed region-wise analysis. The RM consists of assumed homologues based on
structural, topological and functional criteria. The aforementioned criteria are
commonly used for the establishment of homologies between two species. Additionally,
the similarity of connectivity patterns also constitutes a criterion for homologies (e.g.
Campbell and Hodos, 1970; Uylings and Van Eden, 1990). Hence, our analysis aimed at
establishing if the assumed homologue regions, as dictated by the RM, also exhibit a
statistically significant connectivity similarity. To this aim, we calculated the overlap of
the connections of the assumed homologues of the macaque and the human brain as
dictated by their connectomes. More specifically, we calculated the homologue
connectivity similarity (HCS):

(2)
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The interspecies overlap/intersection of connections of region i in the macaque and
human brain, represented by A and B respectively, is denoted by
and the union
with
. Hence, for each region i=1…82 of the RM the HCSi ranges from 0 to 1
and indicates respectively low and high interspecies connectivity similarity of the
assumed homologue region i. The HCS resembles the matching index (Hilgetag et al.,
2002) with the only difference that it is calculated between nodes of different
connectivity matrices, i.e. A and B representing the MC and HC (see Fig. 1 B).

Figure 1. Schematic depiction of the main points of the analysis. A. The RM was used in order to construct the
connectivity matrices of the two species, i.e. the MC and HC. The resulting connectivity matrices have i=82
rows and j=82 columns. B. Example of the calculation of the HCS for region i=1. To this end the entries of
row 1 from the MC and row 1 from HC were used, resulting in entry HCSi=1. The same procedure was used
for all regions, resulting in a 1x82 vector HCS containing the HCS indexes of all the regions. C. Example of
calculation of the HMIS for region i=1. The MC and HC were used for the separate calculation of the
matching index matrices MIij (one for each species separately). The HMIS index for region i=1 is calculated
from the entries of row 1 of the matching index matrices of the two species. The procedure is repeated for all
regions, resulting in a 1x82 vector HMIS containing the HMIS indexes of all the regions. D. Toy networks
demonstrating potential differences of the HCS and the HMIS for a region. Given two hypothetical “brains”
that form a network with 4 regions and 4 connections the HCS and HMIS indexes are calculated for brain
region A. On the one hand, the HCS index is equal to 1 (perfect similarity), since region A in both networks
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that could be the brains of two species, is connected exactly to the same regions, i.e. nodes B, C and D. On the
other hand, the HMIS index is -0.5, indicating a divergence of the connectivity similarity profiles of region A
in networks/brains 1 and 2. These discrepancies arise from the “rewiring” of the connection marked with an
arrow. While in network 1 region A shares neighbours with node B in network 2 no such sharing exists,
leading to a change in the connectivity similarity profiles of region A.

Interspecies region-wise matching index similarity The next step of the analysis
examined the similarity of the connectivity patterns of homologous regions within the
brain of each species. Conceptual arguments and empirical evidence suggest that the
connectivity of a region with the rest of the brain constraints its function (Passingham et
al., 2002; Passingham and Wise, 2012). Consequently, similarity of connectivity
between two regions can entail functional similarity. For instance, when taking into
account the connectivity of the cat cortex four different modules are discernible. Such
modules correspond to distinct anatomical structures that exhibit relative functional
specializations (e.g. visual vs somatosensory). Regions belonging to the same module
are characterized by higher similarity of their structural connections with the rest of the
brain when compared to regions belonging to different modules (Zamora- López et al.,
2010). Hence, we examined if the within species whole brain connectivity similarity of
each region in each species was preserved for homologous regions. To this end, we used
the matching index (Hilgetag et al., 2002) for a matrix X (i.e. either the MC or the HC):

(3)
The result is the matching index matrix MI whose entry MIij for a given matrix X
quantifies the similarity of connections of region/node i and j, not taking into account
potential connections between i and j , with values ranging from 0 (no similarity) to 1
(identical). Hence, each row MIi describes the connectivity similarity of region i with
the rest of the brain regions and can be considered as the connectivity similarity profile
of region i. It should be noted that the MI was calculated separately for each
connectivity matrix A and B (representing the MC and HC respectively). This resulted
in two MI matrices MIA and MIB for each species. In order to quantify if the
connectivity similarity profile of homologous regions was preserved, we calculated the
correlation between row i=1…82 of matrices MIA and MIB. This resulted in the
homologue matching index similarity (HMIS):
(4)
with r denoting Pearson’s correlation coefficient of row i of MIA and MIB (Fig. 1 C).
Hence, HMIS ranges from -1 to 1 with high values indicating that the connectivity
similarity of region i with the rest of the regions of the macaque brain resembles the
connectivity similarity of region i with the rest of the regions of the human brain, thus
forming the same “connectivity coalitions” with the rest of the brain in both species.
Low and increasingly negative values of HMIS indicate low resemblance of the
connectivity similarity of region i with the rest of the brain of each species, suggesting
changes of “connectivity coalitions” of region i.
Centrality and clustering of the macaque and human connectomes This step of the
analysis aimed at associating certain key network properties of the MC and HC. One of
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the important properties of the primate brain that network analysis has revealed is the
presence of a subset of regions that through the way they are embedded in the structural
whole brain network play an important role in integrating and mediating information
that flow across the brain. These regions are thus topologically central and are known as
“hubs” (Sporns et al., 2007). The importance of such regions is reflected in their high
metabolic costs, their depletion in brain pathologies such as Alzheimer’s disease and the
pronounced global effects accompanying their lesions (Sporns et al., 2007; Buckner et
al., 2009; Hagmann et al., 2008). Additionally, network analysis has revealed that the
brain also exhibits non-random features like high levels of clustering/segregation, i.e.
certain groups of regions are tightly interconnected. Such a feature indicates the
presence of a structure supporting specialized information processing (Rubinov and
Sporns, 2010).
We aimed at examining to what extent the centrality and segregation of homologous
regions was preserved across the species. To this end, we calculated betweenness
centrality (BC) (Freeman, 1977), eigenvector centrality (EC) (Bonacich, 1972) and
clustering coefficient (CC) (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) for all the regions of the brain of
each species separately. Briefly, BC of node i quantifies the amount of the shortest paths
that pass through node i divided by the total number of such possible paths. Hence,
regions with high BC are central way stations of network traffic. The EC of node i
equals the ith entry of the principal eigenvector of the connectivity matrix. The EC of a
node is high when the node exhibits many connections, i.e. has high degree, but favours
nodes with neighbours that in turn exhibit high EC. Hence, regions with high EC are
ideally embedded for integrating information across the brain. The CC quantifies the
connections existing between the neighbours of a region divided by the total possible
number of such connections. All the above metrics (BC, EC and CC) were computed by
using the formulas for binary undirected networks as specified in (Rubinov and Sporns,
2010; Zuo et al., 2012).
The above metrics are calculated for each region and species separately. Thus each
metric results in one 1x82 vector for each species describing the metric of each of the 82
regions of the RM. In order to assess preservation of the centrality and clustering of the
brain of the two species as a whole, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the
two vectors from the two species describing the same metric was computed. A
statistically significant (positive) correlation would indicate preservation of the metric
across the brain of the two species.
The aforementioned analysis is important in order to unravel topological similarities
and differences of the embedding of the brain regions during primate evolution. This in
turn can provide heuristics for the usefulness and validity of extrapolation of findings
from network analysis in the macaque to the human brain. For instance, such
extrapolations can offer indications about possible effects of lesions in the human brain
(Alstott et al., 2009) and potential key regions that are related to neurological diseases
(van den Heuvel et al., 2010).
Rich clubs in the macaque and human connectomes Recent network analysis of the
human and macaque connectome uncovered a tightly interwoven structural core
forming the so called rich club (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; Harriger et al.,
2012). The presence of a rich club organization is quantified with the rich club
coefficient (RCC) (Colizza et al., 2006):
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(5)
where E>k denotes the number of connections/edges that exist among nodes/regions that
exhibit more connections than a given number k and N>k denotes the number of
nodes/regions that have degree higher than k, i.e. exhibit more connections than a given
number k. The RCC is calculated for a range of k for a given network and for a number
of randomized matched networks in order to estimate the RCC values expected by
chance (see Statistical assessment). This results in a normalized RCC:

(6)
Consequently, values higher than 1 for a range of values k indicate that the network is
characterized by a rich club structure, with nodes with degree higher than k linked with
more connections expected by chance (Colizza et al., 2006).
This structure functions as a structural backbone mediating the flow of information at
the whole brain level and hypothesized to give rise to a “greedy degree-based” routing
of information in the brain (van den Heuvel et al., 2012). Moreover, the importance of
the rich club structure is reflected in the pronounced deterioration of the efficiency of
the HC after targeted attacks to regions of the rich club. Hence, neurological diseases,
strokes or brain injuries affecting such regions might have more widespread effects and
disturb neurocognitive functions at multiple levels (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011).
Additionally, network analysis of the connectome of carnivores, i.e. cat, has revealed
the presence and pivotal role of the rich club structure in multisensory integration
(Zamora- López et al., 2010).
Prompted by the aforementioned findings illustrating the importance of the rich club
structure, we aimed at tracing the rich club structure in the HC and MC. Detecting a rich
club in the MC and HC is of secondary importance since recent studies have
demonstated its presence. What is of primary interest in the current study is how the rich
clubs in the HC and MC are related. Analysis conducted separately in the MC and HC
indicates that certain rich club regions are topologically similar in the two species (van
den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; Harriger et al., 2012). However, different parcellation
schemes were employed for the analysis of the HC and MC. Such parcellation schemes
are not directly comparable since they exhibit different levels of coarseness and are
based on either topological criteria or arbitrary parcels, with respect to the HC, and
diverse and not always consistent parcellations, mainly based on microstructural
criteria, with respect to the MC. Hence, despite evidence that certain rich club regions in
the two species are similar, from a topological point of view, such results can not be
directly compared. The current approach, by the adoption of the RM that offers a
common parcellation scheme adequate for comparative purposes, renders a direct
comparison of the rich club in the two species possible.
The above comparative examination of the rich club of the MC and HC is of crucial
importance in gaining insights into the evolutionary course of the structural backbone of
the primate brain. Furthermore, it also provides a translational bridge between macaque
and human brain research by offering heuristics of potential deficits and properties of
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brain regions constituting the rich club, e.g. predicting impact of brain lesions/injuries
of humans from lesions performed in macaques.
Statistical assessment
For assessing the statistical significance of the aforementioned analyses we performed
each analysis on 10000 random networks matching each MC and HC in number of
nodes, edges and degree distribution. The degree preserving rewiring algorithm was
used for the generation of the random networks (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002). For
example, in order to assess the significance of the HCS obtained from the original MC
and HC, the HCS was calculated by using random instances of the MC and HC. This
results in 10000 HCS indexes indicating for each RM region its corresponding null HCS
value. In this way p-values and z-scores can be computed. The z-scores of each metric
of interest thus offer a normalized estimate of each metric. The p-values are used for
assigning statistical significance to the results and for the region-wise analysis,
introducing multiple tests, we used a conservative Bonferroni correction. Similar
techniques have been used for the statistical assessment of topological features in the
HC (e.g. van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011).
Control analyses
In order to verify the robustness of the findings the following procedure was followed.
The MC and HC were perturbed by rewired their connections with probability 0.1 and
thus a scrambling of their topology took place. Subsequently, we calculated the ED,
HCS, HMIS and RCC of the scrambled MC and HC and assessed their significance. If
this random scrambling does not have a detrimental impact on the results, e.g. a
potential rich club structure in the original networks is still present and significant, then
we can conclude that the findings are robust. Similar techniques have been used for
assessing the robustness of properties of the HC (Hagmann et al., 2008) and the modular
structure of the lateral frontal cortex (Goulas et al., 2012).
The CoCoMac database used for assembling the MC, despite that it contains results
from numerous studies, is not complete. Moreover, recent tracing studies in the
macaque brain indicate the presence of connections never previously reported (Markov
et al., 2011). Thus, the following simple control analysis was conducted. We inserted
10% of the connections of the MC (1857*10%=186 connections) in empty entries of the
connectivity matrix describing the MC at random (excluding the diagonal).
Subsequently, the weighted matrix obtained from the human subjects was thresholded
as described before but now the threshold was chosen in such a way that the resulting
HC matched the new number of MC connections. All the analysis was conducted again
with the new “randomly enriched” MC and the corresponding HC. If the results
obtained are still significant we can assume that the presence of “new connections” does
not have a profound impact on the initial results. Despite that this control analysis
involves the random unstructured insertion of connections, such analysis constitutes a
simple “simulation” of the scenario that certain connections denoted as absent might
appear to be present.
The construction of the MC and HC relied on the RM. In order to examine if the
choice of this particular parcellation has an effect on our results, we performed all the
described analysis on the connectomes assembled based on the parcellation scheme of
Von Bonin and Bailey, 1947 (BB47). The way of assembling the MC and HC was
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performed as described before for the RM, but now the BB47 parcellation scheme
functioned as a “reference” map.
Results
Interspecies whole brain connectivity similarity The ED between the MC and HC was
significantly lower than the one obtained between matched random networks
(EDoriginal=0.303 p<0.0001, EDnull mean=0.494 std=0.007). Thus, the wiring of the
macaque and human brain as a whole is more similar than expected by chance.
Interspecies region-wise connectivity similarity The region-wise analysis of the HCS
revealed that many structural, topological and functional homologues, as entailed by the
RM, also exhibit significant preservation of their connections (Table 1, Fig. 2 A). More
specifically, a set of frontal, certain limbic, occipital and temporal regions exhibited
significant preservation of their whole brain connectivity across the species. Only a set
of regions, mainly parietal and limbic, appeared to lack such preservation (Fig. 2 A). In
total, 51 out of 82 RM regions exhibited a significant HCS (p<0.05 Bonferroni
corrected). Hence, more than half of RM regions showed preservation of connectivity
during primate evolution and therefore, in both species, communicate with a
significantly overlapping set of brain regions.
Interspecies region-wise matching index similarity The region-wise analysis of the
HMIS resulted in a significant HMIS for 45 out of 82 RM regions, mainly involving
frontal, temporal, occipital regions (Table 1, Fig. 2 B). 37 out of 82 RM regions
exhibited HMIS values below significance (p<0.05 Bonferroni corrected), involving
mainly the limbic and parietal regions. Hence, regions reaching significance seem to
form the same “connectivity coalitions”, i.e. exhibit a statistically significant
connectivity similarity profile with the rest of the brain in both humans and macaques.
This in turn can entail that their “functional coalitions” might also be preserved.
Conversely, certain regions fail to reach a significant HMIS. This discrepancy might
suggest that “evolutionary rewiring” occurred in such a way that they formed distinct
“connectivity coalitions” with the rest of the brain regions in the two species.
It should be noted that the HCS and HMIS involve different regions exhibiting
significant values but also involve a large set of overlapping regions, mainly located at
the frontal, occipital and temporal cortices (Table 1, Fig. 2). The above illustrate
converging but also distinct aspects of connectional characteristics of the regions of the
brain of the two species.
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Table 1. HCS and HMIS values for all the RM regions.

Regions exhibiting significant HCS and HMIS values (p<0.05 Bonferroni corrected) are in bold. The p-values
and z-scores of the aforementioned metrics are also depicted.

Centrality and clustering of the macaque and human connectome The centrality and
clustering analysis of the MC and MC revealed that, at the whole brain level, the
topological embedding of the RM regions in the two species is not significantly
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correlated (Supp Fig. 1, Supp Table 2). More specifically, the centrality of the regions in
the MC and HC, as quantified with the BC and EC, exhibited a non-significant
correlation (Supp Fig. 1 A B). This might suggest a lack of preservation of the
topological importance, as measured by the BC and the EC, of the assumed homologues
of the macaque and human brain. Moreover, when taking into account only the regions
that could be termed as “hubs”, i.e. with a centrality measure above the mean + 1 std of
the totality of the RM regions, little overlap was observed between such hubs in the
macaque and the human brain (Supp Table 2). This might suggest that a different set of
regions in the two species function as way stations and integrators of information across
the primate structural network. It should be noted however, that bilateral posterior
cingulate cortex (CCp) and left inferior parietal cortex (PCi) exhibited both high BC and
EC in both species, above the mean + 1 std threshold, indicating the preservation of the
topological role of this region as a prominent central node.
The correlation of the CC between the MC and HC, which functions as a measure of
segregation, did not reach significance either (Supp Fig. 1 C). Therefore, the regions of
the brains of the two species seem to exhibit different levels of
segregation/specialization (see also Supp Table 2).
Rich clubs in the macaque and human connectomes The rich club analysis revealed the
presence of a rich club organization in both the MC and HC (Fig. 3 A), in line with
previous studies (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; Harriger et al., 2012). Most
importantly, the analysis demonstrates that the regions forming a rich club, at level k
corresponding to the pick of the normalized RCC, exhibit a high and significant overlap
(14/20), involving the frontal and parietal cortex as well as regions of the cingulate and
insular cortex (Fig. 3 B, 4, Supp Table 3). This overlap is observed for a wide range of k
values within the rich club regime (Fig. 4). This indicates that not only the human and
macaque brain exhibits a rich club organization, but that this structure constitutes a
preserved structural backbone in the primate brain involving a highly overlapping set of
regions in both species.
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Figure 2. Renderings of the macaque and human regions exhibiting a significant A. HCS and B. HMIS index.
In both panels only regions reaching a significance level of 0.05 (Bonferroni corrected) are depicted. Colour
coding denotes their corresponding z-score. C. Summary of results by colour coding the regions based on the
preservation of both HMIS and HCS (red), only HCS (green), only HMIS (blue).
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Figure 3. Rich club structure in the macaque and human brain. A. The normalized RCC suggests the presence
of a rich club organization in both the human and macaque brains. The normalized RCC obtained within the
rich club regime (>1) were significantly higher than the ones obtained from random netwroks matched for
node, edge and degree distribution (p<0.0001). B. Network and anatomical representation of the regions
corresponding to the pick of the normalized RCC which is marked with a diamond in panel A (k=56 for
macaque and k=55 for human). In the network representation, green and blue nodes represent rich club and
non rich club regions at level k respectively. Only connections involving at least one rich club region are
depicted. The anatomical representation depicts the regions constituting the rich club on the inflated fiducials
of both hemispheres of the brains of the two species. The spheres represent the centre of mass of the involved
regions. Note the convergence of the rich club analysis to a highly overlapping set of regions in the two
species. The observed overlap is significant (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Overlap of the regions constituting the rich club in the two species over a range of k values. At each
level k, and given X and Y regions constituting the rich club in the macaque and the human respectively, the
overlap was calculated as the ratio of the intersection and the union of regions X and Y. Significance was
assessed with randomization statistics. For each level k a number of regions equal to the number of X and Y
was drawn randomly with a uniform probability from the 82 RM regions for the macaque and the human
separately. Subsequently, the overlap between this randomly drawn set of regions was calculated. This
procedure was repeated 10000 times. Note that the highest overlap is observed for k values corresponding to
the pick of the normalized RCC for the MC and HC (k=56 for macaque and k=55 for human) (see Fig. 3).

Control analyses The calculation of ED, HCS, HMIS, and RCC from the scrambled MC
and HC revealed that the results are robust. More specifically, the ED remained
significant, and the HCS and HMIS remained significant for a large amount of regions
(Supp Fig 2). Lastly, the RCC remained significant and closely following the RCC
values obtained from the unscrambled networks (Supp Fig 3).
The control analysis of random insertion of connections also led to similar results as
the aforementioned control analysis pinpointing the robustness of the initial analysis
(data not shown).
The usage of a different parcellation scheme, i.e. BB47, for assembling the MC and
HC led to significant and highly converging results as the ones obtained for the RM
since all the analysis results were comparable (data not shown). Conjointly, the above
indicate the robustness and independence of the results from particular parcellation
schemes.
Discussion
In the current study we adopted a rigid quantitative approach for the comparative
examination of the whole brain connectivity of the macaque and the human brain. While
similarities between the species were observed, lack thereof might suggest the rewiring
of certain regions. Moreover, our analysis revealed topological evolutionary precursors
of the human brain. Below we elaborate on key aspects of our results.
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Association cortices of the macaque and human brain
Frontal and parietal cortices are commonly placed under the term “association
cortices” (Mesulam, 1998, Achard et al., 2007). Our results suggest different
evolutionary aspects of their connectivity.
An early view on the frontal cortex (FC) suggests that it has been expanded in the
lineage leading to humans (Campbell, 1905; Brodmann, 1912). Expansion of the human
FC relative to the macaque FC is supported by contemporary investigations (Van Essen
and Dierker, 2007) and is linked to unique human cognitive processes (Barbey et al.,
2012). Moreover, FC connectivity changes have also been proposed to underlie unique
cognitive processes in humans (Semendeferi et al., 2002). What evidence for the FC
connections of the human and macaque exist and do they suggest connectivity
reconfigurations between the species? On the one hand, pronounced changes are
reported for the arcuate and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculi of humans and macaques
(Rilling et al., 2008; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012). On the other hand, a recent
review (Petrides et al., 2012) as well as functional (Goulas et al., 2012) and structural
(Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2012) connectivity studies, also suggest comparable
connections of the FC of the two species. Previous quantitative analysis has revealed
similar connectivity of macaque and human FC regions with a small set of cortical
regions (Croxson et al., 2005). Our study extends such finings by taking into account
the whole cortex in both species and hence revealing the similarity of connections of FC
by examining the totality of the MC and HC. Our results complement the
aforementioned evidence and through a direct whole brain quantitative analysis suggest
a statistically significant preservation of the connectivity of, especially lateral, FC
regions across the species (Fig. 2). Hence, the relation between the human FC and
unique human cognitive processes/intelligence, if any, does not seem to rely on
extensive reconfigurations of its connectivity in humans when compared to macaques.
The parietal cortex in macaques and humans consists of distinct subregions that are
discernible on functional, connectional and microstructural criteria (von Bonin and
Bailey, 1947; Mars et al., 2011; Orban et al., 2006). Qualitative data from fMRI and
connectivity studies reveal similarities but also some differences of the functional and
connectional architecture of the parietal cortex of the two species (Orban et al., 2006;
Mars et al., 2011; Caspers et al., 2011). More specifically, functional differences of
intraparietal subregions are discernible and such differences are associated with threedimensional structure from motion (Orban et al., 2006). Additionally, the functional
connectivity of the superior parietal and intraparietal regions in the two species with a
subset of target regions appears comparable in both humans and macaques, while
discrepancies are observed for the inferior lobule (Mars et al., 2011). Additionally,
based on a review of lesion, single cell recordings and connectivity data, it has been
proposed that while the superior parietal lobule seems to be homologous between the
two species, the inferior lobule exhibits several discrepancies (Caminiti et al., 2010).
Our whole brain quantitative analysis offer complementary evidence by revealing that
the parietal regions fail to reach consistently statistically significant connectivity pattern
similarity (Table 1, Fig. 2). More specifically, only the HCS appears significant for the
inferior parietal and intraparietal cortex, while the rest of the parietal cortex fails to
reach significance for both HCS and HMIS, suggesting a possible rewiring during
primate evolution. This lack of similarity can underlie the fact that parietal lesions in the
macaque often deviate from effects in humans (Caminiti et al., 2010). Hence, caution is
needed when findings from the macaque parietal cortex are translated to humans.
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Centrality and clustering of the macaque and human brain
Our study reveals that the regions in both species do not seem to exhibit a significant
level of similarity of their centrality, functioning as a measure of integration, and their
clustering, functioning as a measure of segregation (Supp Table 2, Supp Fig. 1). More
specifically, the fact that both the BC, EC, CC of the regions in both species do not
significantly correlate, indicate that the topological embedding of the regions is not
preserved across the species. This is also evident when taking into account the “hubs”,
the most central regions, where a large mismatch is observed between the MC and HC
(Supp Table 2). However, such discrepancy might arise due to methodological
limitations (see Limitations and future directions).
Interestingly, the bilateral CCp, along with the left PCip, was consistently ranked as a
hub in both species (Supp Table 2). The CCp has been identified as a major node of the
default mode network in both species (Andrews-Hanna, 2010; Mantini et al., 2011).
Recent evidence from a functional study in humans suggests that this region exhibits
dynamic properties subserving the integration of information from regions of distinct
large scale networks (de Pascuale et al., 2012). The centrality of CCp, as well as the fact
that it is part of the rich club in both species (Fig. 2, Supp Table 3), might be the
structural ground for such a functional property. Consequently, it could be hypothesized
that such functional property will also hold for the macaque. However, the CCp, despite
being central in both the MC and HC, also appears to have not retained its connectivity
with the rest of the brain across the species (Fig. 2, Table 1). Multimodal imaging of the
macaque and human brain might be used to directly address if the aforementioned
functional properties of such “topological homologues” are common in the two species
or a unique property of the human brain.
Rich clubs: A common structural backbone in the macaque and human brain
Our analysis demonstrates the presence of a rich club organization in both the MC and
HC (Fig. 3) in line with previous findings (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011; Harriger
et al., 2012). Importantly, the results demonstrate that the regions forming a rich club
are highly converging across the two species with a significant overlap within the rich
club regime (Fig. 3 B, 4). Thus, our comparative approach suggests that this structural
backbone is not only present in both macaques and humans, but it also involves highly
overlapping regions in the two species. This indicates that it is a structure preserved
across primate evolution.
Previous network analysis in the macaque (Harriger et al., 2012) and the human brain
(van den Heuvel et al., 2012) revealed that the rich club connections are the most
“costly”, i.e. span long distances, and mediate traffic between distant regions, through a
sequence of short-long-short range structural pathways. Interestingly, studies in the
human brain indicate that inter-regional functional interactions depend on physical
distance and take place within specific frequency bandwidths (Von Stein and Sarnthein,
2001; Salvador et al., 2005). Additionally, macaque studies have offered preliminary
evidence that the dialogue between two cortical regions takes place within specific
frequency bandwidths that depend on the laminar structure of the involved regions
(Bosman et al., 2012). Our comparative rich club analysis can guide invasive techniques
for the functional examination of the regions that appeared to be members of the rich
club in the macaque. Such investigation is crucial for assessing if and how the
aforementioned factors co-shape the functional dialogue within rich-club and between
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rich club and non-rich club regions and the principles that shape the flow of information
through this structural backbone. Additionally, such functional investigation might
unlock the exact mechanisms underlying the proposed role of rich-club regions in
multisensory integration (Zamora- López et al., 2010). Our results, by demonstrating
that common regions constitute the rich club in the two species, can be used for
translating such functional findings to the human brain and develop hypothesis that
ideally would be tested with the use of e.g. electrocorticography. In that way, it could be
assessed if “homologous rich club” regions also exhibit comparable functional
properties in the two species.
Lesions of rich-club regions have a profound negative impact on the efficiency of the
whole brain network and consequently can affect multiple cognitive domains as well as
functional aspects like synchronization of large scale functional networks (van den
Heuvel and Sporns, 2011). The presence of a rich club structure involving highly
overlapping regions in both MC and HC suggest that the macaque brain might be used
as a model for developing heuristics and predictions, e.g. studying the effects of lesions
of “homologous rich club” regions. However, certain common rich club regions lack
significant interspecies connectivity similarity (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 B). Computational
modelling shows that lesioning a brain region, apart from leading to the expected effects
in regions directly connected to it, also leads to global effects (Young et al., 2000).
Thus, the same lesion can lead to different global effects, and consequently possibly
different behavioural effects, if the wiring of the involved regions differs. By taking into
account the above conjointly, we hypothesize that while lesioning rich club regions will
have detrimental global effects in both species, the nature and severity of such effects
might depend on the degree of preservation of the connectivity of the involved regions.
Factors responsible for connectivity discrepancies between the species
Both genetic and environmental factors underlie the system-level changes, including
connectivity, of the cortex of mammals (Krubitzer and Seelke, 2012). For instance,
functional connectivity differences observed between the inferior parietal lobule and
anterior prefrontal cortex of macaques and humans can be the result of different
foraging styles of the two species, dictated by different ecological factors which entail
different challenges in decision making (Rushworth et al., 2012; Passingham and Wise,
2012). Our results revealed statistically significant connectivity similarities between
humans and macaques while absence thereof might suggest a rewiring caused by the
aforementioned factors.
Limitations and future directions
Several limitations should be taken into account when interpreting the findings of our
study. First, an a priori parcellation, i.e. the RM, and the expansion model (Van Essen
and Dierker, 2007) were used for constructing the MC and HC. Consequently, all the
results and interpretations are bound by such a priori assumptions. Our control analysis
performed with an alternative parcellation scheme (BB47) revealed highly converging
and significant results with the ones obtained from the RM-based analysis. Hence, the
choice of the parcellation does not seem to affect the results and conclusions of our
study. While the expansion model is used extensively for interspecies comparisons,
recent evidence suggests the presence of interspecies functional correspondences not
predicted by it (Mantini et al., 2012). In order to perform interspecies comparisons
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without using the expansion model, dwMRI and/or resting–state fMRI data collected in
both species in conjunction with sophisticated techniques like network alignment (Berg
and Lässig, 2006) can be used for an interspecies connectivity-based region-to-region
match. The aforementioned approaches can work in a complementary way since they
start from premises that are complementary to the ones constituting the starting point of
the current study.
Second, the MC was assembled through a meta-analysis of tracing studies, while the
HC with the aid of dwMRI. The MC was assembled in such a way since tracing studies
constitute the gold-standard of structural connectivity and we wanted to exploit the
wealth of data available in CoCoMac. Very good correspondence exists between the
structural connections as revealed by tracers and diffusion imaging (Hagmann et al.,
2008; Schmahmann et al., 2007), but some inconsistencies are also discernible (Li et al.,
2012), and thus we predict that the usage of a dwMRI for assembling the MC will lead
to comparable results.
Third, tractography methods have several limitations. For instance, it has been
demonstrated that there is a relation of false-positives and false negatives and
connection distance, with longer connection distances appearing more prone to false
negatives (Li et al., 2012). Hence, connections between distant regions might be
underrepresented and might lead to lack of interspecies connectivity similarity. Future
studies employing a different modality for the estimation of connectivity in the two
species, e.g. resting-state fMRI, will complement the current results.
Fourth, in the current study we compared the large scale inter-regional connectivity of
the two species and thus our approach concerns a macroscale level of connectivity
(Sporns et al., 2005). Apart from similarities and changes occurring at this level, studies
demonstrate that connectivity changes between the species occur at a mesoscale, i.e.
connectivity at the laminar level (Preuss, 2000). For instance, while our result indicate
preservation of the large scale connectivity of the lateral parts of the FC,
reconfigurations at the laminar level seem to have occurred during primate evolution
since increased dopaminergic afferents in layers III and V/VI of prefrontal regions were
observed for humans and apes relative to macaques (Raghanti et al. 2008). Hence,
quantitative comparative studies at multiple levels must take place.
Conclusions
In summary, we examined in a rigorous way and at the global whole brain level the
inter-regional structural connections of the macaque and human brain. While arguing
for the suitability of the macaque brain as a model for the human brain, our study also
pinpoints discrepancies that should be taken into account. This approach, which can be
termed “comparative connectomics”, offers closer interspecies comparisons, bringing
forth insights concerning evolution of the primate brain at the systems level, and
functions as a translational bridge between macaque and human research. Such
translational bridge is valuable for clinical, cognitive and systems neuroscience.
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Supplementary material

Supp Figure 1. Scatter plots and renderings depicting A-B. The centrality, quantified with the BC and EC, and
C. the segregation, quantified with the CC, of the brain regions in the two species. Despite a medium positive
correlation, all correlations were not significant when compared to the values obtained from random networks
matched for node, edge and degree distribution.
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Supp Figure 2. Region-wise values obtained for A. HCS and B. HMIS. Black squares and black circles
represent the values obtained from the unscrambled and scrambled MC and HC respectively. Boxplots
represent the null values obtained from matched random networks and depict the median, 25% and 75%
quintiles, and outliers of the null values.
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Supp Figure 3. Curves depicting the values for the RCC for a range of k values for both A. macaque and B.
human. Green curves and red curves correspond to values obtained from the unscrambled and scrambled
networks respectively. Blue curves correspond to values obtained from matched random networks. Note that
both the green and red curves lie above the blue ones that represent the null values for the RCC.
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Supp Table 1. RM acronyms and full names of the regions constituting the whole brain parcellation used in
the current study.

Each region is classified as allocortical (allo), isocortical (iso) or subcortical (sub). An assignment is also
provided based on a 5 way division (F=frontal, T=temporal, P=parietal, O=occipital, L=limbic, I=insular).
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Supp Table 3. List of regions constituting the rich club in macaque and human.

The set of regions corresponds to the level k for which the maximum normalized RCC was observed (k=56
for macaque and k=55 for human) (see Fig. 3). Regions in bold denote rich club regions common in both
species. Coordinates for the macaque correspond to the f99 space and for the human to MNI space. The
suffixes R and L denote the right and left hemisphere.
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Maturation of task-induced brain activation and long
range functional connectivity in adolescence revealed
by multivariate pattern classification

Keulers EHH, Goulas A, Jolles J, Stiers P (2012) Maturation of task-induced brain
activation and long range functional connectivity in adolescence revealed by
multivariate pattern classification. NeuroImage 60:1250-1265.
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Abstract
The present study uses multivariate pattern classification analysis to examine maturation
in task-induced brain activation and in functional connectivity during adolescence. The
multivariate approach allowed accurate discrimination of adolescent boys of
respectively 13, 17 and 21 years old based on brain activation during a gonogo task,
whereas the univariate statistical analyses showed no or only very few, small agerelated clusters. Developmental differences in task activation were spatially distributed
throughout the brain, indicating differences in the responsiveness of a wide range of
task-related and default mode regions. Moreover, these distributed age-distinctive
patterns generalized from a simple gonogo task to a cognitively and motivationally very
different gambling task, and vice versa. This suggests that functional brain maturation in
adolescence is driven by common processes across cognitive tasks as opposed to taskspecific processes. Although we confirmed previous reports of age-related differences
in functional connectivity, particularly for long range connections (>60 mm), these
differences were not specific to brain regions that showed maturation of task-induced
responsiveness. Together with the task-independency of brain activation maturation,
this result suggests that brain connectivity changes in the course of adolescence affect
brain functionality at a basic level. This basic change is manifest in a range of tasks,
from the simplest gonogo task to a complex gambling task.
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Introduction
Adolescence is a developmental period, between childhood and adulthood, of
profound changes in body and behaviour. These changes also include increased risk
taking behaviour, leading to rising numbers of accidents and early death, and an
increased incidence of behavioral disorders in adolescence (Casey et al., 2008; Dahl,
2004; Steinberg, 2008). Although the neurobiological mechanisms underlying these
changes are not yet well understood, it is likely that prolonged myelination and synaptic
pruning play a role. Post-mortem studies have shown that these neural maturation
processes continue well into young adulthood (Glantz et al., 2007; Huttenlocher and
Dabholkar, 1997; Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967). Synaptic pruning is thought to underlie
the decrease in gray matter density and cortical thickness observed in MRI studies,
particularly in more complex association cortices (Giedd, 2004; Gogtay et al., 2004;
Sowell et al., 2004). Myelination, on the other hand, is commonly associated with the
linear increase in white matter volume seen in structural MRI studies (Giedd, 2004) and
the protracted maturation of white matter bundles measured with diffusion weighted
MRI (Lebel et al., 2008).
These anatomical changes are paralleled by wide-spread changes in functional brain
organization. Brain-wide patterns of low- frequency temporal correlations in the fMRI
signal during rest have shown a shift from childhood to adulthood in the strength of
functional connectivity from short range toward long range connections (Fair et al.,
2009; Kelly et al., 2009). Graph Theory analyses of whole brain networks have shown
that network efficiency does not change with age, but that in childhood brain networks
are organized more locally, based on anatomical proximity, whereas adult brain
networks comprise regions spread over different brain lobes (Fair et al., 2009; Power et
al., 2010; Vogel et al., 2010). Many developmental fMRI studies have shown that taskrelated brain activity also undergoes changes during the transition from childhood to
adulthood (for reviews, see Berl et al., 2006; Durston and Casey, 2006; Luna et al.,
2010).
The most consistent finding for cognitive tasks in the time window of adolescence is a
maturation- related increase of BOLD response strength in the brain structures that are
associated with task performance in adults (e.g. Crone et al., 2006; Keulers et al., 2011;
Rubia et al., 2006). In other brain regions, hypothesized to be uncorrelated to task
performance, the magnitude of brain activation tends to decrease or even disappear with
age (e.g. Brown et al., 2005; Durston et al., 2006; Rubia et al., 2006). These age-related
differences in response strength of particular brain areas during task execution are
thought to be the consequence of brain-wide maturational changes in the way of
interactions between neuron populations (e.g. Luna et al., 2010; Vogel et al., 2010).
A question fundamental to understanding functional brain maturation is then how the
differences in task-induced activation relate to the changes in functional brain
organization. It is well-established that there is a close correspondence between
functional connectivity patterns, as evidenced from low-frequency BOLD fluctuations
during rest as well as task performance, and the patterns of brain activity that emerge
contingent upon task execution (e.g. Calhoun et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2006b; Smith et
al., 2009). Specifically, the distributed functional organization of cortical areas that
emerges during adolescent development largely overlaps with the clusters of commonly
activated and deactivated brain areas that are consistently found during performance of
a wide range of cognitive tasks (Cole and Schneider, 2007; Dosenbach et al., 2006,
2007; Sridharan et al., 2008). Moreover, in adults there is a close relationship between
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the strength of functional connectivity between two brain sites during rest and their
response strength modulation over trials during the execution of cognitive tasks
(Mennes et al., 2010). Based on this close correspondence we hypothesized that
particularly those regions that change their task-induced response strength with age will
also show maturation of functional connectivity in the same age range.
This general relationship between changes in functional activation and in connectivity
in the course of adolescent maturation may not hold for all task-induced activity,
however. During adolescence, maturation is assumed to be associated with higher, more
complex cognitive functions. Particularly well-studied are, for instance, response
inhibition (e.g. Rubia et al., 2006, 2007; Velanova et al., 2009), working memory ability
(e.g. Crone et al., 2006; Geier et al., 2009) and risk taking behavior (e.g. Keulers et al.,
2011; Steinberg et al., 2008; van Leijenhorst et al., 2010), among others. For each of
these abilities maturation may be associated with changes in specific brain structures
involved in the ability and at a specific time window. In line with this, Cohen et al.
(2010) were able to predict age from functional activation maps depicting the activation
differences between successful stop trials and go trials, but not from the activation
associated with go trials compared to rest. This suggests that maturation related
differences in brain activity may be function specific.
In the present study, we investigated the patterns of maturation in both functional
connectivity estimated from low-frequency BOLD signal fluctuations and functional
activation related to task execution. Brain-wide maturation patterns will be quantified
with multivariate pattern classification (MVP) tools (for reviews, see Haynes and Rees,
2006; Pereira et al., 2009). These tools use machine learning principles to find the
pattern in a multidimensional space (e.g. the voxels of the images) that distinguishes
two classes of examples. MVP analysis was introduced in the neuroimaging literature to
“read” the voxel response patterns in visual cortex associated with particular stimulus
categories (e.g. Cox and Savoy, 2003; Haxby et al., 2001), but has since then also been
used across subjects, for instance, to find the distributed pattern that characterizes
neuropathology (e.g. Fan et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2009). Here we will use MVP to
classify functional brain maps according to age. Sensitivity of MVP to developmental
patterns has recently been demonstrated (Cohen et al., 2010; Dosenbach et al., 2010).
MVP analysis is generally more sensitive than the traditional univariate general linear
model (GLM) analysis (e.g. De Martino et al., 2008). Moreover, MVP allows to directly
test the generalizability of a distinctive pattern learned from a particular set of examples
to a new set of example data, to establish whether they carry the same agediscriminative information. This feature allows us to directly test the functional
specificity of maturation patterns by training a classifier on functional maps derived
from a particular task and testing on data acquired during another task.
First of all, we established the sensitivity of the MVP classification to characterize
maturation processes that take place during adolescence. We made use of brain
activation data during the performance of a gonogo task, obtained from participants in
three age groups, respectively 13, 17 and 21 years of age. The gonogo task focuses on
neural processes related to the inhibition of a preponent response and has been
frequently used in neurodevelopmental studies (e.g. Durston et al., 2006; Rubia et al.,
2006; Tamm et al., 2002). In the task used here, participants had to press a response key
whenever a letter was presented, but had to withhold their response when the infrequent nogo stimulus was presented (letter “A”). Next to the MVP classification
analysis, we applied the traditional univariate voxel- wise analysis to establish agerelated functional differences between the different age groups.
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Secondly, we studied the functional specificity of the maturation patterns found in the
task-related brain activity. The generalization step of MVP classification allowed us to
address this question in a direct way. Different cognitive tasks intend to steer specific
neurocognitive processes. By using data from one particular task for training and data
from a completely different task for testing, it can be directly investigated whether the
pattern learned is associated with a specific cognitive function unique to the training
task. Therefore, we also used fMRI data obtained from the same sample of participants
while they performed a challenging gambling task (Keulers et al., 2011) and
investigated whether the classifier trained on the data from the simple gonogo task was
successful in classifying participants according to age from their functional activation
maps during the complex gambling task, and vice versa.
Thirdly, we studied the relationship of task-related maturation patterns to the
differences in short and long range low-frequency functional connectivity that have
been described from childhood to early adulthood (Fair et al., 2007a, 2008, 2009; Kelly
et al., 2009). We determined the strength of connectedness (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009)
of gray matter voxels based on low frequency signal fluctuations in the gonogo data.
Although low-frequency data obtained during task performance yield small differences
in the distribution of functional connectivity compared to data obtained during rest, the
overall lay-out of networks between the data is very similar (Dosenbach et al., 2010;
Fair et al., 2007b). We investigated whether voxels that contributed to task-related age
classification in the MVP differed from other voxels in their functional connectedness
with the rest of the brain. In addition, in a whole brain exploratory analysis we entered
the short and long range connectivity strength maps into a MVP classification analysis
to allow a visualization of the maturation in functional connections and to compare
these with maturational patterns in brain activity during task execution.
Materials and methods
Participants and procedure A total of 70 participants from the seventh (12/13 year-olds)
and eleventh (16/17 year-olds) grades of pre-university education as well as university
students (20/21 year-olds) were included. This sample was also described in a previous
study, which examined developmental differences in brain activation during a
challenging gambling task (Keulers et al., 2011). Participants were recruited through
advertisements and information talks. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision, were free from psychiatric or neurological abnormalities, never repeated
or skipped a grade, did not use medication that could influence cognitive functioning
and were screened for MRI contra-indications. Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants and their parents in case participants aged 17 or less. Participants
received travel expenses and a reimbursement of 25 Euro. The study was approved by
the ethical committee of the Faculty Psychology and Neuroscience of the Maastricht
University. Data from 1 participant were excluded due to a problem of motivation, 2
participants were excluded due to technical problems, 3 participants due to poor
behavioural performance (error rate >30%) and 7 participants due to excessive head
motion (see Preprocessing section for details). This resulted in a final sample of 57
males, right- handed participants divided into three age groups as follows: 13 year-olds
(N=19, mean age=12.9, SD=0.3, range 12.3–13.7), 17 year-olds (N=21, mean age=17.0,
SD=0.4, range 16.3–17.7) and 21 year-olds (N=17, mean age=21.0, SD=0.6, range
20.1–21.9).
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Participants attended a training session on average one week before the scan session.
The training session served to familiarize participants with the scanning environment
and procedure, and to practice the experimental tasks using a mock scanner. In addition,
the youngest age group received a training in the mock scanner to reduce motion (Slifer
et al., 1993). Participants viewed a cartoon video- tape in the mock scanner for 2×10
min, which was halted whenever the participants moved their head more than 4.5mm.
Furthermore, two neuropsychological tests were administered to obtain estimates of
intelligence. Age groups did neither differ on an estimate of verbal intelligence
(M=113.89, SD=8.23, F(2, 54)=2.38; p=.102) as assessed with the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test-III-NL (Dunn and Dunn, 2005) nor on an estimate of nonverbal
intelligence (M= 121.96, SD=5.17, F(2, 54)=1.40; p=.256) as assessed with the Raven
Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1998). The Child Behaviour Checklist and
the Youth Self Report were administered in the two youngest age groups (Achenbach
and Rescorla, 2001), whereas the Adult Self Report (Achenbach and Rescorla, 2003)
was presented in the student group to screen for behavioural problems. All participants
had scores on the total problem scale of these questionnaires within 1 SD of the mean of
a normative standardized sample. Furthermore, age groups did not differ on the total
problem scale of the self report versions (F(2, 52)=1.46; p=.242). In addition, level of
parental educa- tion was inquired with a commonly-used Dutch education scale
(Directoraat-Generaal voor de Arbeidsvoorziening, 1989), as higher levels of parental
education have been associated with higher performance on executive functioning tasks
(Ardila et al., 2005; Klenberg et al., 2001). Fifteen parent-pairs (26.3%) had a moderate
level of education (elementary school to general secondary education) and 42 (73.7%)
parent-pairs had a high level of education (high vocational education to doctoral
degree). Level of parental education did not differ between age groups (χ2 (2)=2.66;
p=0.264).
Gonogo task The gonogo task consisted of three letter stimuli (“X”, “B” and “A”) that
were randomly presented using a fast event-related design. Participants were instructed
to press the response key every time a letter appeared on the screen, but to withhold
their response when an “A” appeared. The letter stimuli corresponded to three
conditions: Go (“X”), Go oddball (“B”) and Nogo (“A”). In 60% of all trials, the letter
“X” was shown, whereas the letters “A” and “B” both appeared in 20% of all trials. The
higher percentage of Go stimuli allowed for the build up of a prepotent tendency to
respond. The Go oddball stimuli required a response comparable to the Go trials, but
occurred as often as the Nogo trials to control for the effect of low-frequent occurrence
(Chikazoe et al., 2009; Hampshire et al., 2010). Letters were presented visually at the
centre of the screen, with a duration of 200 ms. During interstimulus intervals a fixation
cross was shown and jittering was applied to these intervals. The interstimulus interval
varied between 1000 and 2000 ms, with an average duration of 1500 ms. In addition,
null-events with the same duration and interstimulus interval as the letter trials were
included (33% of all trials) in which the fixation cross remained visible, to allow for
better separation of the condition specific BOLD responses. The task was presented in
two runs, each consisting of 260 trials, of which 175 were letters. Duration of each run
was 7.48 min. The mean and variability of reaction times, errors of omission (misses)
and errors of commission (false alarms) were recorded. The task was programmed using
E-Prime (version 1.1; Psychology Software Tools Inc.).
Gambling task Participants performed an event-related gambling task in which they
could decide to either gamble or pass in order to earn as many points as possible
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(Keulers et al., 2011; Stiers et al., 2010). The age-related differences in brain activation
during this gambling task are described elsewhere (Keulers et al., 2011). Here, the
gambling data will only be used to test the functional specificity of the multivariate
maturation patterns obtained from the gonogo data. In each trial of the gambling task a
horizontal bar divided into two colored parts was presented (range from 5%–95% to
50%–50%), indicating the probability of an imaginary token being hidden underneath.
Participants could guess under which part a token was hidden, by pressing the
corresponding left or right button. Depending on the correctness of their choice, points
could be won or lost. The points that could be won were indicated above the bar (range
10–100). The points that could be lost were presented below the bar (range 0–100), with
the most ambiguous proportions (50%–50%) coupled with the highest losses (80–100
points). Participants could also choose to pass by withholding their response, which
resulted consequently in receiving a small 20 points reward. Four trial types along two
dimensions could be distinguished: 1) task difficulty: Exogenous versus Endogenous
trials depending on whether stimulus characteristics suggested the appropriate choice or
not, and 2) task response: Gambling versus Passing trials depending on whether a button
was pressed or not. All participants started with 100 points. Feedback about the trial and
an update of their total score was provided in 67% of the trials, in order to disentangle
the effects related to feedback processing from those related to the decision making
process.
Behavioural analyses The statistical package SPSS 16.0 was used for the analyses.
Developmental differences in speed (i.e. mean reaction time), intra- individual speed
variability (i.e. standard deviation of reaction time/ mean reaction time (Stuss et al.,
2003)) and accuracy (i.e. percentage of false alarms and misses) on the gonogo task
were examined. Regarding the mean and variability of reaction times, two analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) were conducted with age group (3 levels) as between-subject
variable and trial type (2 levels: Go vs Go oddball) as within-subject variable. The
reaction time data did not violate the parametric assumption of ANOVA. The number of
false alarms (i.e. failure to withhold response on Nogo trials) and misses (i.e. failure to
react on Go and Go oddball trials) was analyzed with a non- parametric Kruskal–Wallis
test due to non-normality. If statistically significant effects were found, post hoc
comparisons were performed. The alpha value was set at .05.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging data Image acquisition A Siemens
MAGNETOM Allegra 3 T MRI head-only scanner was employed. Head motion was
constrained by the use of foam padding. A total number of 32 axial slices covering the
whole brain including the cerebellum were imaged by using a T2*-weighted gradient
echo planner pulse sequence (TR=2000ms, TE=30ms, FA=90, FOV=224, slice
thickness=4mm, matrix size=64×64, flip angle=90°). Voxel size was 3.5×3.5×4 mm. A
T1-weighted anatomical scan was acquired to aid with spatial normalization
(TR=2250ms, TE=2.6ms, flip angle= 9°, FOV=256 mm, slice thickness=1 mm, matrix
size=256×256, number of slices=192). Voxel size was 1×1×1 mm. Slice scanning order
was ascending interleaved.
Preprocessing Data were preprocessed using BrainVoyager QX, version 1.9 (Brain
Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Images were corrected for slice scan time
differences, followed by rigid body motion correction, high-pass temporal filtering, and
spatial data smoothing using a Gaussian kernel with a 4mm full width at half maximum.
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Functional data were coregistered with the anatomical volume using rigid body
transformation and manual adjustments to obtain optimal fit by visual inspection if
necessary. Subsequently, both functional and structural volumes were transformed into
standard stereotaxic space using Talairach normalization. Functional data were resliced
to 3mm isotropic voxels.
The degree of head motion during scanning was greater in the 13 year-olds compared
with the two older age groups on the two most affected parameters (Mayer et al., 2007;
Yoo et al., 2005), viz translation in the z direction (Tz; F(2, 61)=5.89; p=.005) and
rotation in the x direction (Rx; F(2, 61)=6.62; p=.002). In order to control for the
confounding effect of head motion we applied 3 corrections to our data. Firstly, head
motion within one scan may distort the measured fMRI signal by spatial misallocation.
Therefore, we identified scans during which head motion exceeded a particular
threshold, viz absolute motion difference between 2 successive scans in z-direction
greater than 0.4mm (1/10th of the voxel size), and rotation in the x dimension greater
than 0.26° (angle corresponding to 0.4mm z-displacement of frontopolar voxels,
assuming the rotation point in middle of brain is 88mm from the anterior end of the
brain frontal pole (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988)). Task trials (taking into account the
hemodynamic response function delay) cause signal intensity changes with peak BOLD
values 5 to 6 s after their occurrence. These signal changes may overlap in time with
head motion a few scans later. Consequently, these signal changes are contaminated
with within-scan head motion. Therefore, trials in a preceding time window of 1 to 8 s
of the identified scan were modelled as an additional event of no interest. Because this
procedure reduced the number of trials available in the events of interest, we set an
upper limit of 25% to the number of trials discarded in this way. As a consequence, 1
young adolescent and 1 old adolescent were excluded because they exceeded this upper
limit. After applying this procedure, age groups still differed on the motion parameters
for the remaining scans, viz Tz (F(2, 59)=6.94; p=.003) and Rx (F(2, 59)=5.70; p=.005).
Therefore, as a second measure to equate groups on the motion parameters it was
unavoidable to exclude an additional 5 young adolescents with the largest head motion
on the Tz and Rx parameters. This was effective in eliminating head motion differences
between the 3 age groups, viz Tz (F(2, 54)=2.53; p=.089) and Rx (F(2, 54)=2.87;
p=.065). Thirdly, head motion between successive scans causes signal intensity changes
due to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field which are unrelated to the task (Friston et
al., 1996). Therefore, we modelled this source of signal variance by included the 6
motion parameters as covariates of no interest in our general linear model (Friston et al.,
1996; Johnstone et al., 2006).
Imaging analyses An overview of the image analyses steps and the data flow is
provided in Fig. 1. Statistical analyses were performed on individual participant's data
by using the general linear model in SPM5 (Welcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK). The fMRI single subject time series data were modelled as
series of events convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. A design
matrix was set up to model all task conditions of interest (Go, Go oddball and Nogo
trials) and the 6 motion parameters. Error trials and trials contaminated with head
motion were modelled as two separate predictors that were ignored in the further
analyses. Individual percent signal change maps were created for each condition of
interest, based on the estimated weights for each of the conditions. These signal change
maps were used as the raw data for a second level univariate analysis with subjects as a
random effect and for the multivariate pattern classification analysis.
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Univariate analysis A whole brain, voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) with task
condition (3 levels) as within-subject variable and age group (3 levels) as betweensubject variable was performed. We identified brain areas underlying the execution of
the gonogo task in a contrast that pooled over task conditions and age groups as well as
the inhibition contrast Nogo>Go oddball, at the Family Wise Error corrected level
(FEW .05) combined with a cluster threshold of 5 voxels. Additionally, we examined
age group differences using the univariate voxel-wise GLM. In order to make the GLM
results directly comparable with the MVP results, we examined developmental effects
for each task condition and each pair-wise age group combination separately (i.e. Go
trials 13 vs. 17 year-olds; Go trials 13 vs. 21 year-olds; Go trials 17 vs. 21 year-olds; Go
oddball trials 13 vs. 17 year-olds; Go oddball trials 13 vs. 21 year-olds; Go odd- ball
trials 17 vs. 21 year-olds; Nogo trials 13 vs. 17 year-olds; Nogo trials 13 vs. 21 yearolds; Nogo trials 17 vs. 21 year-olds). Results are evaluated at the False Discovery Rate
(FDR .05) error corrected level, which is a less stringent whole brain correction for
multiple comparisons (Genovese et al., 2002). In addition, only activation clusters of 5
or more voxels were considered.
Multivariate pattern classification between age groups We applied MVP classification
analysis to the percent signal change maps from the first level analysis in order to
examine differences between pair-wise age groups, for each gonogo condition. A whole
brain approach was applied, in which all gray matter voxels were examined
simultaneously. The analysis was confined to GM voxels to constrain the number of
dimensions for computational reasons. Gray matter voxels were selected across
participants within each pair-wise age group comparison, first by creating an individual
spatially smoothed gray matter mask (Gaussian kernel with 9mm full width at half
maximum), and second by finding the common voxels across these individual masks
that had a gray matter density of at least 0.2 in all masks. The voxels included in the
analysis are referred to as features. For each participant, the values of the included
voxels in the percent signal change map were converted to a vector/exemplar and
labelled according to the age group a participant belonged to. For the MVP
classification analysis a version of Support Vector Machines called least squares
Support Vector Machines (Suykens et al., 2002) was used and a linear kernel was
adopted. This multivariate classification method was combined with recursive feature
elimination (RFE) (De Martino et al., 2008; Formisano et al., 2008; Guyon et al., 2002;
Staeren et al., 2009). This strategy belongs to the so-called wrapper methods, in which
the classifier itself is used to select features that appear to be relevant for the
classification at hand. First, for each gonogo task condition and each pair-wise age
group combination the dataset was split into N folds (N=10 for comparisons between 13
and 17 year-olds, N=9 for 13 versus 21 year-olds, and N=19 for 17 versus 21 year-olds).
A cross- validation approach was adopted leaving out data from one fold, which were
used as the test set. The remaining data were used as training samples and were further
divided in S overlapping splits (S=3 for comparisons between 13 and 17 year-olds, S=4
for 13 versus 21 year-olds, and S=3 for 17 versus 21 year-olds). The classifier was
trained separately in each of these splits in order to establish a mathematical function
that best discriminates between the age groups. Absolute weights were calculated for
each feature/voxel, which coded for the importance of each voxel to the classification.
Subsequently, the average absolute weight across the splits was computed.
Classification accuracy for this iteration was assessed on the independent test set, not
used in the training. Iteratively, the process of training and testing the classifier was
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repeated 15 times, i.e. 15 iterations. After each iteration the 30% features/voxels with
the smallest weights were discarded, after which the remaining features/ voxels were
used as training samples in the next iteration. This sequence of training and testing over
splits and iterations was repeated N times, each time leaving out data from a different
fold as a test set. This cross-validation strategy ensures that the classification result is
independent of the choice of training and test set. To arrive at a single accuracy result to
report, we first averaged accuracies over the N folds for each of the 15 iterations.
Secondly, to arrive at a final “best iteration” we selected the iteration with the highest
classification accuracy. Selecting this iteration is just by way of summary, without
intending to imply that it is the only iteration that allows above chance classification, or
that it is a global maximum. The N weight vectors obtained at this best iteration were
mapped to the 3D space and averaged as well. In this way a single discriminative map
was obtained with voxels that appear most (consistently) discriminative at the majority
of the N folds, having the highest weights. In visualizations of the results only the 30%
highest weighted voxels in a mean weight map are shown. To evaluate the significance
of the acquired accuracy values from the described cross-validation, we performed
randomization statistics with 1000 permutations and cross-validation (Mourao-Miranda
et al., 2005). In each permutation, the analysis was performed as before, but now the age
group class labels were randomly assigned to the vectors. Accuracies from these
permutations that exceeded or were equal to the accuracy obtained from the best
iteration of the original analysis were counted, and their number was converted to a pvalue by adding 1 and dividing by 1000.
Because parameters in the MVP classification procedure have an effect on the results
obtained, we performed the MVP analysis again with different settings for initial and
subsequent iterative feature selection in case of insignificant results. Initially, we used
multivariate feature selection by discarding the 30% least contributing voxels at each
iteration (total number of iterations=15), whereas there was no initial voxel selection. It
has been shown, however, that initial univariate reduction of the number of voxels can
significantly improve the performance of the recursive feature elimination procedure
(e.g. De Martino et al., 2008; Ryali et al., 2010). To this end, we repeated the
classification analysis with the following settings: 50 iterations and discarding the 10%
least contributing voxels on each iteration. Moreover, we performed an initial voxel
selection based on the consistency of responsiveness of the voxels in the current training
set (De Martino et al., 2008). Since the optimal number of voxels for initial reduction is
not known in advance, we established the optimal number empirically. We ran a crossvalidation within the training set of each fold and thus the estimation was independent
from the test. This consists of repeating the same classification with a different number
of voxels ranging from the 4000 to the 8000 univariate most responsive voxels, in steps
of 2000 voxels. The voxel number yielding the highest accuracy was selected for each
task condition, and subsequently the algorithm was run with this optimal amount of
initial voxels.
Lastly, all the MVP classification analyses described above were repeated while using
a different classifier, namely the Support Vector Machine as implemented by the Spider
machine learning toolbox (www.kyb.mpg.de/bs/people/spider/main.html) to make sure
that the results were not dependent on the classifier used. Since this yielded comparable
accuracies as well as discriminative maps as the initially used classifier, these results are
not discussed in the present paper.
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Multivariate pattern generalization across cognitive domains To examine whether
functional brain maturation is specific to a particular cognitive function or not, we first
established the accuracy with which the age discriminative pattern found by training the
classifier on the gonogo data, allowed to classify the same subjects while performing a
very different cognitive task, i.e. the gambling task (Keulers et al., 2011). For each
pairwise age group combination, the percent signal change maps from all three gonogo
conditions were used as training set. The percent signal change maps from the four
different task conditions within the gambling task were used as test set. Second, we
explored the reversed generalization by using the four percent signal change maps from
the gambling task as training set, while the three maps from the gonogo task were used
as test set. As both tasks included trials in which a motor response was given as opposed
to trials in which a response had to be withheld, we performed an additional MVP
analysis to make sure that the generalization is not driven by this similarity in task trial
types. Therefore, the classifier was trained on the percent signal change maps from both
the Go and Go oddball trials of the gonogo task in which a motor response was
executed, while the maps of the Passing trials of the gambling task, in which no motor
response was given, were used as test set. The reverse analysis, with training on pass
trials from the gambling task and testing on the Go and Go oddball trails from the
gonogo task, was also performed. In all these analyses the 30% least contributing
features were eliminated at each iteration over 15 iterations. No initial univariate feature
reduction was applied.
There were small differences in participants included in either the gonogo or gambling
data. Of the current participants included in the gonogo data (N=57), three 13 year-olds,
two 17 year-olds and two 21 year-olds were not included in the gambling data. In
addition, two 13 year-olds, two 17 year-olds and two 21 year-olds were included in the
gambling but not in the gonogo data, resulting in 56 datasets for the gambling task.
Post hoc Regions Of Interest based age group analysis Since the MVP classification
analysis looks for discriminating voxel response patterns between age groups, this
approach gives no directional information of age-related differences in brain activation.
Therefore, we performed post hoc Regions Of Interest (ROI) based age group analyses
to examine the direction as well as the specific pattern of developmental differences
between ages 13 and 21 in BOLD response. A selection of regions that contributed to
the age group classification in the MVP analyses was picked out. The final ROIs were
identified based on the local maximum of a cluster combined with a radius of 6 mm,
based on the MVP results for the pooled gonogo conditions between 13 and 21 yearolds. For each ROI, the average percent signal change (PSC) was extracted for each of
the 3 gonogo conditions. Only the 20% voxels with the highest PSC were included to
make the amplitude assessments maximally independent of the extent of activation. For
each ROI, the PSC was compared between age groups by conducting an ANOVA with
task condition (3 levels) as within- subject variable and age group (3 levels) as betweensubject variable. The assumption of equal error variances across groups (Levene's test)
was met for all analyses. Alpha was set at .05 for each ANOVA to give maximal
sensitivity. If statistically significant effects were found, post hoc comparisons were
performed.
Low frequency functional connectivity analysis Functional connectivity (FC) strength
was investigated on the low frequency aspect of the fMRI data collected during
performance of the gonogo task. Task- induced modulations of the signal were removed
by regressing out the signal variance associated with the task-related GLM model (Fair
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et al., 2007b; Fox et al., 2006b). The residual time courses were further preprocessed for
FC analysis by detrending (whitening filter implemented in SPM5), regressing out
averaged white matter and cerebrospinal fluid signals and temporal band-pass filtering
(0.01–0.1 Hz). We calculated correlation coefficients between each voxels time series
and the time series of all other voxels in the gray matter mask already used for selecting
MVP features, yielding a voxel by voxel correlation matrix for each participant. The
Fischer z transformation was applied to the correlation coefficients to improve
normality. To take into account the spatial scale of connectivity we computed the
Euclidean distance between the voxels and categorized voxel pairs in short distance bins
of 0–30mm, 30–60mm and long distance bins of 60–90mm, 90–120mm and beyond
120mm (Fair et al., 2007a; Kelly et al., 2009). Subsequently, the mean strength of
functional connectivity (Cole et al., 2010; Sepulcre et al., 2010) was calculated within
each distance class by averaging the positive correlation coefficients between voxel
pairs in each distance bin.
Firstly, we examined whether age-related differences in FC were different for voxels
that did or did not contribute to age group discrimination as revealed by the MVP
analyses based on task activation. To select voxels for functional connectivity strength
analysis, we created a mask that included the 30% most discriminating voxels for all
pair-wise age group combinations as well as for all gonogo conditions as revealed by
the MVP analyses. This yielded a contributing mask of 1443 voxels. In addition, we
created a non-contributing mask by selected 1443 voxels randomly from the gray matter
mask, excluding any voxels in the contributing mask. We quantified the mean strength
of functional connectivity of the voxels within each mask located at a distance between
0–30 mm, 30–60 mm, 60–90 mm, 90–120mm and more than 120mm away, as
described above. To examine age differences in FC strength between the voxels in the
contributing and non-contributing mask, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA
with distance ranges (5 levels) and mask (2 levels) as within subject factors and age
group (3 levels) as between subject factor. If statistically significant effects were found,
post hoc comparisons were performed. Additionally, polynomial trend analyses were
performed for the mean strength of each mask and each distance bin to determine
whether the developmental patterns showed a linear and/or a quadratic course.
Secondly, we applied MVP classification analysis to the whole brain connectivity
strength maps in order to examine differences between 13 versus 17 year-olds and 17
versus 21 year-olds. For this analysis all gray matter voxels were selected. The whole
brain voxel by voxel correlation matrix was divided in only two distance bins, short (0–
60 mm) and long (>60 mm) ranges, and for each voxel its mean connectivity with short
range and long range other voxels was computed. For each participant, the whole brain
functional connectivity strength maps for short and long range distances respectively
were converted to vectors and labelled according to the age group of a participant. The
same cross-validation and selection parameters were used as described for the MVP
classification analysis: recursive feature elimination over 15 iterations, discarding the
30% least contributing voxels, and without initial univariate feature elimination. The
classification performance reported is that of the iteration with the highest classification
accuracy and the corresponding mean discriminative map, separately for each pair-wise
age group combination as well as separately for short and long ranges.
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Figure 1. Overview of image analysis steps. At the first level of analysis (left side of figure) preprocessed
gonogo data of a single participant are statistically analyzed with general linear model estimation. This
estimation is the starting point both for creating functional activation maps and for generating low frequency
time series data for functional connectivity analysis. The latter are generated from the GLM residuals by
regressing out white matter and CSF signal and band-pass filtering (0.01–0.1 Hz) (upper line of figure). The
functional activation maps are generated as condition specific percent signal change maps from the estimated
betas (middle line of figure). Similar percent signal change maps were available from a previous study
(Keulers et al., 2011) for the conditions of a gambling task (lower line in figure). At the second level (right
side of figure) the single participant data were integrated into several group level analyses. First, a univariate
estimation of age effects was performed on the gonogo percent signal change maps (GLM; see Univariate
analysis and Task and developmental effects revealed by the univariate voxel-wise analysis sections). These
age effects were also estimated in a multivariate pattern analysis from the same percent signal change maps
(MVP1; see Multivariate pattern classification between age groups, Age classification performance and
Pattern of brain areas contributing to age group classification sections). In addition, the gonogo percent signal
change maps are used together with the gambling percent signal change map in a multivariate pattern analysis
as a test of the specificity of age discriminating patterns (MVP2; see Multivariate pattern generalization across
cognitive domains and Generalizability of age-distinctive functional patterns sections). A third multivariate
pattern analysis was performed on the functional connectivity strength maps, also to look for age effects
(MVP3; see Low frequency functional connectivity analysis and Relation to developmental effects in low
frequency functional connectivity sections). Lastly, a post hoc analysis of the overlap in the weight maps
resulting from MVP1 and MVP3 was performed (see Relation to developmental effects in low frequency
functional connectivity section).

Results
Behavioural performance The behavioural results showed an overall decrease in mean
reaction time with age (F(2, 54)=13.13; p<.001). The 13 year-olds reacted slower
compared with 17 (p=.022) and 21 (p<.001) year-olds, and 17 year-olds in their part
were slower than 21 year-olds (p=.043). In addition, the ANOVA showed a main effect
of trial type with longer reaction times on Go oddball compared with Go trials (F(2,
54)= 14.25; pb.001). This suggests that reacting on less frequent Go odd- ball trials is
more difficult compared with frequent Go trials. There was no significant interaction
between age group and trial type.
Regarding the speed variability, the ANOVA revealed a main effect for age group
(F(2, 54)=15.15; pb.001) and an age group×trial type interaction effect (F(2, 54)=3.67;
p=.032). On Go trials the 13 year-olds showed more variability in reaction times than 17
(p<.001) and 21 (p<.001) year-olds, whereas on Go oddball trials both 13 and 17 year-
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olds showed more speed variability compared with 21 year- olds (respectively p<.001
and p=.004).
Task and developmental effects revealed by the univariate voxel-wise analysis Across
age groups, positive responding areas were found during performance of the gonogo
task in the anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula, inferior frontal sulcus, subcortical
and occipital regions, which have been described as part of a large task-related network
(e.g. Dosenbach et al., 2007; Sridharan et al., 2008; Stiers et al., 2010). In contrast,
deactivation during task execution was observed in several areas, including the posterior
cingulate cortex, superior temporal and parahippocampal gyri, among others, which
have been described as part of the default mode network (e.g. Dosenbach et al., 2007;
Greicius et al., 2003; Stiers et al., 2010). Task related activations and deactivations are
visualized in Fig. 2 (white and dark gray clusters, respectively). A list of all significant
activation clusters during general gonogo performance is provided in Supplementary
Table 1. With respect to inhibition specific activation, we found significant clusters in
the bilateral insula (Talairach coordinates: 30, 15, 3 and −36, 21, 3), dorsal part of the
anterior cingulate cortex (Talairach coordinates: 0, 12, 42 and 0, 30, 21), and right
inferior part of the precentral sulcus (Talairach coordinates: 39, −6, 45) (contrast
Nogo>Go oddball; FWE <.05; T=4.81; see Fig. 2, yellow clusters). These findings
confirm that our gonogo task was effective in modulating the BOLD signal in
distributed functional brain networks. The identified task activated and deactivated
clusters, which will be referred to as the “task positive” and “task negative” areas or
regions, will be used as a reference frame to interpret developmental differences in brain
activation.
The univariate GLM analysis revealed only a small number of voxel clusters where
brain activation differed at the FDR error corrected significance level between age
groups during the execution of the gonogo task (Table 1). The largest effect was found
between 13 and 21 year-olds, in all task conditions, with the largest difference in the go
condition comprising 195 voxels divided over 11 clusters. For the other age group
comparisons, there was only one cluster that significantly differed between 13 and 17
year-olds (6 voxels in the go condition), and one between 17 and 21 year-olds (26
voxels, also in the go condition). Of the 22 voxel clusters that showed an effect in any
of the comparisons, the majority fell within or partially overlapped (i.e. located at the
border) with the earlier identified task positive and task negative responding areas. Only
4 age-related clusters did not overlap with task related areas (see Table 1, last column).
To further explore the univariate effects of age on brain activation, we visualized in Fig.
2 the age group related statistical maps, thresholded for improved visualization at the
uncorrected significance level of p=.001. This lower threshold yielded for each task
condition and pair-wise age group combination only a few, small additional clusters.
Because age groups also differed in their performance on the gonogo task we repeated
the above analyses with the relevant performance parameters (mean reaction time, speed
variability and number of misses) as covariates. This yielded nearly identical results. In
fact, the statistical maps depicting brain activity across age groups that were associated
with task performance covariates revealed no significant voxel clusters at the FDR error
corrected significance level.
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Figure 2. Differences in brain activation between 13 and 21 year-olds during gonogo performance revealed by
the univariate voxel-wise analysis. Age group differences are presented separately for each task condition: Go
(red), Go oddball (blue) and Nogo (green) trials. F-Maps are thresholded at the less stringent uncorrected
significance level of p=.001 (F=11.23) for the sake of visualization. Age-related differences are overlaid on
the age-independent task-responsive activations thresholded at the False Discovery Rate (FDR) corrected
significance level: task positive responding areas (white, T=2.44), task negative responding areas (dark gray,
T=2.23), and inhibition specific areas (Nogo>Go oddball, yellow, T=2.84) are visualized.

Developmental effects revealed by the multivariate pattern classification analysis
The MVP classification analysis was applied to the percent signal change maps from the
first level analysis in order to examine differences between pair-wise age groups, for
each gonogo task condition.
Age classification performance Classification accuracies per iteration for each task
condition and pair-wise age group combination are shown in Fig. 3, and the best
iteration results in Table 2. The highest accuracies were obtained in dis- criminating 13
from 21 year-olds, for all task conditions (Go: 80.8%; Go oddball: 80.1%; Nogo:
84.0%). Of 1000 random permutations only 0.1–0.3% resulted in higher accuracy
values than the observed ones. The actual classification results can therefore be
considered statistically highly significant (Go: p=.001; Go oddball: p=.003; Nogo:
p=.001). Categorizing 13 against 17 year-olds was correct in 77.5% (p=.004) based on
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signal changes during Go trials, in 68.9% (p=.031) during Go oddball trials and in
70.0% (p=.020) during Nogo trials. Because initially non-significant accuracies were
observed in discriminating between 17 and 21 year-olds (Go: 62.3%, p>.1; Go oddball:
58.8%, p>.1; Nogo: 50.9%, p>.1), we repeated the classification analysis with different
settings for initial and iterative feature selection (see Multivariate pattern classification
between age groups section and Table 2). With these new settings, accuracies reached a
statistical significant level also for the 17 versus 21 year-olds classification, with the
highest accuracies emerging only in the last iteration steps, i.e. step 49 or 50 (Go:
70.2%, p=.023; Go oddball: 72.8%, p=.019; Nogo: 67.5%, p=.055). These results
suggest that the functional maturation pattern between 17 and 21 year-olds is confined
to smaller numbers of voxels, making the analysis more susceptible to non-age related
and/or noise patterns in the data (De Martino et al., 2008). When these nondiscriminating voxels are eliminated by the initial feature reduction step, classification
accuracy increases to the range obtained for the other age comparisons.
We performed a control analysis to investigate the possible effect of task performance
differences between age groups on the MVP results. For this purpose, we used the
model estimates from the GLM analysis that included the three performance measures
as covariates (see Task and developmental effects revealed by the univariate voxel-wise
analysis section) to remove the estimated covariance effects across participants. The
classification accuracies obtained with these cleaned data were overall higher than with
the original data, with accuracies for different age group and gonogo condition
comparisons ranging from 72 to 97%. The better results after cleaning the data indicate
that task performance related BOLD signal differences constitute a meaningful
activation pattern that interferes with age group classification. Despite the improved
accuracies, we will report the results from the uncleaned data only, to preserve the
continuity with the generalization analyses (see Multivariate pattern generalization
across cognitive domains section), where we compare gonogo data with data from the
gambling task in which there was no performance difference between age groups.
Pattern of brain areas contributing to age group classification The discriminative
weight maps showing the spatial pattern by which age groups significantly differ for
each task condition are shown in Fig. 4. Voxel clusters collectively contributing to age
group classification were distributed throughout the whole brain, rather than being
confined to one or more individual regions. Additionally, a significant portion of the
contributing voxels overlapped with either task positive or task negative responding
areas, i.e., 51.1% in 13 versus 17 year-olds (χ²=67.9, p<.001) and 55.6% in 17 versus 21
year-olds (χ²=6.5, p<.01). Firstly, some of the brain regions that contributed to age
group classification are associated with the default mode network, as they fall within or
partially overlap with task-induced deactivated areas (Fig. 4). These are evident in
ventral medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex and anterior calcarine sulcus.
In addition, discriminating regions were found in bilateral temporal and
parahippocampal gyri, areas that also have been included in the default mode network
(Beckmann et al., 2005; Dosenbach et al., 2007; Greicius et al., 2003). Secondly,
several contributing regions fall within or partially overlap with activated areas during
execution of the gonogo task (Fig. 4). For both the go and go oddball conditions,
discriminating clusters emerged in supplementary motor area, precentral and postcentral
sulci, and posterior insula, all of which are included in the sensory-motor network as
described in resting state imaging studies (Beckmann et al., 2005; Damoiseaux et al.,
2006; De Luca et al., 2006). In addition, voxels in attention related areas of the right
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intraparietal sulcus and frontal eye field (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Fox et al.,
2006a) contributed to age discrimination. In the visual processing network (Beckmann
et al., 2005; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006), areas in bilateral fusiform
and lingual gyri contributed to age group classification. Furthermore, voxel clusters in
areas of the prefrontal cortex associated with salience and central executive networks
(Dosenbach et al., 2007; Sridharan et al., 2008) were found to contribute to age group
discrimination.
Table 1. Results of the general linear model pair-wise age group comparisons for each gonogo condition
compared to rest

Note. a Indication whether activation clusters fall within and/or overlap with task positive responding areas
(=pos), task negative responding areas (=neg), or do not overlap with task-related areas at all (empty). Size in
number of voxels. TAL= Talairach coordinates; FDR= False Discovery Rate error corrected level; r= right
hemisphere; l= left hemisphere; m= medial; STG= Superior Temporal Gyrus; SMA= Supplementary Motor
Area; inf.= inferior; VMP= ventral medial nucleus of the thalamus; parahip.= parahippocampal; trans.=
transverse; temp.=temporal; IPS= Intraparietal Sulcus; SFS= Superior Frontal Sulcus; PFC= Prefrontal
Cortex.

These included the anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula, although the latter only
contributed in the 13 versus 17 year-old comparison. In addition, a cluster was found in
the left inferior frontal junction that contributed as well to age group differentiation,
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although other areas of the central executive network did not contribute to age group
classification. Thirdly, some of the regions contributing to age group discrimination did
not overlap with positive or negative task responding areas, namely in the precuneus
and left inferior frontal sulcus.
These results show that both task positive and task negative brain networks as well as
brain regions not directly implicated in gonogo performance by univariate analysis,
collectively differentiate between activation patterns of 13, 17 and 21 year-olds.
Generalizability of age-distinctive functional patterns To investigate the generalizability
of the distributed discriminating age patterns over cognitive functions, we established
the accuracy with which the pattern found by training the classifier on the current
gonogo data, allowed to classify the same participants while performing a very different
cognitive task, i.e. a gambling task (Keulers et al., 2011). This analysis established a
high generalization ability as the classifier could discriminate with high accuracies
between different age groups in the test data: 70.1% accuracy for 13 versus 17 yearolds (p .05), 78.1% accuracy for 13 versus 21 year-olds (p .01), and 82.9% for 17 versus
21 year-olds (p .01). The reversed generalization from gambling to gonogo task was
equally successful: 69.9% accuracy for 13 versus 17 year-olds (p .05), 76.7% accuracy
for 13 versus 21 year-olds (p .01), and 77.0% for 17 versus 21 year-olds (p .01). The
ability to generalize age discriminating activation patterns across different cognitive
tasks cannot be explained by simple similarities between these tasks, such as performing
a motor response to a stimulus or inhibiting a response set. This is evident from the fact
that a classifier trained on Go and Go oddball trials from the gonogo task, in which
participants have to give a motor response, is equally able to classify age groups based
on activation maps from gambling trials in which no motor response was given: 71.5%
accuracy for 13 versus 17 year-olds (p .05), 79.4% accuracy for 13 versus 21 year-olds
(p .01), and 78.6% for 17 versus 21 year-olds (p .01). Again, similar results were
obtained when switching train and test sets.
These results suggest that developmental maturation in brain functioning constitutes a
general pattern of activity change, that is not specific to the particular cognitive task
being executed or the specific cognitive processes invoked by such a task. This is
because the selection of features/voxels after each training iteration is based only on
their contribution to age group differentiation in the training task data. Hence, these
differentiating characteristics can be related to neural or cognitive processes that are
specific to the demands of the training task as well as to unspecific central processes
that are common to both tasks. The fact that the characteristic pattern for the training
data was equally distinctive for the test task data indicates that the classification is not
dependent on activation that is unique to the training task but mostly depends on
activation that the two tasks have in common.
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Figure 3. Multivariate pattern classification accuracies per task condition and pair-wise age group comparison
in relation to the progress of the recursive feature elimination process. Each graph shows the mean accuracies
over the folds on the data set at each iteration of the recursive process for discriminating between respectively
13 and 17 year-olds (A), 13 and 21 year-olds (B), and 17 and 21 year-olds (C). The three lines in each graph
represent the classification result for activation maps derived from different task conditions: Go (black), Go
oddball (dotted) and Nogo (gray) trials. The horizontal line at 50% accuracy represents chance level. The
arrows indicate the best iteration, i.e., with the highest accuracy over folds, for each task condition. This best
iteration accuracy is reported as the classification result in the text and Table 2.
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Table 2. Multivariate pattern age classification performance at the best iteration, for two sets of feature
elimination parameters.

Note.

* ns.=not significant; # na.=not available.

Post hoc ROI analyses MVP classification analysis does not provide information about
the direction of age-related differences in brain activation. To explore the differences
underlying age classification we performed post hoc ROI-based age group analyses for
a selection of regions that contributed to age group discrimination in the MVP analyses.
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In two task-induced deactivated clusters that contributed to age group discrimination,
i.e. ventral–anterior medial prefrontal and posterior cingulate cortex, PSC decreased
with age (respectively F(2, 53)=8.05; p=.001 and F(2, 54)=8.40; p=.001). The 21 yearolds deactivated these regions more compared with 13 year-olds (respectively p<.001
and p< .001), with an intermediate position for the 17 year-olds which failed to reach
significance (Fig. 5A). From the task positive areas that contributed to age group
discrimination, we selected several regions from the different positive networks for ROI
analysis (Fig. 5B): viz supplementary motor area, postcentral gyrus, intraparietal sulcus,
frontal eye field, anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula. PSC in the two motor
network areas increased with age, viz supplementary motor area (F(2, 54)= 4.56;
p=.015) and postcentral gyrus (F(2, 54)=5.97; p=.005). Postcentral gyrus was activated
more by 21 and 17 year-olds compared with 13 year-olds (respectively p=.018 and
p=.009), whereas only 21 year-olds activated supplementary motor area stronger
compared with 13 year-olds (p=.021), with an intermediate, non- significant position for
the 17 year-olds. In the attention-related frontal eye field, the BOLD response increased
with age as well (F(2, 54)= 6.07; p=.004), with higher PSC for 21 and 17 year-olds
compared with 13 year-olds (respectively p=.009 and p=.016). In the second attentionrelated ROI, right intraparietal sulcus, the interaction of age and task condition was
significant (F(2, 54)=6.45; p=.003). The age effect was strongest during Nogo trials
(F(2, 54)=9.18; pb.001), followed by Go oddball trials (F(2, 54)=3.94; p=.025) and only
borderline significant during Go trials (F(2, 54)=3.01; p=.058). Furthermore, enhanced
intraparietal activation during Nogo compared with Go trials (p=.004) with an
intermediate, non-significant position for Go oddball trails was only seen in 21 yearolds and not in 13 and 17 year-olds. The effect of age group on PSC failed to reach
significance in the areas of the salience network, viz anterior cingulate cortex and
anterior insula. Thus, task-induced deactivation of default mode areas increased with
age. At the same time, activation of motor and attention related areas increased, while
there was no difference in typical response control areas. Only in the attention-related
right intraparietal sulcus the age effect was modulated by task conditions, with
enhanced activation during inhibition only in 21 year-olds.
Relation to developmental effects in low frequency functional connectivity To directly
relate our MVP findings on age-related differences in task-induced activation to the
development of functional connectivity, we quantified the low frequency functional
connectivity strength between individual voxels located at distances between 0–30 mm,
30–60 mm, 60–90 mm, 90–120 mm, and more than 120mm away. First, we examined
whether age-related differences in short and long range functional connectivity were
different for voxels that did and did not contribute to the age group discrimination as
revealed by the MVP based on task activation. Contributing voxels were identified by
an image mask that grouped the 30% most contributing voxels across all MVP
comparisons. The non-contributing mask contained a similar number of voxels that
were randomly selected from the gray matter mask, excluding all voxels that
contributed to task- related age classification. The developmental relationship between
functional connectivity and task-related activation was addressed with a three-way
ANOVA (5 distance ranges×2 MVP contribution masks×3 age groups) on the average
functional connectivity strength of voxels. The analysis revealed a highly significant
interaction between the distance of voxels and whether they contributed to the MVP
analysis or not (F(2, 54)=190.50; p<.001). Post-hoc analyses revealed that the mean
functional connectivity strength was higher in voxels that contributed to the MVP
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classification compared with non contributing voxels for all distances but the shortest
(0–30mm), which showed the reverse effect (see Fig. 6F). This means that voxels
contributing to the maturation of brain activation during task performance have on
average stronger long range connections and less short range connections. This is
consistent with the location of many of these voxels in the vicinity of the major largescale functional brain networks. The hypothesized interaction of this effect with age (i.e.
that the strength of long range connections in the contributing voxels increases with
age) was borderline significant (F(2, 54)=1.95; p=.061). Therefore, we repeated the
ANOVA for each distance separately. This revealed that the interaction was due to the
0–30mm voxel pairs, for which the higher connectivity in the non-contributing
compared with contributing voxels was strongest in 13 year-olds followed by 17 and 21
year-olds (F(2, 54)=3.50; p=.038; see Fig. 6A). In none of the other distances was a
significant age by MVP contribution mask interaction. More sensitive linear trend
analyses for each distance did reveal a significant linear increase of connectivity
strength in the MVP contributing voxels at the range of 90–120mm (F(2, 54)=4.07;
p=.049). The same effect in the non-contributing voxels was only borderline significant,
as was the effect at the 60–90mm and >120mm distance for the contributing voxels.
This result of a mild increase in long range connectivity with age confirms previous
reports (Fair et al., 2007a, 2008, 2009; Kelly et al., 2009). However, as illustrated in
Figs. 6B–E this effect was similar in both voxel masks, albeit somewhat less significant
in the mask of voxels not contributing to the MVP classification. These results do not
support the hypothesis that brain activation maturation is associated with functional
connectivity maturation simply by both taking place in the same voxels, at least not if
connectivity is considered at the whole brain level. As a second step in the investigation
of the relationship between task-induced and low-frequency connectivity maturation, we
applied MVP classification analysis directly on the whole brain connectivity strength
maps, separately for short (0–60 mm) and long (>60 mm) range connections. This
yielded significant discrimination accuracies between 13 and 17 year-olds for short
(78.3%; p<.01) and long (74.4%; p<.01) range connections. In contrast, categorizing 17
against 21 year-olds was significantly above chance only for long range connections
(72.8%; p<.05), while the accuracy obtained at the short range were at chance level
(43%; this remained non-significant for different MVP parameter settings). The three
significant discriminative weight maps are visualized in Fig. 7. The weight maps for
short range FC are concentrated in somatosensory and motor regions, which
preferentially show short range connectivity (Sepulcre et al., 2010). The weight maps
only partially overlapped with the weight maps based on task activation, in that the most
contributing voxels in the task-related weight map overlapped only 23.8% with the most
contributing voxels in the long range FC weight map for 13 versus 17 year-old
comparison (χ²=1.54, p=.30), and 6.9% in the 17 versus 21 year-old comparison (χ²=1.9,
p=.20). This result again suggests that particularly long range connectivity matures
drastically during adolescence, and while this maturation is likely to underlie changes in
brain activity in the same period, their distribution does not coincide with the
distribution of brain activity maturation.
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Figure 4. Multivariate pattern classification voxel weight maps showing the spatial distribution of brain areas
contributing to age group discrimination based on task-induced activation. Of all the voxels retained in the
best iteration averaged weight maps for a particular comparison, the 30% most discriminating voxels (i.e.,
with the highest weights) are visualized per age-group and task condition comparisons. Weight maps are
grouped per age group comparison for 13 versus 17 year-olds (A), 13 versus 21 year-olds (B), and 17 versus
21 year-olds (C), respectively. Within each age group comparison different colors represent the results for
different task conditions: Go (red), Go oddball (blue) and Nogo (green) trials. The coloured weight maps are
presented superimposed on the functional (Fig. 4 legend continued) activation maps that visualize the task
positive (white, thresholded at t=2.44, FDR-pb0.05) and task negative (dark gray, thresholded at t=2.23, FDRpb0.05) responding areas independent of task condition and age group (cf. Fig. 2). This lay-out of task
activated and deactivated regions serves as reference frame for interpreting the location of developmental
findings.
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Figure 5. Percent signal changes in ROIs that contributed to age group classification. In each ROI mean
percent signal changes are shown with error bars indicating standard error of the mean, separately for each
trial type (Go (black), Go oddball (striped), Nogo (gray)). vmPFC = ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PCC =
posterior cingulate cortex; SMA = supplementary motor area; IPS = intraparietal sulcus; FEF = frontal eye
field; dACC =dorsal part of anterior cingulate cortex.
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Discussion
Multivariate pattern (MVP) analysis allowed a reliable classification of adolescent age
groups of respectively 13, 17 and 21 year-olds based on their activation pattern during a
simple gonogo task. The MVP results showed that developmental differences in task
activation are spatially distributed throughout the brain, affecting the responsiveness of
a wide range of cortical and subcortical structures. We showed that these distributed
age-distinctive patterns generalize from one cognitive task to a very different
challenging decision making task. This suggests that the maturation in task-induced
activation observed here is driven by common cognitive processes that span across
cognitive tasks, as opposed to exclusive task-specific processes. When we looked at
differences in the wiring of the brain that may underlie these differences in brain
function we could confirm the recent suggestion that long range connectivity strength
tends to increase within the time window of adolescence. We also found that voxels
contributing to age group classification based on task-induced activation were more
involved in long range communication than voxels that did not contribute. However, we
did not find a strong relationship between task-related and connectivity maturation, as
the voxels showing functional maturation did not significantly overlap with voxels
showing stronger connectivity maturation. Consequently, if functional rewiring of the
brain is the driving force behind the changed functional responsiveness of the brain, it is
not so in a simple and direct way.
Widespread age-related differences in task-induced activation
The MVP classification of task-induced brain activation maps allowed establishing
well above chance to what age group a particular brain map belonged, with accuracies
mostly in the 70–80% range. For the 17–21 year old comparison, this level of
significant classification was reached only by applying initial voxel selection in
combination with more fine-grained MVP parameters. This result suggests that a larger
portion of the brain contains at least some developmental information between 13 and
17 years, than between 17 and 21 years. However, when the same adjusted parameters
were used in the younger age comparison the results were very similar to the older age
comparison, both in terms of accuracies and the number of features/voxels yielding the
best result. The age-related difference in the number of voxels that can contribute to age
classification was mirrored by the stronger improvement in performance efficiency from
13 to 17 years of age than from 17 to 21 years of age and agrees with the estimates in
other studies that mature levels of response inhibition are attained around 14–15 years
of age (e.g. Luna et al., 2004). Despite the developmental slowing after 17 years, the
classification accuracies were as high for the 17–21 year-olds as for the other age group
comparisons without initial voxel selection, and their contributing voxels were located
as widely spread across the brain.
The spatial distribution of contributing voxels over the whole brain is in line with
structural MRI studies of development, that typically find widespread differences in
subcortical as well as cortical structures. Cerebral changes mostly involve association
cortex in the major lobes, and the white matter tracts between them (Giedd, 2004; Giedd
et al., 2009; Giorgio et al., 2010; Gogtay et al., 2004). Also, functional connectivity
changes with age mostly take place between spatially remote areas in widespread brain
networks, such as anterior cingulate–insular connections in the task related networks
and posterior cingulate– ventral medial prefrontal connections in the default mode
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network (Fair et al., 2007a, 2008; Kelly et al., 2009). The voxels that contributed to
task-activation based age group classification considerably overlapped with brain areas
that were either activated or deactivated during execution of the gonogo task. Some
voxels that contributed to age group classification are included in the default mode
network (e.g. Greicius et al., 2003), whereas other contributing voxels can be localized
to the task-activated functional networks, namely sensory- motor, attention, visual
processing, salience and central executive networks (e.g. Damoiseaux et al., 2006).
These functional networks have been described during task execution and resting state
functional imaging and are consistent between subjects and sessions (Beckmann et al.,
2005; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; Dosenbach et al., 2007; Fox et al.,
2006b; Raichle et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2009). In age-sensitive voxels located in
default mode regions, task-induced deactivation increased systematically with age from
13 to 21 years. In age-affected voxels located in task positive regions, the BOLD
response increased with age, although the exact developmental trajectory differed
somewhat for different regions. In the motor and visual motor related areas investigated
(post-central gyrus, supplementary motor area, frontal eye fields) percent signal change
values increased between 13 and 21 years. However, in the salience network related
anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula (Sridharan et al., 2008), no significant
percent signal change was observed in the post hoc ROI analyses. Although these areas
did contribute to age group discrimination, this effect was not strong enough and/or
consistent enough throughout the voxels in each ROI to be detected in the post hoc ROI
analyses. The spatially distributed age-related increase in functional responsiveness of
both task-related and default mode brain networks is in line with previous
developmental fMRI studies (e.g. Keulers et al., 2011; Luna et al., 2010; Rubia et al.,
2006) as well as with maturational differences in functional connectivity between these
areas in this age period (Fair et al., 2007a, 2008; Kelly et al., 2009).
In contrast to the good age discrimination ability of the MVP analysis, the univariate
GLM analysis revealed very few, small clusters of voxels with age-related differences
in activation, almost all of which occurred in the 13 to 21 year-old comparison. The
difference in sensitivity of the two techniques arises because the voxels whose signal
change with age is large enough to reach statistical significance on its own are only a
small portion of all the voxels whose signal is modulated by age (Poldrack et al., 2009).
In line with this, the regions showing maturation according to the GLM analysis all fell
within the larger regions highlighted in the MVP analyses. This result shows that a
univariate voxel-wise approach lacks the sensitivity to reveal subtle and distributed age
differences in brain activation, for which a multivariate approach is better suited.
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Figure 6. Short and long range functional connectivity strengths for 13, 17 and 21 year-olds adolescents. The
mean connectivity strength is shown for each age group, for different short (A, B) and long (C, D, E) range
distances. (F) Shows the interaction effect of mask×distance range. Error bars indicate the standard error of
the mean. The black lines represent the contributing mask, consisting of voxels that contributed to age group
discrimination as revealed by the MVP analyses based on task-induced (de)activation. The gray lines
represent the non-contributing mask consisting of randomly selected voxels that did not contribute to age
group classification.
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Generalization of age-distinctive functional patterns
The age-distinctive patterns revealed by the MVP analyses proved to generalize from
one cognitive task to a totally different task in the same group of participants. The
classifier trained on the gonogo data was able to accurately predict adolescent age
groups based on brain activation maps during a very different gambling task, and vice
versa. These results suggest that the age group classification is driven by patterns of
difference in activation that are common across different cognitive tasks, as opposed to
specific properties of a particular task or condition. Even stronger evidence for this
generality of functional brain maturation comes from the classification of response
inhibition trials in the gambling task (none-gambling trials), by a classifier trained on
response execution trials in the gonogo task (Go and Go oddball trials), and vice versa.
Thus, brain maturation as revealed by task-induced activity involves a pattern of
differences that persists over task paradigms or task-specific cognitive demands. This
task-independency is reminiscent of the multiple demand property of some prefrontal
areas that are activated during the execution of a wide range of cognitive tasks (e.g.
Derrfuss et al., 2004; Duncan, 2010; Duncan and Owen, 2000; Poldrack et al., 2009;
Stiers et al., 2010). The dominance of this network in task execution is illustrated by the
strong task-related signal change observed in these areas in any task condition, which is
much stronger than the subtle modulations that arise within the task-related functional
networks in response to the specific task demands (Stiers et al., 2010; Woolgar et al.,
2010). The generality of functional maturation patterns across cognitive tasks suggests
that the developmental changes that take place during adolescence also affect the brain
at this basic level of functioning, as opposed to changes restricted to specific processes.
Consequently, the functional repercussions of maturation are visible in the activation
patterns of a range of tasks, and in a wide range of brain areas beyond this central
network that are also engaged during task execution (e.g., sensory and motor networks).
That the age- related patterns of functional maturation also include many voxels than do
not converge with the task-related brain areas may seem inconsistent with this
interpretation. This apparent inconsistency emerges from the fact that the task-related
areas were also identified with a univariate GLM analysis. It is likely that also for taskrelated fMRI the number of significantly activated voxels is just a portion of all the
voxels whose signal strength is modulated by task execution. Hence, many more voxels
are involved in task execution than are made visible by univariate statistical analysis.
Both of the tasks included in the present study are cognitive stimulus-response tasks.
The functional operations common to these attentive performance tasks are response
control, attention mechanisms, interference handling, error monitoring, memory
retrieval, etc. To further test the generality of adolescent functional maturation it would
be interesting in future research to include very different tasks, for example, less
structured tasks such as listening to music (Sridharan et al., 2008), or self-reflective
tasks as have been associated with the default mode network (Buckner et al., 2008),
which is complementary to the task-performance network activated by the Gonogo and
Gambling task. The generality observed in the current study does not exclude the
possibility that functional maturation may also be evident in specific neurocognitive
functions. The generality tested here merely investigates whether a particular brain-wide
developmental pattern found in one task is also present in another task, and does not
exclude the possibility of additional patterns confined to brain regions associated with
particular neurocognitive functions. Cohen et al. (2010), for instance, using multivariate
pattern analysis on data from a stop- task, could only predict age from a response
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inhibition specific activation map and not from the basic activation map derived from
the go-trials. This selectivity could indicate that particularly the neural mechanisms
underlying the ability to abort an already ongoing response are susceptible to maturation
changes. However, their different results could also reflect differences in
methodological choices (age range investigated (9–30 years), heterogeneity of age
groups, participant exclusion procedures, etc.). Future studies will have to include a
wider range of tasks, both in terms of the neurocognitive function addressed and the
task paradigms to invoke them, to address the question of how general functional
maturation really is, in terms of central executive of specific cognitive demands,
operation modes of the brain, the age range for which it holds, etc.

Figure 7. Pattern of brain areas contributing to age group discrimination revealed by multivariate pattern
classification analyses based on functional connectivity. Spatial pat- tern of voxels contributing to age group
discrimination revealed by multivariate pattern classification analyses based on functional connectivity
strength, separately for short (0–60 mm; presented in yellow) and long (>60 mm; presented in red) range
distances. The 30% most discriminating voxels of the weight maps corresponding to the best iteration are
visualized here. Weight maps are presented for, respectively, 13 versus 17 year-olds (A) and 17 versus 21
year-olds (B).

The relation between maturation of task-induced activation and functional connectivity
Recent resting state imaging studies revealed maturational differences in functional
connectivity within several brain networks defined by ROIs. These comprised increased
long range and/or decreased short range connectivity strength between childhood and
adulthood, with an intermediate, however often not significant, position for adolescents
(Fair et al., 2007a, 2009; Kelly et al., 2009). We extended these previous findings on
functional connectivity maturation by showing similar patterns within the time window
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of adolescence, using confined, homogeneous age groups and a whole brain approach
based on the low- frequency background fluctuations in task-related time series data.
Our univariate analyses, which averaged connectivity measures over voxels, suggests
that the shift from local to long range connectivity in this adolescent age window is
subtle and not always statistically significant. In contrast, MVP classification analysis
on whole-brain long range connectivity strength values obtained high accuracies in
differentiating between the adolescent age groups of respectively 13, 17 and 21 years.
This once more confirms the higher sensitivity of multivariate over univariate methods
for developmental data. Maturational changes in short range connectivity tend to occur
only before age 17 and seem to confine to areas with a preference for local connectivity,
such as SMA, visual and somatosensory regions (Sepulcre et al., 2010). The whole
brain approach of the present study in examining functional connectivity, as opposed to
the ROI based approach, with ROIs derived from adult imaging studies (Fair et al.,
2007a, 2008, 2009; Kelly et al., 2009), shows how wide spread throughout the brain the
maturation of long range functional connections is. The advantage of the whole brain
approach is that it is data- driven and prevents a priori exclusion of relevant
information, for example regions that are included in functional networks in adolescents
but not in adults. The trend of increased long range connectivity strength with age was,
however, the same for voxels that did and did not contribute to age group classification
based on task-induced activation. Correspondingly, the MVP results based on whole
brain functional connectivity strength showed that age-related differences affect a large
number of voxels distributed throughout the brain, and are not at all confined to regions
that showed task activation maturation. In fact, the extent of overlap between voxels
contributing to age group classification based on task-induced activation on the one
hand and long range functional connectivity on the other hand was small relative to the
total amount of voxels contributing to long range connectivity classification. This
suggests that at least at the whole brain level the altered responsiveness of the brain
observed during the execution of cognitive tasks does not directly go back to a
difference in functional connectivity: many voxels that do mature in their task-response
do not play an important role in connectivity-based age discrimination, while even more
voxels that do not substantially contribute to task-response based age discrimination do
show strong maturation in functional connectivity. It should be noted that task execution
invokes subtle differences in the low frequency functional connectivity, compared to a
state of rest, during execution itself (Fair et al., 2007b; Fox et al., 2006b) as well as in
periods of rest following it (Dale et al., 2010; Hasson et al., 2009). While these
differences may have affected the observed relationship between task-activity and
functional connectivity maturation in our study, the effect can be expected to be small
given that the reported task-related changes in functional connectivity are relatively
small. A last finding was that voxels that contribute to task-related age group
classification have more connections over long ranges and less short range connections
compared with non contributing voxels. This only means, however, that voxels that
show an age-related difference in their responsiveness during cognitive task execution
are particularly involved in long range communication, i.e., overlap with the large-scale
brain networks. A difficult question to answer, and a challenge for future research, is
how developmental changes in task-induced functional responsiveness of the brain are
related to changes in brain anatomy, and particularly in large scale functional
interactions between areas. The present results make clear that this relationship is not
simply that voxels that mature in whole brain functional connectivity are also the voxels
that will differ in their responsiveness. Rather, our results suggest that connectivity
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maturation during adolescence takes place at the brain wide scale, affecting sensory as
well as association areas. Because long-range functional connectivity only reflects
communication between areas, this result does not necessary disagree with anatomical
imaging studies that localize adolescent brain maturation more to association cortex
(e.g. Gogtay et al., 2004; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997). The functional
connectivity results merely show that communication in the brain has become different
at a large, brain-wide scale. The net effect is improved behavioural performance as well
as changed brain-induced activation in almost all levels of cognitive functioning from
simple response control to complex decision making.
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Supplementary material
Supp Table 1. Overview of task positive and negative responding areas during a pooled gonogo task contrast
independent of age group.

Note. The whole brain GLM results described here are significant at the family wise error corrected level
(F<.05; F=24.64; voxels ≥ 5). In the last two columns the present results are compared with two (Supp Table 1
legend continued) studies that described areas within task positive networks as well as the default mode
network (Dosenbach et al. 2007; Sridharan et al. 2008). Size in number of voxels. TAL= Talairach
coordinates; R= right hemisphere; L= left hemisphere; VMP= ventral medial nucleus of the thalamus.
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Synopsis of the thesis research goals and findings
The present thesis investigated the architecture and connectivity of the macaque and
human brain. Tools from network science were employed alongside with in vivo
neuroimaging techniques and data from a neuroinformatics database.
Chapter 2 aimed at delineating in vivo the cortical fields of the human lateral frontal
cortex (LFC) and unravelling their functional connectivity. We uncovered
neuroanatomically realistic “functional modules” that correspond to various putative
anatomical substrates/cortical fields revealed in microsctuctural based parcellation
studies. The functional circuitry of each putative cortical field can indicate its
contribution to LFC function. Additionally, the functional connectivity of the cortical
fields seems largely consistent with the anatomical connections of assumed homologues
in the macaque LFC. Our approach revealed an organization schema of the cortical
fields of the LFC partially supporting dominant models of the human LFC that postulate
an organization along the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axis. Such models largely
depend on findings from macaque research. Hence, our results offer a parcellation
scheme that can function as a platform for future task based/cognitive studies, guide
LFC models and link human and macaque research.
While the study described in the previous chapter was not tailored for testing a
specific (pre)frontal model, in Chapter 3 we explicitly examined the hierarchy principles
and predictions of a model advocating a hierarchical anterior-posterior gradient in the
prefrontal cortex. Our formal approach, by employing network analysis tools previously
used in systems biology, revealed two important aspects of the macaque prefrontal
connectivity architecture. First, the predictions of the model were not confirmed and the
wiring of the macaque prefrontal cortex does not comply with the proposed principles
of the model. Second, while our results oppose to an asymmetry based hierarchical
gradient oriented along the anterior-posterior axis, a complementary analysis aimed at a
hierarchical arrangement of the prefrontal regions based on the laminar patterns of
connectivity, i.e. the cortical layers constituting the origin and termination of the
connections. Such analysis revealed that a laminar based hierarchy might be a more
compatible organization principle suitable for models advocating an anterior-posterior
gradient. Conjointly, our results indicate that the different concepts of hierarchy, i.e.
asymmetry based and laminar based, capture distinct aspects of the organization of the
connectivity of the prefrontal cortex of the macaque. These diverse hierarchical
arrangements can be used to develop distinct and complementary hypotheses on the
function of the prefrontal cortex.
The previous chapters examined the human and macaque brain by employing data
from either species. Such approaches aim at understanding the architecture of the
(pre)frontal cortex at the systems level. Additionally, they offer hints and insights into
comparative aspects of the connectivity of the brain of the two species. However, the
aforementioned approaches lack a direct rigorous comparison of the connectivity of the
two species. Chapter 4 aimed at fulfilling such a need. We directly compared the
connectivity patterns and topological properties of the brains of the two species. We
adopted a quantitative whole brain approach for such comparison. Our results indicated
that the wiring of the macaque and the human brain as a whole is significantly similar.
A region wise analysis examining distinct aspects of connectivity preservation revealed
interspecies similarities for the majority of the brain regions. Some discrepancies were
also discernable primarily involving parietal and limbic cortical regions. We also
uncovered a common structural backbone that appears preserved across primate
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evolution. Our study, through a quantitative interspecies analysis, offers a translational
bridge between macaque and human research and illustrates evolutionary aspects of the
connectivity of the primate brain. The results, while arguing for the suitability of the
macaque brain as a model, also pinpoint some discrepancies that should be taken into
account. Such discrepancies might reflect wiring features that are unique in each
species.
In Chapter 5 we examined functional connectivity and task evoked responses of the
human brain in a developmental context. Our analysis, illustrates that whole brain short
and long range functional connectivity strength and task based activity constitutes
information that can discriminate between age groups during adolescence. Moreover,
the discriminative task based activity patterns do not appear to be bound to specific
cognitive processes. Both functional connectivity and activity discriminative patterns
are widespread across the whole brain, pinpointing to large scale changes during
adolescence. Our approach allowed us to relate functional connectivity strength and task
induced activation. The more pronounced functional connectivity strength differences
were not confined to task induced discriminative regions. With the current estimation of
functional connectivity strength maps, task induced and functional connectivity strength
discriminative patterns seem to follow a segregated “maturation trajectory” during
adolescence where different regions carry the most discriminative information. Our
study illustrates the fruitfulness of advanced techniques like machine learning in order
to uncover subtle functional changes of the maturing human brain.
Future directions
The architecture of the brain is articulated in multiple levels. The complexity of the
brain in conjunction with the vast amount of data produced from different labs around
the world necessitates methodological and technological advancements that could
unlock the rules pertaining to brain architecture.
A detailed mapping of the multilayered architecture of the brain calls for a
multimodal approach (Toga et al., 2006). Advancements in neuroimaging protocols and
high field MRI scanners (Heidemann et al., 2012) alongside with quantitative observerindependent tools (Schleicher et al., 1999), and advancements in data-mining methods
(Lancichinetti et al., 2010) are promising for the generation of fine grained maps from
data derived from different modalities and scales. Ideally, the resulting maps would be
injected back to the neuroscientific community through neuroinformatics databases.
Their incorporation into software suites will offer a means for an objective comparison
of the maps derived from different datasets and modalities, as well as from different
species (Van Essen and Dierker, 2007). Such directions will help enrich and finally
even replace maps that have dominated neuroscience for over a century.
The recent blooming field of connectomics has already brought forth novel findings
on brain structure and function. A future direction for comparative studies, valuable for
clinical, systems and cognitive neuroscience, is to adopt a rigorous quantitative
approach in analogy to other scientific disciplines, e.g. comparative genomics (Berg and
Lässig, 2006), facing similar challenges with comparative neuroscience. Such a
direction, which could be termed as comparative connectomics, will offer a valuable
translational bridge between research in animals and research in humans. The
quantitative nature of such approach will gradually unlock preserved and diverging
features of the brain of mammals in general and primates in particular. Given the
complexity of the problems faced by comparative studies, the detailed evolutionary
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trajectory of the multilayered architecture of the brain is highly unlikely to be uncovered
solely with “traditional” observer dependent approaches. Since the connectome of each
species is articulated at different levels (Sporns et al., 2005), e.g. macro and micro
structures, long range interregional connections and intrinsic local microcircuitry,
comparative studies should also compare the brain of two species at different levels.
Hence, in accordance with the remarks for the need of multimodal atlases, interspecies
comparisons should take place in different “resolution” levels (e.g. long range
connectivity and intrinsic microcircuits) and micro-architecture levels (e.g. cyto- and
receptoarchitecture). This will result in a high dimensional data space wherein the
multilayered architecture of the brain can be studied from an evolutionary point of view.
Certain studies indicate that while at a regional level intervention from dopaminergic
projections do not differ between humans and macaques, at a laminar level certain
organizational differences are discernable (Raghanti et al., 2008). This pinpoints that
interspecies differences and similarities might co-exist and articulated at different
levels. Hence, the aforementioned future direction in comparative studies is necessary
for the development of more accurate heuristics and extrapolations of findings from
animal research to humans and the development of models of the human brain.
Hopefully our own studies constitute a step towards the aforementioned future
directions.
Relevance to clinical applications
Advancements in fundamental neuroscience are necessary for the improvement of the
treatment of mental disorders and clinical diagnosis.
The importance of imaging technologies is reflected for instance in deep brain
stimulation treatment of depression (Ressler and Mayberg, 2007). Imaging techniques
are important for the proper targeting of specific brain structures linked to pathologies.
Given the extensive intersubject variability of the distinct cortical fields, a more
accurate targeting, potentially resulting in more effective treatments, can benefit from
the subject-wise in vivo parcellation techniques presented in this thesis. Such in vivo
parcellation techniques might also appear to be helpful for pre-operative neurosurgery
mapping. Task based imaging has been already employed for such purposes, e.g. for
resection of brain tumours in the vicinity of the premotor cortex (Amiez et al., 2008).
The lack of robust functional localizers for the frontal lobes might pose limitations of
the usage of task based imaging techniques. Thus, our parcellation from resting state
fMRI might constitute a complementary or alternative approach. The short acquisition
time of the procedure, the effortless participation of the subjects and the lack of the need
for their training constitute additional advantages of our approach.
Due to ethical and methodological issues the brains of animals serve as models for the
human brain. Especially the macaque brain remains the dominant primate brain model
(Passingham et al., 2009). By employing a quantitative approach, our studies might help
develop more accurate models for the human brain and generate predictions about its
function and possible alterations underlying brain pathologies. Our comparative
approach offers a translational bridge between macaque and human research by
indicating which regions have preserved their connectivity during evolution. Such
preservation might entail a relative functional preservation and, at a gross level, the role
of these regions, as revealed in macaque research, could be extrapolated to the human
brain. Moreover, “network topology homologues”, such as regions of the structural
backbone, could be used for generating predictions for the human brain. For instance,
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lesions in the macaque brain and their impact on brain dynamics might be useful for
developing heuristics for the impact of clinically depleted or lesioned homologous
regions in the human brain.
Lastly, neuroimaging techniques along with machine learning methods have already
started to be used for clinical diagnosis (e.g. Chang et al., 2012). Classification
techniques based exclusively on phenotypic data seem to outperform imaging based
ones (Brown et al., 2012). However, an imaging based approach for clinical diagnosis
has the benefit of highlighting the neurobiology underlying certain pathologies.
Machine learning techniques in combination with multimodal datasets can pinpoint to
the most discriminative brain regions and features of brain organization (e.g. structure
and connectivity) that are affected in particular pathologies. Our machine learning
approach, as well as the adoption of both task based and connectivity information, can
also be used in a clinical context.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift zijn de opbouw en de connectiviteit van het brein van de Makaak en
van de mens onderzocht. Hiertoe is gebruikt gemaakt van in vivo beeldvorming van de
menselijke hersenen, neuroanatomische data van de Makaak uit een neuroinformatica
database en analysetechnieken uit de netwerkwiskunde.
Een eerste studie (hoofdstuk 2) onderzoekt het in vivo afbakenen van de corticale
velden van de menselijke laterale frontale cortex (LFC) en het in kaart brengen van de
onderlinge functionele connectiviteit. Uitgaande van functionele MRI data tijdens rust
hebben we neuroanatomisch realistische “functionele modules” blootgelegd. Ze zijn
realistisch omdat ze overeenstemmen met vermeende anatomische corticale substraten /
corticale velden, beschreven in eerdere studies over de onderverdeling van de
hersenschors op grond van hun microstructuur. De functionele verbindingen? van elk
corticaal veld geeft informatie over de bijdrage van dit veld aan het LFC functioneren.
De functionele connectiviteit van de gevonden corticale velden lijkt grotendeels overeen
te komen met de anatomische connectiviteit van vermeende homologe corticale velden
in de LFC van de Makaak. Onze benadering onthult een organisatieschema van
corticale velden dat ten dele de gangbare modellen van de menselijke LFC bevestigt. De
gangbare modellen zijn grotendeels ontwikkeld op basis van bevindingen uit onderzoek
bij Makaken. Derhalve stellen onze resultaten een verbeterd onderverdelingschema voor
van de menselijke LFC, dat als platform kan functioneren voor toekomstige taakgebaseerde / cognitieve fMRI studies bij de mens, en leidraad voor LFC modellen, en
dat bovendien het onderzoek in het menselijk brein en het Makaak brein verbindt.
Onze volgende studie gaat dieper in op de principes achter de verbindingen in de
(pre)frontale hersenschors. In Hoofdstuk 3 testen we expliciet de voorspellingen van een
invloedrijk model dat in de organisatie van de prefrontale cortex een hiërarchische
anterieure-posterieure gradiënt veronderstelt. Daarbij wordt hiërarchie opgevat als
assymmetrie in de verbindingen tussen corticale velden. Onze formele
netwerkbenadering, uitgaande van analysettechnieken die eerder al werden gebruikt in
systeembiologie, bracht twee belangrijke aspecten aan het licht over de opbouw van
prefrontale verbindingen in de Makaak. Ten eerste werden de predicties van het model
niet bevestigd: de gekende verbinden van de prefrontale cortex van de Makaak sluiten
niet aan bij de voorgestelde principes van het model. Ten tweede toonde een een
aanvullende analyse dat met een andere definitie van hiërarchische verbindingen wel
een meer plausibel organisatiemodel naar voor komt, waarin een anterieure-posterieure
gradiënt zichtbaar is. Deze andere definitie van hiërarchie is gebaseerd op de laminaire
patronen van connectiviteit – i.c. de distributie over de corticale lagen van de oorsprong
en het einde van de connecties. Samen suggereren onze resultaten dat de verschillende
hiërarchische concepten, in dit geval asymmetrisch gebaseerd en laminair gebaseerd,
verschillende aspecten van de organisatie van de verbindingen van de prefrontale cortex
van de Makaak omvatten. Deze diverse hiërarchische rangschikkingen kunnen gebruikt
worden om verschillende afzonderlijke en complementaire hypotheses te ontwikkelen
betreffende de functie van de prefrontale cortex.
In de voorgaande hoofdstukken werd ofwel het menselijk brain, ofwel het Makaak
brein onderzocht. Dergelijke soortspeciefieke benaderingen zijn gericht op het begrijpen
van de neurale architectuur van de prefrontale cortex op systeemniveau. Tevens bieden
zij aanwijzingen over vergelijkbare aspecten van die neurale architectuur in beide
soorten. Er ontbreekt echter een directe vergelijking van de hersenorganisatie in beide
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soorten. Hoofdstuk 4 komt tegemoet aan deze behoefte. In dit hoofdstuk worden de
patronen van connectiviteit en de topologische eigenschappen van het brein van beide
soorten direct vergeleken, en dit op een kwantitatieve wijze en over het gehele brein.
Onze resultaten tonen dat de neurale verbindingen van de Makaak en de mens, als
geheel, significant homoniem zijn. Een analyse per corticaal veld, waarbij afzonderlijke
aspecten van connectiviteitsbehoud werden onderzocht, toonde soortovereenkomsten
voor de meerderheid van de velden. Daarnaast werden ook enkele markante
discrepanties vastgesteld, voornamelijk met betrekking to pariëtale en limbische
hersenregio’s. We hebben eveneens een gemeenschappelijke structurele ruggengraat
bloot gelegd welke behouden lijkt te zijn gebleven gedurende de evolutie van de
primaat. Door het gebruik van kwantitatieve vergelijkende analyse vormt onze studie
een translationele brug tussen onderzoek in de Makaak en de mens, en belicht ze
evolutionaire aspecten van de connectiviteit van het brein van primaten. Hoewel de
resultaten de geschiktheid van het brein van de Makaak als model voor de menselijke
hersenen bevestigen, tonen zij ook enkele discrepanties waar rekening mee gehouden
dient te worden. Dergelijke discrepanties reflecteren mogelijk verbindingskenmerken
die uniek zijn in elke soort.
In een laatste studie (hoofdstuk 5) hebben we functionele connectiviteit en taakgerelateerde hersenactiviteit in het menselijk brein onderzocht in de context van
ontwikkeling. Onze analyse toonde dat de sterkte van kortreikende en verreikende
functionele connecties, alsook van taak gerelateerde activiteit, informatie bieden
waarmee onderscheid gemaakt kan worden tussen leeftijdsgroepen gedurende de
adolescentie. Bovendien bleken de onderscheidende taak-gebaseerde activiteitspatronen
niet gebonden te zijn aan specifieke cognitieve processen. De onderscheidende patronen
van zowel functionele connectiviteit als taak-gerelateerde activiteit waren wijdverbreid
in het hele brein. Ze wijzen op veranderingen op grote schaal tijdens de adolescentie.
Onze benadering maakte het mogelijk om de mate van verandering in functionele
connectiviteit en in taak-geinduceerde activatie aan elkaar te relateren. We stelden vast
dat de paronen van met de leeftijd gewijzigde connectiviteit en taak-gerelateerde
activatie maar beperkte overeebsomst vertonen. Op grond van de gevonden resultaten
moeten we besluiten dat functionele connectiviteit en taakactivatie een onderscheiden
“ontwikkelings-traject” volgen gedurende de adolescentie, waarbij wijzigingen in beide
domeinen zich over verspreide gebieden in de hersenen voltrekken. Ons onderzoek
illustreert hoe vruchtbaar geavanceerde technieken zoals multivariate patroon analyse
kunnen zijn bij het blootleggen van subtiele functionele veranderingen in het volwassen
wordende menselijk brein.
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And now for something different, here it is - the forced memoire that has to be done!
Well, there is no commemoration of anything in here compared to truly commemorating
acts. In the future, that is our times, everyone can be world-famous for 15 minutes –
well the thesis acknowledgements exist as if to only make everyone a writer for 15
minutes! So I have to grow my beard, light my pipe, and start filling some lines with
snapshots of the past and glimpses of the future.
It all started on a sunny afternoon in the land of the demigods when the summer
craziness was not enough to soothe some naïve expectations and dreams. The trajectory
that they were shaping was primarily fuelled with uneasiness for the “needs of the
market”, the options running low, the shrieks of the horizon and a wanderer’s needs?
Maybe it is luck, maybe it can be considered a trademark of our spoiled generation, but
some wishful thinking transformed into a concrete plan with the ever present support of
my parents – my sister approved as well and now she better understands why I had these
tendencies for escaping back then.
So here we are, after some cigarettes at the train station I am walking the streets of a
new city, I cross the street where in some months I would be anxiously waiting. Rain,
monolithic churches, and a well respected academic environment – all of these looked
impressive and promising while I was sitting in the bar where I would meet Ardi, Anna,
Vaso, Adrien, random funny guys and newcomers that made the place thrive with fresh
perspectives. The Old Europe, the north – back then it could sing a charming song, but
the technocrats also inhabit places of idealistic paraphernalia. After one year of work
and fun, uncertainty emerged. The voice on the phone says: “The position is yours Mr
Goulas”. Delighted to hear from you dr. Stiers. And delighted to be in a new working
environment. Frost covers everything on my way here and a sad thought is interrupted
by the warm welcoming from my officemates and colleagues. Afterwards I am among
strangers around a table. A professor looks like a bust of Zeus. A guy is making jokes
and witty remarks about neuroscientific work. An underlying sarcasm wraps everything
he utters and he has a penetrating way of thinking. He is one of my promotors. After
some weeks we have big plans with Peter. I enjoy freedom and creativity and
imagination substitutes the flaws caused by my terrible math teacher. We meet a tall
professor, with an imposing appearance and discuss some new ideas. “This is professor
Uylings” Peter says. I leave the café at the train station with the thought that with him
on our side our work will become classier! Some years afterwards there is some proof
that this wishful thinking came true.
I devour the summer holidays and a militant spirit keeps me vigilant. I have to find
“enemies”, something to surpass, in order to stay awake and ambitious. A vacuum
opens and stays there for some time, autumn paves the way for a wasteland. No worries
– let the good times roll in…
I touch vinyls and cold glasses of beer, spend time in Utrecht and Amsterdam, catch
up with friends at the ramblas of Barcelona. “Here is the cake that I baked. Wanna try?”
I have a new neighbour and after a while yet another one. Fortunately - the other guy
that was fighting with his girlfriend and listening to de Alla music on Sunday mornings
is gone! I go to Zondag and then Take 5. After a while I leave the place in frustration.
Joao and the guys suggest going to this party. Well, our plans coincide – let’s check it
out! Kamil also joins. Sunny BBQs, and long days with cocktails, flip-flops and chats
are revitalizing. Some people have to do their laundry and do not join. Mehrdad is
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showing up late as always – “Whaaat’s up guyyyss!?!?” Lars is so freaking good at
table tennis that it makes me angry during our sporty summer breaks. Ok, never mind –
we are off to Matteo’s and Roberta’s restaurant where gourmet dishes are piling up. The
bell rings and Marin shows up. But where is Aline? Damn! She’s already gone by now,
so no after dinner partyyyyyy. Martin likes the squat place so we are frequent visitors
there. Time is passing fast and the resume does not grow a lot. I receive the comments
for our work and they make me want to land a fast combination a la Yuriorkis Gamboa
style on everyone. But it is a learning process – in an imperfect world I should have
expected this. Technicalities won’t suffice - I need more visual propaganda. After some
months Peter enters with a triumphant smile in my office. I take the rest of the day off to
sunbath with mojitos. I am hungry again for more scientific stuff. Nikos and Philippos
complain about my Skype being out of use. Well, guys after all these years the
communication lines are always present and distances cannot (etc etc all these cheesy
stuff). Rosanne rushes in, full of intellectual seizures, stating this, stating that. Cerebral
overdose reigns and I say: “Truthfully, you are a masterpiece!”. Here is a plan that can
be executed with Matteo. I run upstairs and after a while we have a deal! I go home and
check the blog. Mitsos has uploaded new rips – after all this vinyl re-issue company
idea becomes more and more appealing.
Here it comes again, this urge for change. Things are dynamic by their nature, so this
is not an awkward feeling. We follow every possible promising event with Joao et al.
and sometimes some lyrics of Iggy Pop flash in my mind. We drink some cognac with
Lars and Britta and we hack Lars’ brain. Popi is bikeless and too far away to join.
Summer kicks in and introductions take place. It feels like I already know a person and
pretty well. After a while a gate to dreamworlds appears and I am sucked in. Sometimes
I speak like Count Dracula.
Business travels enhance my interest in my scientific work. There are many gaps in
this field that excite me. Back to the foundations again – this results in one project and
an over the top sketch of a task to be undertaken the forthcoming years. But then
again…Thoughts, plans, wishes… Here is one more: May the owl of Minerva transform
to the eagle of Apollo. And we might be watching this transformation from far away.
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